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Abstract
The ability to effectively evaluate a learned model is a critical component of machine learning research;
without it, progress on tasks cannot be measured and is thus impossible. In the natural language
processing task of text summarization, evaluation is incredibly difficult: the notion of the "perfect"
summary content is ill-defined, but even if it could be defined, that content can be expressed in many
different ways, making it difficult to identify in a summary. The evaluation metrics that researchers
propose for text summarization must overcome these challenges in some way. In this thesis, I identify
problems with the existing methodologies for evaluating summaries as well as meta-evaluating the
quality of an evaluation metric and propose solutions for improving them. I demonstrate that commonly
used evaluation metrics fail to properly evaluate the information content of summaries and propose an
evaluation metric based on question-answering to address the shortcomings of existing metrics. Then, I
argue that the class of metrics which attempt to evaluate the quality of a summary's content without the
aid of a human-written reference is inherently biased and limited in its ability to evaluate summaries.
Finally, I identify that the methodology for quantifying how well an automatic metric agrees with human
judgments of summary quality fails to provide a complete understanding of a metric's performance. To
that end, I propose new statistical analysis tools to address the limitations of the standard metaevaluation procedure and provide a new protocol for meta-evaluating metrics that better evaluates
metrics in realistic use cases.
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ABSTRACT
METHODS FOR TEXT SUMMARIZATION EVALUATION
Daniel Deutsch
Dan Roth
The ability to effectively evaluate a learned model is a critical component of machine learning research; without it, progress on tasks cannot be measured and is thus impossible. In the natural
language processing task of text summarization, evaluation is incredibly difficult: the notion of the
“perfect” summary content is ill-defined, but even if it could be defined, that content can be expressed in many different ways, making it difficult to identify in a summary. The evaluation metrics
that researchers propose for text summarization must overcome these challenges in some way. In
this thesis, I identify problems with the existing methodologies for evaluating summaries as well
as meta-evaluating the quality of an evaluation metric and propose solutions for improving them. I
demonstrate that commonly used evaluation metrics fail to properly evaluate the information content of summaries and propose an evaluation metric based on question-answering to address the
shortcomings of existing metrics. Then, I argue that the class of metrics which attempt to evaluate
the quality of a summary’s content without the aid of a human-written reference is inherently biased and limited in its ability to evaluate summaries. Finally, I identify that the methodology for
quantifying how well an automatic metric agrees with human judgments of summary quality fails to
provide a complete understanding of a metric’s performance. To that end, I propose new statistical
analysis tools to address the limitations of the standard meta-evaluation procedure and provide a
new protocol for meta-evaluating metrics that better evaluates metrics in realistic use cases.
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CHAPTER 1 : Introduction
Evaluation is a critical component of the development cycle of a machine learning model. Once a
model has been trained, measuring how well it performs on the task it was designed to do facilitates
both understanding the quality of the model and deciding which models are better than others.
Without evaluations that effectively measure model performance, we do not know how well new
research proposals work, and thus progress in machine learning is not possible.
In classic natural language processing (NLP) tasks, evaluating the performance of a learned model
is relatively straightforward; human annotators provide ground-truth labels for the task at hand, and
the predicted outputs from the model can be quickly verified as being right or wrong. For instance, a
model’s predicted class in k-class classification either matches the ground-truth label or it does not.
In structured prediction tasks, such as part-of-speech tagging or constituency parsing, the output
can additionally be neither entirely correct nor incorrect, but evaluating the predicted structure still
effectively reduces to checking if sub-structures identically match the ground-truth. Although the
ground-truth labels for these tasks can sometimes be ambiguous, these cases are the exception rather
than the rule; once a ground-truth label is determined, evaluation is straightforward.
However, in recent years, interest in natural language generation tasks has outpaced more classic
NLP tasks, and evaluating generated text is far from simple. Consider the task which is the focus
of this thesis, text summarization. Although it is ill-defined, from a very high-level, the goal of
text summarization is to generate a fluent natural language summary of some input text(s). Because
there are practically an infinite number of perfectly acceptable summaries for the same input, it is
futile to define a single ground-truth summary and determine if the model’s prediction contains the
correct salient information based on whether it is the same as the expected summary; in almost
every case, the summary would be considered incorrect, which is not very informative.
Ideally, humans would judge the quality of a summary since they would be able to best determine
whether the summary contains salient, “summary-worthy” information. However, this is impractical
due to the time and cost overhead required to use a human judge every time we need to measure
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the quality of a summary. Instead, researchers have proposed various ways of approximating how
human judges would rate the quality of a summary without using a human-in-the-loop, known as
automatic evaluation metrics. Building such an evaluation metric is rife with challenges, including
how to identify and represent salient information and how to determine whether a summary contains
that information.
However, because automatic evaluation metrics rely on algorithms or learned models to rate the
quality of a summary, their scores are inherently sub-optimal because they do not evaluate summaries the way humans do. As such, it is useful to know how similarly an automatic metric and a
human judge would agree on the quality of a summary, that way we understand whether or not the
automatic metric is a good substitute for human evaluations. Accurately estimating this similarity
(a methodology called metric meta-evaluation) is critically important for understanding how much
trust we should put into automatic evaluations of summaries.
In this thesis, I identify various problems in the ways that summaries are evaluated and metrics are
meta-evaluated and propose solutions to improve both of these methodologies. An overview of the
flaws in each of these types of evaluations is described next.
Evaluating Summaries.

The most popular approaches for automatically evaluating summaries do

so by assuming access to a ground-truth summary (typically called the reference) and compare the
candidate summary to the reference. These metrics implicitly make a (likely incorrect) assumption
that the reference summary contains all of the gold-standard salient content from the input, and
thus summaries which are more similar to this reference are likely to be higher-quality. Instead
of doing an exact match comparison between the two texts, reference-based metrics define ways
for extracting and representing the content of the summaries and identifying occurrences of that
information in the other summary. Each metric differs on how they solve these problems.
Various metrics, including the de-facto summarization evaluation metric, ROUGE (Lin, 2004), use
lexical representations of the summaries and compare two summaries based on their lexical overlap. More recent approaches, such as BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020), leverage advances in contextual word embeddings (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019) to represent the summaries with
2

high-dimensional embeddings and calculate a similarity score based on how similar the respective
embeddings are. Although these methods appears to have strong correlation to human judgments of
summary quality, it is not very clear how well these metrics represent and compare the information
content of the summaries. That is, the community is uncertain whether a high ROUGE or BERTScore value implies the semantic contents of the summaries are similar or it means they are more
similar on some less desirably dimension of similarity. This casts doubt on how effective they are as
evaluation metrics because they may not evaluate the aspects of summaries which researchers want
to measure.
Other approaches to automatic summary evaluation abandon the need for a reference summary
altogether and aim to evaluate the content of a summary in a reference-free manner (Louis and
Nenkova, 2013; Gao et al., 2020; Vasilyev et al., 2020; Scialom et al., 2019, 2021). Instead of using
a human-written reference to identify what input content is salient, they use either a rule-based or
learned notion of information salience. While this style of metric is less popular, its advantages
are intriguing. Reference summaries can be expensive and difficult to collect, especially in new
specialized domains, and thus developing a reliable reference-free evaluation metric would enable
quickly and cheaply building summarization systems when references are not available. However,
the implications for using a rule-based or learned definition of salience are not well-understood, so it
is unclear whether this negatively affects the ability of reference-free metrics to evaluate summaries.
Meta-Evaluating Metrics.

Regardless of whether an automatic evaluation metric is reference-

based or reference-free, its score is an approximation for how humans would evaluate the quality
of a summary. As such, metrics are meta-evaluated by calculating how strongly their scores correlate to those assigned by human judges (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008; Callison-Burch et al., 2006,
2008). These correlations measure the strength of the relationship between the metric and human
judgments and allow for arguing that one automatic metric is better than another by comparing
their correlations. However, the way in which meta-evaluation is presently done does not provide a
complete understanding of the performance of a metric.
Specifically, little is known about how precise the estimates of these correlations are, leaving doubt
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about how much the metrics’ scores actually correspond to summary quality. Then, it is not clear
whether observed differences in correlations are due to metric improvements or random chance, so
there are no clear recommendations to practitioners for what metrics should be used. Further, the
standard definitions of the correlations that are most frequently used evaluate metrics do so in an
unrealistic — and likely far too easy — setting, so the performance of metrics how they are used in
practice by researchers is not well-understood.

1.1. Thesis Statement
In this thesis, I argue that the way evaluation is done in summarization is flawed: standard automatic
reference-based evaluation metrics do not evaluate summaries in a way that aligns with the community’s research goals; automatic reference-free metrics are an inherently flawed and limited class
of evaluation metric; and evaluation metrics themselves are not properly meta-evaluated. Together,
these problems negatively impact the community’s ability to evaluate summaries, thereby limiting
progress on building automatic summarization systems.
In the chapters that follow, I discuss in detail both the explanations of these problems as well as
a proposal of various solutions. I demonstrate how question-answer (QA) pairs are an easy-touse representation framework for the semantic content of summaries and show that they can be
leveraged to create a high-quality evaluation metric as well as a better summarization model. Then,
I explain that reference-free metrics should be used as diagnostic tools for analyzing model behavior
and not as bellwethers for progress on summarization. Finally, I propose new statistical techniques
based on resampling, which improve the rigor of metric meta-evaluation, and provide a new protocol
for how metric meta-evaluation should be done to better align with how evaluation metrics are
actually used in practice.

1.2. Thesis Outline
The rest of this document is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides an overview of text summarization evaluation, including the different
approaches for evaluating summaries as well as the methodology for meta-evaluating metrics.
It also contains a brief discussion of how a related field of NLP, machine translation, addresses
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the same problems that are discussed in this thesis.
• Chapter 3 explores the fundamental question of what type of similarity between reference and
candidate summaries should be measured by reference-based evaluation metrics. We argue
that these metrics should ideally evaluate summaries by measuring how much information
they have in common with the references, and we perform an analysis that demonstrates that
two key metrics, ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020), largely fail to
evaluate summaries this way.
• To address the shortcomings of existing evaluation metrics, in Chapter 4 we explore using
question-answering (QA) to evaluate summaries through a proposal of a reference-based
evaluation metric called QAEval. Our metric represents the information in a reference summary with QA pairs, then calculates what proportion of that information is contained in the
candidate summary by automatically answering the QA pairs against it. We demonstrate
improved performance over previous work in many evaluation settings, argue that QAEval’s
upper-bound performance surpasses all other metrics where it currently lags behind, and show
evidence that it better evaluates a summary’s information than ROUGE and BERTScore.
• In Chapter 5, we explore the idea of reference-free metrics, which aim to evaluate summaries
without references, for instance, by predicting a set of salient questions for evaluation from the
input document rather than generating them from the reference summary. However, we argue
that reference-free metrics are inherently flawed and should not be used as primary evaluation methods because they can be directly optimized during inference to obtain the “perfect”
output under the metric, which is very unlikely to be the best possible output according to
humans.
• In Chapter 6, we briefly depart from evaluation and explore how QA-based representations
can be used to improve summary generation by using them to identify salient document content. First, salient document spans are identified through a question-generation and answering procedure, similar to that used by QAEval. Then, the spans are used to incorporate an
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inductive bias into a two-stage summarization model, which first predicts salient spans in the
document, then conditionally generates a summary. We demonstrate how this procedure leads
to better end-to-end summaries in addition to improving the controllability of the summary’s
content.
• Then, the focus of the thesis switches to the methodology used for meta-evaluation metrics.
Chapter 7 identifies that the community is very uncertain how precisely metrics correlate to
human judgments of summary quality as well as which metrics truly correlate more strongly
than others. To that end, we propose a set of statistical methods for estimating confidence
intervals for metric correlations and running hypothesis tests to argue one metric has a higher
correlation than another. We demonstrate how these methods provide new insights into the
behavior of summarization evaluation metrics.
• Chapter 8 re-examines the standard definition of the system-level correlation that is most frequently used to meta-evaluate metrics and points out there are at least two ways in which
there is a disconnect between how meta-evaluation is performed and how metrics are used
in practice. We propose fixes to the meta-evaluation methodology and demonstrate that, although the improvements allow us to more precisely estimate the metrics’ correlations, they
also reveal that the standard evaluation procedure largely over-estimates the quality of metrics as they are used in practice. This latter result casts significant doubt over how reliably the
most commonly used evaluation metrics replicate human judgments of summarization system
quality.
• Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the contributions of the thesis and discusses possible directions
for future research.

6

CHAPTER 2 : Background
2.1. Introduction
Text summarization is an ill-defined task. From a high-level, the goal is to write a natural language
summary of some input text in which the summary expresses the salient information from the input.
However, it is often difficult to describe exactly what content is salient because reasonable people
may disagree about what constitutes a high-quality summary of the same input.
Despite the task’s ambiguity, the need to evaluate the generated summaries is still clear. As such,
researchers have proposed various metrics for evaluating summaries, both with a human in-the-loop
and automatically with an algorithm or learned model. Because the automatic metrics are generally
an approximation of how a human judge would evaluate a summary, the metrics themselves can
be evaluated to quantify how similar their scores are to those judged by humans through a process
known as metric meta-evaluation.
This Chapter provides the necessary background on both of these types of evaluation — evaluating
summaries and meta-evaluating metrics — for the research presented in this thesis as well as a brief
discussion of how evaluation is performed in another text generation task, machine translation, in
order to better contextualize the research presented in this thesis.

2.2. Evaluating Summaries
Accurately evaluating the quality of a summary is critical — and often overlooked — problem
within text summarization. If reliable evaluation procedures do not exist, then it is impossible to
determine whether research claims that a newly proposed model generates better summaries are
true, and thus progress on text summarization is not possible.
Different Aspects of a Summary. There are many different aspects of summaries which can be
evaluated. Various dimensions and their definitions include the following:
• Linguistic quality: Is the summary grammatically correct?
• Coherence: Is the content of the summary presented in a well-organized manner?
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• Faithfulness: Is all of the information in the summary present in the input document(s)?
• Content quality: Does the summary contain the salient information from the input document(s)?
This list is by no means exhaustive nor are the aspects and their definitions standardized within
the community (Howcroft et al., 2020). Although they are related and correlated to each other,
evaluating each aspect involves its own set of challenges and requires different approaches and
solutions.
We argue that determining what content should or should not be included in the summary is the
defining challenge for the task of summarization, and the vast majority of summarization evaluation
research has been focused on the content quality dimension, likely for this reason. As such, the
evaluation work in this thesis is also focused on evaluating content quality. When we mention the
“quality” of a summary throughout this thesis, we refer to extent to which the summary contains
the salient information from the input document(s). The scope of the subsequent discussion about
summary evaluation in this Chapter is also limited to evaluating summary content.
Evaluation Challenges. Evaluating the content of a summary is a very difficult task. First, due
to the ill-defined nature of the summarization task, it is infeasible to explicitly define what salient
content from the document should be included in the summary. If two expert annotators were asked
to write summaries of the same input document(s), it is almost certainly the case that they will not
both write summaries which include exactly the same content. They both will mention common
information, but they will also include content that the other did not. However, both summaries
could be considered equally good. This stands in contrast to more traditional tasks, such as partof-speech tagging, where there is one correct tag per token (ignoring some ambiguous cases, which
are the exception rather than the rule). The output is either right or wrong.
Even if we did know exactly what content should be in the summary, the same information can
be expressed in different ways, and identifying phrases which do share the same meaning is nontrivial. For example, expert annotators have marked the underlined phrases as expressing the same
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information:1
• The European Airbus A380 flew its maiden test flight from France 10 years after design
development started.
• The first A380 arrived in January 2005, taking its maiden flight April 27.
• The largest passenger airline ever built, the Airbus 380 (A380), took off on its maiden fourhour flight on April 27, 2005 in France.
• The A380, carrying between 555 and 840 passengers, was unveiled in January 2005 and test
flown in April.
Automatically identifying these phrases are semantically equivalent requires understanding the syntax of the sentences, identifying that “flew/flown” are synonyms of “taking” and “took off,” and
detecting that “European Airbus A380” and “A380” refer to the same entity. It is easy to imagine
more complicated examples which might require a higher level of reasoning to match semantically
equivalent phrases correctly.
Evaluation Metrics.

Researchers have proposed various different metrics for evaluating the con-

tent of summaries, each with their own methods for attempting to solve the above problems. Evaluation metrics can be described and categorized by various different dimensions, such as whether
they are intrinsic or extrinsic evaluations, whether they require a reference summary, etc. However,
arguably the biggest distinction among metrics is whether the metrics are manual or automatic.
Manual evaluation metrics require a human-in-the-loop to score a new summary, whereas automatic metrics can estimate the quality of a new summary with no additional human input. The two
types of metrics are discussed in more detail in the following two sections, respectively.
2.2.1. Manual Evaluations of Summaries
High-quality manual evaluations of summaries are largely considered to be the preferred way to
evaluate summaries because the human judges are able to perform tasks that automatic methods
1

This example was taken from the Pyramid Method annotations (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004; Nenkova et al.,
2007) on the TAC 2008 dataset (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008), both discussed later in this Chapter.
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cannot do as reliably. For instance, it is theoretically possible to train a human judge to score
summaries according to a specific set of criteria. Performing the same evaluation through automatic
means is likely incredibly difficult for any practical application of summarization, and thus manual
evaluations are considered to be more trustworthy than automatic metrics.
Methods for manually evaluating summaries can be categorized as either direct assessments, in
which the candidate summary is evaluated based on its own merit as a summary, or reference-based,
in which the candidate content is compared to a gold-standard summary under the assumption that
the reference contains the “perfect” summary content. Both methods have their advantages and
disadvantages.
Direct assessments provide methods for human judges to score summaries using any set of criteria
that is provided to them. This allows for soliciting judgments for the exact aspects of summaries
that you want to evaluate, which is a rather useful property of an evaluation metric. However, this
requires clearly describing the scoring rubric and training judges to adhere to it so the scores of
different summaries are comparable, which is likely quite difficult to do. Further, accurately evaluating the content of a summary requires a good understanding of the input documents’ contents. In
a multi-document scenario — or even in single-document settings — this can be quite cognitively
taxing and a difficult task for judges to perform.
In contrast, the reference-based methods evaluate a summary by determining how similar it is to
a “perfect” summary, which is typically written by a human annotator. This task is likely simpler
than direct assessments because the amount of text which the judges must read and understand is
significantly smaller. However, the downside is that the content evaluation is limited to what is
contained in the reference summary. It is almost certainly true that the reference summary does not
contain all of the document content that would be deemed as acceptably salient by human judges.
Therefore, if the candidate summary contained information that is not present in the reference, you
cannot directly conclude that the information is bad or unimportant, but the candidate summary will
be penalized for it anyway.
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Below, we discuss the different ways researchers have used direct assessments and reference-based
evaluations for summarization.
Direct Assessment. Direct assessment evaluations of summaries aim to score the inherent quality
of a summary based on a set of pre-defined criteria. This criteria can be any description, but it often
is based around whether the summary contains the salient information from the input or whether
the summary successfully achieved the task it was generated to perform (e.g., provide a specific
information need to a user).
Some of the first attempts to define a description of a high-quality summary for direct assessment
came during the Document Understanding Conferences (DUC) and Text Analysis Conferences
(TAC), which ran a series of shared tasks on summarization. Across different iterations of DUC
and TAC, the organizers developed and refined the definition of a high-quality summary that was
given to expert judges, who were instructed to use it to assign each summary a score. For instance,
in DUC 2005 the summarization task which was evaluated was to write a multi-document summary
that answers an information need at a pre-specified level of granularity. The instructions provided
to the annotators for a metric called “responsiveness” was the following:2
Responsiveness should be measured primarily in terms of the amount of information in
the summary that actually helps to satisfy the information need expressed in the topic
statement, at the level of granularity requested in the user profile. The linguistic quality
of the summary should play a role in your assessment only insofar as it interferes with
the expression of information and reduces the amount of information that is conveyed.
Because the judgments in DUC were done by expert annotators who read all of the input documents and understood the task description, the collected responsiveness scores are considered to
be high-quality. However, only one judge scored each summary, so inter-annotator agreement was
not calculated. Nevertheless, the responsiveness scores (or later “overall responsiveness,” which
included an evaluation of the summary’s linguistic quality) are used as ground-truth scores to metaevaluate automatic metrics.
2

https://duc.nist.gov/duc2005/responsiveness.assessment.instructions
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Although DUC used expert judges in its evaluations, direct assessments which are performed today
are largely done using crowd workers and platforms like Mechanical Turk. There is no standard
description of a high-quality summary that is used (Howcroft et al., 2020) nor a standard annotation interface. Evaluating summaries with crowd workers is incredibly difficult. The annotations
frequently have very poor inter-annotator agreements (Fabbri et al., 2021), potentially due to the
cognitive difficulty of task and lack of annotator training. Tasks given to crowd workers are typically rather small and well-defined. In contrast, directly assessing summary quality requires fully
understanding all of the input text, and providing consistent judgments likely requires training the
annotators to teach them exactly how the summaries should be scored. Together, these challenges
make crowd-based evaluations of summaries incredibly difficult.
Reference-Based. Reference-based manual evaluations of summaries are largely done via the
Pyramid Method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004; Nenkova et al., 2007) or the Lightweight Pyramid Method (Shapira et al., 2019). Each of these methods is described below.
The Pyramid Method is the gold-standard for comparing the content of a candidate summary to a
reference summary. It leverages expert annotators to extract phrases which express atomic units of
meaning from the reference summaries and identify occurrences of the same unit of meaning in the
candidate summaries. The intuition is that more matches found in the candidate summary indicates
that it shares more meaning with the references and is likely a good summary.
These units of meaning, know as Summarization Content Units (SCUs), are not precisely defined
in terms of what they should represent. Instead, the authors describe a procedure for identifying
them. Given two texts, expert annotators are instructed to first find similar sentences and then break
down the sentences into subparts which share the same meaning. The annotators define an abstract
meaning for the SCU which is common across all of its occurrences, even though that same meaning
may be expressed differently in each case. In practice, we find that the information represented by
each SCU is roughly equivalent to what is expressed by the predicate-argument relations in the text.
The annotation procedure to calculate a score for a summary proceeds as follows. First, the expert
annotators construct what is known as the pyramid, a collection of weighted SCUs extracted from
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the reference summaries. For each of the k reference summaries for the same input document(s),
an expert annotator identifies all of the SCUs in each of the references, marking occurrences of the
same SCU across the references. Let Mi ∈ Mpyr be a specific SCU in the set of all identified SCUs,
Mpyr . Mi is assigned a weight wi ∈ {1, . . . , k} equal to the number of reference summaries that
Mi appears in. The set of SCUs and their weights define the pyramid. Typically, there is a small
number of SCUs with a large weight (forming the top of the pyramid) and a larger number of SCUs
with a small weight (the bottom of the pyramid). Although the Pyramid Method was designed to
handle multiple references, it can still be applied in principle to datasets with only one reference.
Then, the pyramid is used to score a candidate summary. For each SCU in the pyramid, an expert
judge determines whether the candidate summary contains an occurrence of the SCU. Let Msum be
the set of SCUs in the candidate summary. Then, the unnormalized score of the summary is equal
to the sum of the weights the SCUs in Msum :
D=

X

wi

(2.1)

Mi ∈Msum

Then, let On be equal to the highest possible weight of a summary with n SCUs. That is, it contains
all SCUs of weight k, then k − 1, etc., until it has n SCUs. The Pyramid Score is calculated by
normalizing D by On where n is equal to the average number of SCUs in the reference k reference
summaries.3
Calculating the Pyramid Score is labor intensive and expensive because it requires expert annotators
who have been trained to identify and match SCUs. As such, researchers have proposed methods
for relaxing the assumption that the annotators are experts and try to perform the Pyramid Method
with crowdworkers. This approach is known as the Lightweight Pyramid (Shapira et al., 2019).
The Lightweight Pyramid makes several changes to the Pyramid Method to decrease the required
3

This is technically known as the modified Pyramid Score because D is normalized by the weight of an optimal
summary with the number of SCUs equal to the average number of SCUs in the references. The original Pyramid Score
instead normalizes by the weight of an optimal summary that contains the same number of SCUs as are in the candidate
summary. The modified score can be calculated by only identifying which SCUs in Mpyr appear in the summary; the
original score requires exhaustively annotating all of the SCUs in the summary itself, which is much more time consuming
and expensive.
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level of human annotation. First, the SCUs are defined to be small important facts that are copyand-pasted from the text of the references; they do not define an abstract meaning for the SCUs.
Then, they do not exhaustively annotate all of the SCUs in the references to form a Pyramid. Instead,
each crowd worker is instructed to identify up to 8 SCUs per reference, which is repeated using 2
crowd workers, resulting in 16 SCUs per reference. The SCUs are not merged within a single
reference, so there may be repeated information.
To construct the Pyramid, they gather all of the SCUs annotated across the k reference summaries
and define the pyramid to be a randomly selected subset of them. Again, no merging of SCUs is
done; the assumption is that if an SCU occurs across multiple references, it is more likely to be
represented multiple times in the random sample.
Finally, 5 crowd workers judge whether each of the SCUs in the pyramid are present in the candidate
summaries, taking the majority vote to decide whether or not it is truly present. The Lightweight
Pyramid score is equal to the percent of matched SCUs out of the total number in the pyramid.
Because the Lightweight Pyramid does not exhaustively annotate the full pyramids and does not
require expert judges to compute, it is a faster and cheaper evaluation metric than the standard
Pyramid Method. Although it is less likely that the Lightweight annotations would perfectly match
those done by an expert, Shapira et al. (2019) show the Lightweight score correlates well with the
expert-based Pyramid Score.
2.2.2. Automatic Evaluations of Summaries
Although manual evaluation metrics are considered to be the preferred style of evaluation, they are
very slow, often quite expensive to calculate, and do not scale to a large number of summaries. This
makes them difficult to use, especially during model development when researchers require quick
feedback about model quality.
Instead, researchers turn to automatic evaluation metrics, which are relatively fast and cheap to
calculate and can easily scale to hundreds of thousands of summaries. Automatic metrics require
no human-in-the-loop to score a newly generated summary. Many of them do require human input
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Metric

Salient Content
Representation

Salient
Content
Extractor

Content Identification
Method

Content
Matcher

Pyramid Score (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004)
Lightweight Pyramids (Shapira et al., 2019)

SCUs
SCUs

Experts
Crowd Workers

Semantic Matching
Semantic Matching

Experts
Crowd Workers

ROUGE (Lin, 2004)
Basic Elements (Hovy et al., 2006)
BEwT-E (Tratz and Hovy, 2008)
AutoSummENG (Giannakopoulos et al., 2008)
MeMoG (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2010)
NPowER (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2013)
PEAK (Yang et al., 2016)
PyrEval (Gao et al., 2019)
S3 (Peyrard, 2019)
BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020)
MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019)
APES (Eyal et al., 2019)
QAEval (Chapter 4; Deutsch et al., 2021a)

n-grams
Dependency Relations
Dependency Relations
Character n-gram Graphs
Character n-gram Graphs
Character n-gram Graphs
OpenIE Tuples
SCUs
Textual Features
Word Embeddings
Word Embeddings
Fill-in-the-Blank Q’s
Wh-Questions

Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

Lexical Matching
Lexical Matching
Lexical Matching
Graph Similarity
Graph Similarity
Graph Similarity
Lexical Matching
Embedding Similarity
Learned Model
Cosine Similarity
Movers Distance
Reading Comprehension Model
Question-Answering Model

Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

Table 1: An overview of the differences between reference-based metrics. Every metric assumes the
reference summary contains the salient information, creates some representation of that information,
then identifies whether or not that content exists in the candidate summary.
in the form of an example reference summary, however once that reference is written, no additional
human intervention is required. The key trade-off between manual and automatic evaluations is
that automatic evaluations often fail to directly measure the exact aspects of summaries that we are
interested in evaluation, but instead approximate it with some substitute score.
There are many different ways to characterize automatic evaluation metrics, however like manual
evaluations, arguably the most important distinction is whether they require a reference summary
or not. Reference-based evaluations rely on reference summaries to identify what content from
the input document is salient and then evaluate a candidate summary based on how similar it is to
the reference, effectively reducing the evaluation task to a text comparison problem. In contrast,
reference-free evaluations directly or indirectly define a model of document content salience and
use that to evaluate the content of the candidate text.
The majority of the discussion which follows is focused on reference-based metrics, which are more
popular than their reference-free counterparts. We include detailed explanations about ROUGE and
BERTScore since they are used frequently throughout this thesis and provide high-level overviews
of other reference-based metrics (see Table 1 for a table which compares them). Finally, we include
brief descriptions of various approaches to reference-free evaluation.
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ROUGE. Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation, or ROUGE, is a reference-based
metric which is largely considered to be the de-facto automatic evaluation method for summarization (Lin, 2004). One potential reason for its popularity is that it was an official evaluation metric
for the Document Understanding Conference during the 2000s, which largely standardized various
tasks in summarization, including evaluation. It is still used in nearly every summarization paper to
this day.
There are several different variants of ROUGE, however, at their core, they each measure the similarity of the candidate and reference summaries based on the number of tokens they have in common
via lexical matching.
For the sake of this discussion, let X be the candidate summary with m tokens and Y be the
reference summary with n tokens. Each variant of ROUGE is described below.
The most common variant of ROUGE, called ROUGE-N, counts the number of n-grams of order
N that X and Y have in common, effectively using a bag of n-grams to represent the summaries’
contents. This value is then normalized calculate recall and precision:
|N-GRAMS(X) ∩ N-GRAMS(Y )|
|N-GRAMS(Y )|
|N-GRAMS(X) ∩ N-GRAMS(Y )|
=
|N-GRAMS(X)|

ROUGE-NRecall =
ROUGE-NPrecision

(2.2)
(2.3)

Here, N-GRAMS(·) is used as a function that maps from the summary tokens to multiset of all of
the n-grams of order N.4
ROUGE-S represents the summaries as skip-bigrams, which are pairs of tokens in the summary
4
A multiset is a generalization of a set that allows for multiple members of the same value. The intersection of two
multisets A and B produces a multiset that has n occurrences of member x where n is the minimum number of x times
appears in A or B.
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with an arbitrary number of tokens in between. The calculation is analogous to ROUGE-N:
|SKIP-BIGRAMS(X) ∩ SKIP-BIGRAMS(Y )|
|SKIP-BIGRAMS(Y )|
|SKIP-BIGRAMS(X) ∩ SKIP-BIGRAMS(R)|
=
|SKIP-BIGRAMS(X)|

ROUGE-SRecall =
ROUGE-SPrecision

(2.4)
(2.5)

ROUGE-SU extends ROUGE-S by also including all unigrams in the summary representations and
including them in the multisets. In practice, both ROUGE-S variants limit the length of the gap to
decrease the number of spurious matches. This value has been standardized to a gap length of 4, so
the metrics are referred to as ROUGE-S4 and ROUGE-SU4.
The final variant of ROUGE is known as ROUGE-L. ROUGE-L is calculated based on the length
of the longest common subsequence between the two summaries. A subsequence of length k is
a list of k increasing indices that correspond to tokens in a summary. A common subsequence
between two summaries is a pair of subsequences (i1 , . . . , ik ) and (j1 , . . . , jk ) such that xiℓ = yjℓ
for ℓ = 1, . . . , k where xi and yj are tokens in X and Y . The longest such common subsequence
can be efficiently computed with a dynamic program. The precision and recall for ROUGE-L are
defined as:
LCS(X, Y )
n
LCS(X, Y )
=
m

ROUGE-LRecall =
ROUGE-LPrecision

(2.6)
(2.7)

where LCS(·) is a function that calculates the length of the longest common sequence between two
summaries. A weighted extension of ROUGE-L, called ROUGE-W, which gives a higher score to
subsequences that contain more adjacent tokens.
Depending on the particular evaluation setting, either the recall, precision, or corresponding F1
value of the ROUGE variants are reported as approximations of summary quality.
BERTScore. Since the introduction of large-scale language models ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)
and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), contextual word embeddings have made a significant impact on the
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field of NLP. Due to their clear successes and advantages over lexical representations and contextindependent word embeddings, there has been interest among researchers in understanding the ways
in which these models can be used to develop better evaluation metrics. BERTScore (Zhang et al.,
2020) is among them.
BERTScore is a reference-based metric which calculates a similarity score between the reference
and candidate summaries by inducing a weighted token-level alignment between the two summaries’ tokens. Each token is represented by its BERT embedding. Then, all of the tokens in
one summary are aligned to some token in the other summary based on which token’s BERT embedding has the highest cosine similarity. The corresponding weight of the token alignment is equal
to that cosine similarity, and the final score of the metric is a normalized sum of all of the alignment
weights.
Specifically, let Y = y1 , . . . , yn be the reference summary that is being used to evaluate candidate
summary X = x1 , . . . , xm . First, the embedding for each token in the summaries is computed via
BERT (or, more generally, any other method of embedding tokens). Then, the cosine similarity
between each pair of BERT embeddings in the reference and candidate summaries is computed. Let
matrix B ∈ [−1, 1]m×n be the pairwise cosine similarities of each token X and Y . Entry Bij is the
similarity of the embeddings for xi and yj .
Next, two separate alignments are created between the summary tokens, one to calculate recall and
one to calculate precision. The recall alignment maps every reference token to its most-similar candidate token. There are no restrictions on the alignment other than every reference token is aligned,
so it is possible for no candidate tokens to be included in the alignment or for two reference tokens
to be aligned to the same candidate token. The sum of the aligned similarities is then normalized by
the number of reference tokens to calculate recall. This is defined mathematically in Equation 2.9.
The same procedure is followed to calculate precision (Equation 2.8), but the roles of the reference
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and candidate summaries are reversed.
n

BERTScoreRecall =
BERTScorePrecision =

1X
max Bij
i
n

(2.8)

1
m

(2.9)

j=1
m
X
i=1

max Bij
j

The recall score can be interpreted as the amount of content in the reference which is also contained
in the candidate. Similarly, the precision can be understood as the amount of content in the candidate
that is in the reference. The recall, precision, or corresponding F1 score can be used as the final
evaluation score. In our own experiments, we observe that recall seems to correlate the best with
human judgment.
Other Reference-Based Metrics.

ROUGE and BERTScore can be viewed as representative met-

rics that use lexical and embedding-based representations of the summaries. However, other related
metrics have also been proposed and used to evaluate summaries. Some notable metrics are briefly
mentioned here, but not discussed in detail.
Meteor is another lexical metric which explicitly creates an alignment between the two summaries’
tokens with a lookup table of synonyms and hyperparameters that encourage adjacent tokens in one
summary to be aligned to nearby tokens in the other (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014).
Similar to ROUGE, Basic Elements (Hovy et al., 2006) and its extension BEwT-E (Tratz and Hovy,
2008) perform lexical matching between the two summaries, but they do so between “basic elements,” which are sets of semantic units that are derived from the syntax of the summaries’ sentences.
A series of metrics represent the summaries with character n-gram graphs and calculate a similarity
score between the two summaries’ graphs. Such metrics include AutoSummENG (Giannakopoulos
et al., 2008), MeMoG (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2010), and NPowER (Giannakopoulos and
Karkaletsis, 2013).
MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019) is a generalization of BERTScore in which the embedding-based
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alignment is influenced by a cost matrix that penalizes alignments that aligns tokens that are far
apart in the semantic space.
Some metrics, such as PEAK (Yang et al., 2016) and PyrEval (Gao et al., 2019) attempt to automate
the Pyramid Method. PEAK represents SCUs by OpenIE tuples which are automatically extracted
from and matched across the two summaries. PyrEval identifies SCUs by decomposing sentences
into clauses, then matches SCUs based on the clauses’ embeddings.
S3 (Peyrard et al., 2017) is a learned evaluation metric that calculates features from the two summaries and predicts a score using a trained model. The features capture a variety of different types
of similarity between the two texts, including different ROUGE scores, TF-IDF vector similarities,
etc. The scoring model is trained on a dataset of collected human judgments of summary quality.
Finally, APES (Eyal et al., 2019) evaluates summaries using a learned reading comprehension
model. It removes the named entities from the reference summaries and tries to predict the entity that was removed using the candidate summary. This metric is discussed more in §4.9.
Calculating Human-Level Performance. It is common practice in NLP to establish human performance on a task in order to contextualize the results from learned models. In the case of
reference-based metrics, this amounts to evaluating the quality of the reference summaries. However, reference-based metrics use references to evaluate summaries, so evaluating a reference against
itself would artificially inflate its score because it would essentially be a “perfect” summary. Therefore, care needs to be taken to ensure the evaluation is fair, which is done through a process called
jackknifing.
Assume for the sake of this discussion that we have N reference summaries for the same input document. Each reference summary should be evaluated against the remaining N − 1 summaries using
the reference-based metric; the summary itself should not be used as a reference during evaluation.
Thus, establishing a human baseline for reference-based metrics requires at least N = 2 references.
Then, to fairly compare the resulting human score to a learned system’s score, the system’s summary
must be evaluated N different times, once against each possible subset of N −1 references, and then
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averaged. If the reference-based metric handles multiple reference summaries by independently
scoring the candidate against each one and then taking the average, the score does not change.
However, some metrics may aggregate over multiple summaries a different way, for example by
calculating the maximum score over the references, and the resulting score will change.
If jackknifing is not used and the reference is scored against itself, the score will be artificially
inflated and not comparable to models’ scores. If both model and human summaries are used to
meta-evaluate a metric (discussed more in §2.3) and jackknifing is not performed, the metric’s performance will be incorrectly estimated. This is a mistake which we have observed in the literature,
and it invalidates the results of the meta-evaluation.
Reference-Free Metrics.

In contrast to reference-based metrics, the class of reference-free met-

rics either implicitly or explicitly model what content in the input documents is salient instead of
assuming the salient content is provided in a reference summary. Although this style of metric is
less popular, there have been various approaches proposed in the literature.
SIMetrix is a toolkit which calculates various similarity scores between the summary and input
documents using different distance measures described in Louis and Nenkova (2013). For example,
the authors propose to calculate the Jensen Shannon divergence between the two texts using unigram
frequency statistics and the cosine similarity between the texts’ TF-IDF vector representations.
Other metrics, such as SUPERT (Gao et al., 2020), create psuedo-references from the input documents that are used to evaluate other generated summaries. Specifically, SUPERT identifies salient
sentences that form the pseudo-references by finding sentences that have embeddings which are
most similar to the documents’ embeddings. This approach is similar to LexRank (Erkan and Radev,
2004), a well-known graph-based approach for ranking document sentences by their relative importances.
The BLANC (Vasilyev et al., 2020) metric leverages large-scale language models and scores the
quality of a generated summary based on how well it improves the performance of a masked language model which operates on the input document.
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Finally, two related metrics, SummaQA (Scialom et al., 2019) and QuestEval (Scialom et al., 2021)
leverage QA to evaluate summaries, similarly to our proposal in Chapter 4. However, the main
difference is that these metrics compare the generated summary to the input document via questions
generated from one text and answered using the other. QuestEval also contains a learned question salience model that was trained to predict how likely a question is answered in the reference
summary.
We discuss reference-free evaluation metrics at length in Chapter 5 and argue that they should not
be used to measure progress on the task of summarization because they can be directly optimized
during inference. This means it is possible to define algorithms which find the (near) optimal summaries under the metrics and thus the “perfect” output is already known, limiting their ability to
effectively evaluate summaries.

2.3. Meta-Evaluating Metrics
Automatic evaluation metrics are often used as substitutes for manual evaluations of summary quality. Although they are much cheaper and faster to calculate than manual annotations, they typically
do not evaluate the exact properties of summaries that we want to measure, which can only be done
using human judges. As such, they are used as approximations of manual evaluations. Measuring
the similarity between automatic metrics and human judgments is done via metric meta-evaluation
(Dang and Owczarzak, 2008; Callison-Burch et al., 2006, 2008, 2010; Przybocki et al., 2008; Bojar
et al., 2016).
Accurately meta-evaluating metrics is critically important for the development of summarization
systems. Automatic metrics are the primary method that researchers use for evaluation during
system development. Their scores are used to quickly determine whether a new model generates
higher-quality summaries, and as a result, they end up influencing whether or not researchers pursue a specific idea. Therefore, it is important to know how likely an improvement in an automatic
metric corresponds to an actual improvement in summary quality as judged by humans. If automatic metrics correlate poorly with human judgments—or we do not know how well they correlate
at all—then it is not clear what conclusions we can reach about the quality of a summary based on
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the value of an automatic metric.
2.3.1. Data Collection
Meta-evaluating metrics requires collecting a set of summaries that will be evaluated by human
judges to establish a ground-truth quality score. These summaries are typically collected as follows.
First, a set of M input documents (or clusters, in a multi-document setting) is selected. The documents could be the entire test split of a dataset if it is small enough in size (Dang and Owczarzak,
2008, 2009) or subset of the test split sampled uniformly at random (Fabbri et al., 2021) or a stratified sample based on some difficulty heuristic (Bhandari et al., 2020).
Then, a set of N summarization systems is identified. This set could be all of the systems submitted
to a summarization shared task (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008, 2009) or a collection of recently proposed models (Bhandari et al., 2020; Fabbri et al., 2021). Each of the N systems is used to generate
a summary for all M inputs, resulting in M × N summaries.
Once the summaries have been collected, human annotators judge the quality of each of the summaries, establishing the ground-truth score that the automatic metrics will be evaluated against. The
quality score that the annotators assign should be reflective of the aspect of the summary which is
going to be evaluated through automatic metrics, such as the linguistic quality or faithfulness (see
§2.2.1 for more details). This human annotation procedure is denoted by Z. The result of this judgment procedure is a matrix of ground-truth scores, called Z, in which zji is the human-judged score
of the summary produced by the ith summarization system on the jth input document.
Then, the automatic metric, denoted X , is used to calculate a score for all M × N summaries,
resulting in matrix X in which xij is the automatic metric score of the summary produced by the ith
summarization system on the jth input document.
Once matrices Z and X have been collected, they can be used to estimate the similarity of the
human-judgment procedure Z and metric X through different correlation calculations, discussed in
§2.3.2. Next, we describe several datasets which are commonly used to meta-evaluate summarization metrics. Dataset statistics are included in Fig. 2.
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Number of
Clusters

Dataset

TAC 2008 (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008)
TAC 2009 (Dang and Owczarzak, 2009)
REALSumm (Bhandari et al., 2020)
SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021)

48
44
100
100

Docs per
Cluster

Avg. Doc
Length
(Tokens)

10
10
1
1

512
552
740
359

Number of
References
4
4
1
1

Avg.
Reference
Length
(Tokens)
96
98
51
44

Number of
Systems
58
55
25
16

Avg.
Candidate
Length
(Tokens)
96
95
72
63

Table 2: Basic statistics of the datasets commonly used to meta-evaluate summarization metrics.
TAC 2008 & 2009. During the 2000s, the Document Understanding Conference (DUC) and the
Text Analysis Conference (TAC) ran highly influential shared tasks on summary generation and
summarization evaluation. These conferences collected a large number of high-quality summarization datasets and expert judgments of various aspects of summary quality, largely standardizing task
definitions and the evaluation and meta-evaluation methodologies for summarization.
Two datasets which emerged as the benchmarks for meta-evaluating metrics are TAC 2008 (Dang
and Owczarzak, 2008) and 2009 (Dang and Owczarzak, 2009). During these years, the shared tasks
included topic-focused multi-document summarization, in which the goal is to write a 100 word
summary of a cluster of documents with respect to a specific information need expressed by a topic
statement. An example information need is the following:
Describe developments in the production and launch of the Airbus A380.
There were 48 and 44 input clusters with 10 input documents per cluster in 2008 and 2009, respectively. The documents were manually selected to be about a coherent topic from the news domain.
Each document cluster also contains 4 expert-written reference summaries.
There were 58 and 55 systems which were submitted in 2008 and 2009, respectively, which had
their summaries evaluated by expert annotators across different dimensions of summary quality,
including an overall responsiveness score, which evaluates both the content and readability of the
summaries, as well as the Pyramid Method.
REALSumm & SummEval. The CNN/DailyMail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015; Nallapati et al.,
2016) is a large-scale, generic single-document summarization task that is largely considered a
benchmark summarization dataset for current summarization research. In contrast to the datasets
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popularized by DUC and TAC, the reference summaries are about one document instead of a cluster
of documents, are notably shorter at ≈ 50 tokens compared to ≈ 100 for TAC, and tend to be far
more extractive (Grusky et al., 2018).
Further, the types of systems which are trained and evaluated on the CNN/DailyMail dataset are
rather different from those evaluated during DUC and TAC. Recent systems are trained on orders
of magnitude more data than systems from the 2000s. They are often abstractive models instead
of extractive models, and they produce summaries which are higher quality in the sense that they
are more similar to the reference summaries (Peyrard, 2019). As such, it is not clear to what extent
conclusions made from meta-evaluating metrics on the TAC datasets will still hold for datasets and
models which are popular today.
To that end, researchers collected new datasets for meta-evaluating metrics on the CNN/DailyMail
dataset with recently published summarization systems. REALSumm (Bhandari et al., 2020) is
a collection summaries from 25 systems on 100 input documents that were evaluated using the
Lightweight Pyramid (see §2.2.1). The input documents were selected to capture both easy- and
hard-to-summarize documents. Documents were grouped into difficulty buckets based on the average reference-based metric scores of the 25 systems, and a stratified sample was performed using
those buckets.
The SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021) dataset contains expert judgments of summary quality for 16
systems on 100 input documents. The input documents were selected by a uniform sample of the
CNN/DailyMail dataset. Each of the 1600 summaries were annotated for four different dimensions
of summary quality:
1. Coherence: The collective quality of how well the summary is structured and organized
2. Consistency: The extent to which the summary contains information which is factually supported by the input document
3. Fluency: The grammaticality quality of the sentences
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4. Relevance: How well the summary selects important content from the source document.
Each summary was was assigned a score on a Likert scale from 1-5 by three different expert judges
for each of the four dimensions.
2.3.2. Correlation Levels
Within summarization, there are two standard correlations that are used to estimate the correlation
between metric X and human judgments Z, called the system- and summary-level correlations.
Both are functions of the matrices X and Z, described next.
System-Level Correlation. The system-level correlation quantifies the extent to which an automatic metric X and human judgments Z agree on the quality of a system. It is defined as the
correlation between the metric’s score and the human judged score for each of the N systems.
Each system is assigned a score by the metric and human judgments by aggregating over the M
individual summary scores for that system. Typically the scores are averaged, as in Equations 2.10
and 2.11, although other aggregation functions can be used.

x̄i =

M
1 X j
xi
M

(2.10)

M
1 X j
zi
M

(2.11)

j=1

z̄i =

j=1

Then, the system-level correlation is calculated as the correlation between the metric and human
system scores:
rSYS (X, Z) = C ORR ({(x̄1 , z̄1 ) , . . . , (x̄N , z̄N )})

(2.12)

in which the C ORR(·) function calculates the correlation between the paired observations, discussed
more in §2.3.3.
Geometrically, the system-level correlation is equivalent to calculating a per-row score for X and Z
by aggregating over the columns, then taking a correlation between the per-row scores (see Fig. 1).
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<latexit sha1_base64="WSQZQOa5+Dp+xOHoGbKlA/eHROk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9Vj04rFS+wFtKJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WjmSToR3QoecgZNVZqNPrVfqnsVtw5yCrxclKGHPV+6as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuylGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzUKTm3yoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPEzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2naEPwll9eJa1qxbuqeA+X5dptHkcBTuEMLsCDa6jBPdShCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDWv42C</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WSQZQOa5+Dp+xOHoGbKlA/eHROk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9Vj04rFS+wFtKJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WjmSToR3QoecgZNVZqNPrVfqnsVtw5yCrxclKGHPV+6as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuylGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzUKTm3yoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPEzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2naEPwll9eJa1qxbuqeA+X5dptHkcBTuEMLsCDa6jBPdShCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDWv42C</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6Ox8fjrldH96LcYPTkVyM6700Hs=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9Vj04rGCaQttLJvtpl262YTdiVBLf4MXD4p49Qd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2TJJpxn2WyES3Qmq4FIr7KFDyVqo5jUPJm+HwZuo3H7k2IlH3OEp5ENO+EpFgFK3kP3WrD163VHYr7gxkmXg5KUOOerf01eklLIu5QiapMW3PTTEYU42CST4pdjLDU8qGtM/blioacxOMZ8dOyKlVeiRKtC2FZKb+nhjT2JhRHNrOmOLALHpT8T+vnWF0FYyFSjPkis0XRZkkmJDp56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadoQ/AWX14mjWrFu6h4d+fl2nUeRwGO4QTOwINLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fN0mOTA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9vYZEY1gv5G4EJrfrGL06v2HSbg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU1GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8O/Pbj6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZqNPrn/XLFrbpzkL/Ey0kFctT75c/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TEKgMSxsqWNGSu/pzIaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8NrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW375L2mdVb3Lqnd/Uand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEdmsBgCE/wAq+OcJ6dN+d90Vpw8plD+AXn4xvYQ42D</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9vYZEY1gv5G4EJrfrGL06v2HSbg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU1GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8O/Pbj6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZqNPrn/XLFrbpzkL/Ey0kFctT75c/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TEKgMSxsqWNGSu/pzIaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8NrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW375L2mdVb3Lqnd/Uand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEdmsBgCE/wAq+OcJ6dN+d90Vpw8plD+AXn4xvYQ42D</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="adWEw1bRVUcyZGAZaqgdPJyOdWo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUaPQv++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFctT75a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MbPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqt5V1Xu4rNRu8ziKcAKncA4eXEMN7qEOTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QPZx42E</latexit>

SN

<latexit sha1_base64="adWEw1bRVUcyZGAZaqgdPJyOdWo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUaPQv++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFctT75a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MbPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqt5V1Xu4rNRu8ziKcAKncA4eXEMN7qEOTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QPZx42E</latexit>

SN

<latexit sha1_base64="pkEi1EKxmguZ3jaoSlrHw3C5WOY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRiyep1H5AG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz3yymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GNzO//YhK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRqN/1y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUpOrDIgYaxsSUPm6s+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWX/5LWWdW7qHr355XadR5HEY7gGE7Bg0uowS3UoQkMhvAEL/DqCOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4BAT6Nng==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pkEi1EKxmguZ3jaoSlrHw3C5WOY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRiyep1H5AG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz3yymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GNzO//YhK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRqN/1y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUpOrDIgYaxsSUPm6s+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWX/5LWWdW7qHr355XadR5HEY7gGE7Bg0uowS3UoQkMhvAEL/DqCOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4BAT6Nng==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="eP6qAxT+3bvb19BKodlMBn5g9R8=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lVUY9FL56kgtsW2rVk02wbmk2WJCuWpb/BiwdFvPqDvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3GlqmilCfSC5VK8Saciaob5jhtJUoiuOQ02Y4vJ74zUeqNJPi3owSGsS4L1jECDZW8p+6tw+n3XLFrbpToEXi5aQCOerd8lenJ0kaU2EIx1q3PTcxQYaVYYTTcamTappgMsR92rZU4JjqIJseO0ZHVumhSCpbwqCp+nsiw7HWozi0nTE2Az3vTcT/vHZqossgYyJJDRVktihKOTISTT5HPaYoMXxkCSaK2VsRGWCFibH5lGwI3vzLi6RxUvXOq97dWaV2lcdRhAM4hGPw4AJqcAN18IEAg2d4hTdHOC/Ou/Mxay04+cw+/IHz+QNh6Y5o</latexit>

0.8

System-Level Correlation

Figure 1: The system-level correlation calculates the correlation between the metric and ground
scores for each system, typically calculated by aggregating over the scores per-input.
Summary-Level Correlation.

In contrast to the system-level correlation, the summary-level cor-

relation measures how similarly a metric and human judgments score individual summaries for the
same input document. It is defined as the average correlation between the N summaries per-input,
averaged over all M inputs:
rj = C ORR

n

o


j
xj1 , z1j , . . . , xjN , zN

M
1 X j
rSUM (X, Z) =
r
M

(2.13)
(2.14)

j

Geometrically, this is equivalent to taking average correlation between the columns of X and Z (see
Fig. 2.
Other Similarity Functions.

There are other ways that X and Z could be used to calculate a

correlation. For example, an average per-row correlation could be calculated, which would measure
how similarly the metric and human judgment score summaries per-system, or by calculating the
correlation between the two matrices after they have been flattened into vectors, which would measure how similarly they score individual summaries (not necessarily grouped by input document).
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<latexit sha1_base64="eGFHkKhV1l7rTHdCgFYUhVcCGm0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzU6PTLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuSo98tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgdNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s/mh07JmVUGJIyVLWnIXP09kdFI60kU2M6ImpFe9mbif143NeGNn3GZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZfkwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNiUbgrf88ippXVS9q6rXuKzUbvM4inACp3AOHlxDDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDt7GM4g==</latexit>

Z
<latexit sha1_base64="ITp/wD64M9XUKqOXrM2ZHqFoEGc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeix68diC/cA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LejBP0IzqQPOSMGivVH3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveZcWrX5SrN3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCndQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDurmM5A==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9LjkhUntF6e9kESKM980bPtNeIc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GNRDx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLRzdRvPaHSPJaPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp4bbn9coVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSCKVhgmrd8dzE+BlVhjOBk1I31ZhQNqID7FgqaYTaz2anTsiJVfokjJUtachM/T2R0UjrcRTYzoiaoV70puJ/Xic14ZWfcZmkBiWbLwpTQUxMpn+TPlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmw6JRuCt/jyMmmeVb2Lqnd/Xqld53EU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8we+YY1y</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="+EU400YBJpkzxONoOjDVaBgzALg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9VjUg8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8HoZuq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0cNur9kplt+LOQJaJl5My5Kj3Sl/dfszSCKVhgmrd8dzE+BlVhjOBk2I31ZhQNqID7FgqaYTaz2anTsipVfokjJUtachM/T2R0UjrcRTYzoiaoV70puJ/Xic14ZWfcZmkBiWbLwpTQUxMpn+TPlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmw6RRuCt/jyMmlWK95Fxbs/L9eu8zgKcAwncAYeXEIN7qAODWAwgGd4hTdHOC/Ou/Mxb11x8pkj+APn8we/5Y1z</latexit>

DM

<latexit sha1_base64="1fApGZWh9sSolnnSAp8ZuVBeDKQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU1GNRDx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OYWl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3unvLvX1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoeuq3HlFpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqx0f9M77ZUrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdV727s0rtKo+jCAdwCMfgwQXU4Bbq0AAGA3iCF3h1hPPsvDnv89aCk8/swy84H9/BaY10</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="r3hCivVs2VrFax7kfcuJQt5O6L4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GNRD16EivYD2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6X05haXllda24XtrY3NreKe/uNXWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwupr6rUdUmsfywYwT9CM6kDzkjBor3V/3bnvlilt1ZyB/iZeTCuSo98qf3X7M0gilYYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNSN9WYUDaiA+xYKmmE2s9mp07IkVX6JIyVLWnITP05kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9Kbif14nNeGFn3GZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKZ/kz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsOiUbgrf48l/SPKl6Z1Xv7rRSu8zjKMIBHMIxeHAONbiBOjSAwQCe4AVeHeE8O2/O+7y14OQz+/ALzsc36NGNjg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9LjkhUntF6e9kESKM980bPtNeIc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GNRDx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLRzdRvPaHSPJaPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp4bbn9coVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSCKVhgmrd8dzE+BlVhjOBk1I31ZhQNqID7FgqaYTaz2anTsiJVfokjJUtachM/T2R0UjrcRTYzoiaoV70puJ/Xic14ZWfcZmkBiWbLwpTQUxMpn+TPlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmw6JRuCt/jyMmmeVb2Lqnd/Xqld53EU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8we+YY1y</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pZ1FH914npv2PkYLHF6kObBQQAA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUaPS9frniVt05yCrxclKBHPV++as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuqlGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzUKTmzyoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPEzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2nZEPwll9eJa2LqndV9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMH11CDe6hDExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDVO42B</latexit>

DM

<latexit sha1_base64="1fApGZWh9sSolnnSAp8ZuVBeDKQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU1GNRDx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+OYWl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3unvLvX1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoeuq3HlFpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqx0f9M77ZUrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdV727s0rtKo+jCAdwCMfgwQXU4Bbq0AAGA3iCF3h1hPPsvDnv89aCk8/swy84H9/BaY10</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="r3hCivVs2VrFax7kfcuJQt5O6L4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GNRD16EivYD2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6X05haXllda24XtrY3NreKe/uNXWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwupr6rUdUmsfywYwT9CM6kDzkjBor3V/3bnvlilt1ZyB/iZeTCuSo98qf3X7M0gilYYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNSN9WYUDaiA+xYKmmE2s9mp07IkVX6JIyVLWnITP05kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9Kbif14nNeGFn3GZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKZ/kz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsOiUbgrf48l/SPKl6Z1Xv7rRSu8zjKMIBHMIxeHAONbiBOjSAwQCe4AVeHeE8O2/O+7y14OQz+/ALzsc36NGNjg==</latexit>
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Figure 2: The summary-level correlation calculates the correlation between the metric and ground
scores per input, then averages the correlations to calculate the final score.
While the system-level correlation has been used since at least TAC 2009 (Dang and Owczarzak,
2009), to the best of my knowledge, the definition of the summary-level correlation above was standardized in Peyrard et al. (2017) and subsequently used by later works. Variants of the summarylevel correlation have been used before, such as reporting the percent of the M summary-level
correlations which are significant (Louis and Nenkova, 2013).
Metrics have also been evaluated with pairwise accuracy (also called “discriminative power”), including in TAC (Dang and Owczarzak, 2009; Owczarzak et al., 2012). Pairwise accuracy is defined
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as the proportion of pairs of systems which are ranked the same according to the metric and human
judgments subject to the difference between the human scores being statistically significant. This
is equivalent to calculating Kendall’s τ at the system-level with the added requirement of statistical
significance.
Discussion. The system-level correlation is arguably a more important quantity than the summarylevel correlation or other ways to calculate the similarity between X and Z. Evaluation metrics are
most frequently used to reach conclusions about the qualities of systems, for instance, by arguing
that one system generates better summaries than another because it has a higher metric score. The
system-level correlation most directly evaluates metrics for this use case. In contrast, metrics are
rarely used to compare individual summaries of the same input document, which is evaluated by the
summary-level correlation.
In general, the actual values of summary-level correlations tend to be much lower than the systemlevel correlations. It is far more difficult to accurately evaluate an individual summary, both by
humans and automatic metrics, than it is to accurately estimate the quality of a system, which is an
aggregate over dozens of summaries. Therefore, the scores for individual summaries have higher
variance than those for systems, resulting in less agreement between human judgments and metrics.
2.3.3. Correlation Coefficients
There are three correlation coefficients that are typically used in the system- and summary-level
correlations calculations. All three coefficients measure the strength of the relationship between the
metric and human-judged scores for systems or summaries, but they make different assumptions
about what type of relationship they assume exists. As such, their values should be interpreted
accordingly.
For the sake of this discussion, we will assume that we are calculating the correlation between two
variables, A and B, using a sample of paired observations {(a1 , b1 ), . . . , (ak , bk )}.
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Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient. Pearson’s correlation coefficient measures the extent to which
a linear relationship exists between A and B. The sample correlation is defined as:
Pk

− ā)(bi − b̄)
qP
k
2
2
(a
−
ā)
i
i=1
i=1 (bi − b̄)

r = qP
k

i=1 (ai

(2.15)

where ā and b̄ are the average ai and bi values.
The value the Pearson correlation ranges from −1 to +1. A value of r = 1 means the paired
observations have a perfect linear relationship, and r = −1 means they have a perfect negative
linear relationship. Importantly, a low value of |r| does not imply that no relationship exists between
the paired observations, only that the strength of the linear relationship is weak.
Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient.

Closely related to Pearson’s correlation coefficient,

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient measures the extent to which a monotonic relationship exists
between the paired observations. It is calculated as the Pearson correlation between the ranks of the
observations. Specifically, let rai be the ordinal rank of the ith observation when the pairs are
sorted by their A scores and likewise for rbi . Then, Spearman’s correlation is defined as the Pearson
correlation of {(ra1 , rb1 ), . . . , (rak , rbk )}.
By converting the observations to their corresponding ranks, Spearman relaxes Pearson’s assumption that the observations have a linear relationship and measures the strength of a monotonic relationship between the two sets of scores. Thus, the value of Spearman’s correlation coefficient has
the same interpretation as Pearson’s r except the relationship is monontonic instead of linear.
Kendall’s Rank Correlation Coefficient.

Finally, Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient mea-

sures how similarly A and B rank the observations irrespective of any specific parametric relationship between the scores. For every possible pair {(i, j) : ∀i, j = 1, . . . , N and i < j}, Kendall’s
correlation coefficient, denoted τ , counts how often A and B agree on whether observation i is
ranked higher or lower than observation j. A pair (i, j) is called concordant if A and B agree on the
ranking. That is, ai > aj and bi > bj or ai < aj and bi < bj . If A and B disagree on the ranking,
the pair is called discordant.
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Then, Kendall’s τ is defined as
P −Q
τ=p
(P + Q + T ) · (P + Q + U )

(2.16)

where P and Q are the number of concordant and discordant pairs, respectively, and T and U are
the number of ties only in A or B, respectively. Similarly to Pearon’s and Spearman’s coefficients,
τ ∈ [−1, 1]. A value of τ = 1 means the observations are ranked identically by A and B, whereas
τ = −1 means the observations are ranked in the exact opposite order by A and B.

2.4. Evaluation in Machine Translation
The evaluation challenges discussed in the previous sections of this chapter largely apply to every
text generation task; because there is no single-ground truth, evaluation metrics which are more
sophisticated than exact match need to developed, and those metrics themselves must be metaevaluated against human judgments of text quality. In order to contextualize the work in this thesis
within the broader field of natural language processing, we briefly discuss the evaluation methodology for, arguably, the most well-studied text generation task, machine translation (MT).
Task Definition. At the task-level, MT is more well-defined than summarization. Although there
are nuances and variations, the goal of MT is to generate a translation for some input source text
that preserves the meaning of the source text, in contrast to summarization in which some of the
meaning of the input text is lost by design. The ill-definition of summarization comes from the fact
that what information to include in the summary is ambiguous, whereas a translation should contain
the same information as the input. However, like summarization, MT is not completely defined as
various aspects could impact the perceived translation quality, such as who is the audience and what
is the purpose for generating the translation, which are not always clear.
MT systems typically operate at the sentence level, translating one sentence at a time, whereas
summarization models most often process at least one input document, which is several paragraphs
long, and outputs several sentences as the summary. This has implications for the difficulty of
soliciting human evaluations of their outputs and what challenges automatic metrics for these tasks
need to solve.
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Workshop on Machine Translation.

The evaluation methodology for MT is largely standard-

ized by the Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT), which is an annual conference that has been
running since 2006. Similarly to DUC and TAC for summarization, WMT runs various shared
tasks each year related to developing and benchmarking translation systems as well as automatic
evaluation metrics. Over the years, they have explored different methods of manually evaluating
translations and established the meta-evaluation procedures for automatic metrics. Their methodologies are discussed below.
Manual Evaluation.

Like summarization, the gold standard evaluation methodology for MT uses

human annotators to judge the quality of a translation. Historically, WMT had judges assign a ranking to a set of translations output by various systems (Callison-Burch et al., 2010). While this
provided relative rankings, it requires a large number of judgments, and converting the relative
rankings into an absolute ranking of systems is not straightforward (Bojar et al., 2011; Lopez, 2012;
Sakaguchi et al., 2014). In more recent years WMT has pivoted toward direct assessments of translation quality in order to balance the cost and reliability of the solicited judgments (Akhbardeh et al.,
2021). Although the length of text being evaluated in MT is often much shorter than for summarization, human evaluation is still very challenging and subject to low inter-annotator agreements
(Bojar et al., 2016).
Automatic Evaluation.

In order to approximate human judgments, MT researchers have pro-

posed various automatic evaluation metrics that are most typically reference-based. Many of the
MT metrics which have been proposed or widely used are similar to those in summarization. For
instance, the de-facto metric, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), compares the reference and candidate
translations based on lexical overlap similarly to ROUGE. BERTScore (discussed in §2.2.2) was
actually developed with MT in mind.
One key difference between MT and summarization is the success of metrics that have been trained
to predict human judgments of translation quality, such as BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020) and
COMET (Rei et al., 2020) in MT. Over the years, WMT has collected tens of thousands of sentencelevel quality judgments of candidate translations, and these metrics used trained models to predict
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the candidate translation quality given the source text and reference translation. Although such
an approach would likely be successful for summarization (and has been explored before; Peyrard
et al., 2017), the data necessary to directly build a high-quality metric likely does not exist as the
scale required. In total, the number of summaries which have been judged by reliable experts is
orders of magnitude smaller than the equivalent number of translations. Further, due to the fact that
summaries are frequently longer than a single sentence, the number of judged summaries required
for training a high-quality evaluation metric is likely larger than for MT, making a learned metric
even more challenging.
The evaluation metric which we propose in Chapter 4 leverages question-answering to compare the
semantic content of two summaries. In theory, the same evaluation methodology could be directly
applied to evaluate MT as it can effectively be treated as a black-box method for comparing two
texts, and previous work has explored this direction for manual evaluations (Callison-Burch, 2009).
However in practice, it is unknown whether such an approach may be immediately successful; the
question answering model which we employ is trained on SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018),
which contains instances in which questions need to be answered against paragraphs of text. It is
unclear whether a model trained on SQuAD 2.0 would generalize well to single sentence contexts,
which is the most typical case for summarization. We suspect that the most direct application of our
proposed metric would be in evaluating paragraph- or document-level MT, which will look more
similar to the text that the question answering model was trained on.
Metric Meta-Evaluation.

MT uses a similar metric meta-evaluation methodology to that of sum-

marization (Callison-Burch et al., 2006, 2008, 2010; Przybocki et al., 2008). The quality of a metric
is quantified by calculating the correlation between its scores and human judgments on a large set
of summaries.
Both MT and summarization study how similar a metric and humans score systems via system-level
correlations, but the two tasks differ in how they compute an input-level correlation. Summarization calculates an average per-document correlation via the summary-level correlation, whereas MT
reports a “segment-level” correlation, which directly computes the correlation between the met-
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ric and human scores for all of the translations without any sort of grouping. Neither method is
necessarily better than the other; they simply have different interpretations. The summary-level correlation quantifies how similarly the scores are for summaries of the same document, whereas the
segment-level does so for a translation for any source text.
While statistically testing differences between metric correlations in summarization is largely not
performed, it is standard in MT to use Williams’ test (Williams, 1959). In Chapter 7, we propose
methods for calculating confidence intervals for correlations and statistically testing their differences
within the context of summarization. We include a detailed discussion of the performance of our
proposed methods and Williams’ test for MT and summarization §7.5. Our methods can be directly
applied to MT, and they were, in fact, adopted during the most recent iteration of the WMT metrics
shared task (Freitag et al., 2021).
Finally, in Chapter 8, we point out that the way that the system-level correlation is calculated for
summarization does not necessarily align with how the metrics are used in practice. The changes
we propose to address this discrepancy could also be directly applied to MT, and it is certainly an
analysis worth doing. A related study for MT was performed by Mathur et al. (2020a) who point out
that outlier systems disproportionally affect the metrics’ correlations and are thus likely not good
estimates of the true correlations. Our proposed change to the definition of system-level correlations
which calculates the correlation on pairs of systems which have similar automatic metric scores
reaches a similar conclusion.
In summary, the tasks of MT and summarization are very related despite seeming very different
at the surface. Both fields of NLP face similar challenges for evaluation and meta-evaluation, and
advancements and insights from one task are likely to be useful and hold true for the other.
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CHAPTER 3 : Understanding & Interpreting Evaluation Metrics
As discussed in Chapter 2, reference-based metrics are the primary method used by researchers
to automatically evaluate summaries. They implicitly assume all of the salient document content
is contained in the reference summary and calculate a score for a candidate summary based on its
similarity to the reference. Therefore, reference-based evaluation is reduced the problem of deciding
how similar two texts are.
However, there are many ways in which two texts can be similar. For instance, they could discuss
different aspects of the same entities or concepts and be topically similar, or they could further
express similar information about those common topics (see Fig. 3 for an example). It is unclear
what dimension of similarity is captured by existing evaluation metrics.
In this Chapter, we explore the fundamental question of what type of similarity between reference
and candidate summaries should be measured by reference-based evaluation metrics. We argue that,
while measures of topic similarity are certainly useful, comparing the two summaries based on the
information they express through predicate-argument structures is a more valuable dimension of
similarity to measure for summarization. Then, we analyze two key evaluation metrics, ROUGE
and BERTScore, to understand the extent to which they can be interpreted as measuring information
similarity. We find that these metrics largely cannot be viewed as evaluating the information in a
summary, but rather as measures of whether the candidate and reference summaries discuss the
same topics. This result highlights the shortcomings of these metrics and motivates the need for
evaluation metrics that better evaluate the information in a summary.
This Chapter is based on work previously described in Deutsch and Roth (2021).

3.1. Introduction
When human judges are asked to evaluate the content of a summary, either through a direct assessment or by comparing it to a reference, it is likely the case that they are evaluating the information
expressed by the summary. While other aspects certainly contribute to the overall quality, such as
whether the summary discusses salient topics, determining whether the summary contains the right
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Reference Summary

Federer beat Nadal yesterday
Similar
info.

Candidate Summary 1

Nadal lost to Federer

Diﬀerent
information,
correct topic

Candidate Summary 2

Federer and Nadal’s match
was close

Figure 3: Both candidate summaries are similar to the reference, but along different dimensions:
Candidate 1 contains some of the same information, whereas candidate 2’s information is different,
but it at least discusses the correct topic. The goal of this Chapter is to understand if summarization
evaluation metrics’ scores should be interpreted as measures of information overlap or, less desirably, topic similarity.
facts is a more meaningful way to measure its quality.
The “information” of a summary is not a fully well-defined concept. However, our definition will
be that a summary’s information is what can be expressed through predicate-argument relations in
the text.
Our analysis of the extent to which ROUGE and BERTScore can be viewed as measures of information quality relies on casting the two metrics into a unified framework in which the similarity
of two summaries is calculated based on an alignment between the summaries’ tokens (§3.3). This
alignment-based view of the metrics enables performing two different analyses of how well they
measure the information overlap between the candidate and reference summaries.
The first analysis demonstrates that only a small proportion of the metrics’ token alignments are
between phrases which contain identical information according to expert annotators (§3.4). The
second reveals that token alignments which represent common information are vastly outnumbered
by those which represent the summaries discussing the same topic (§3.5). Overall, both analyses
support the conclusion that ROUGE and BERTScore largely do not measure information overlap.
Additionally, we briefly explore whether or not nine other evaluation metrics successfully measure
information quality (§3.6). By demonstrating that nearly all of the metrics correlate much more
strongly to ROUGE than to the summaries’ Pyramid Scores, we argue the metrics are likely to
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measure information overlap no better than ROUGE does.
While the summarization community has been aware, informally, of the shortcomings of the current evaluation metrics, this study provides experimental evidence beyond correlations to support
these intuitions. The contributions of this Chapter include (1) analyses which reveal that ROUGE
and BERTScore largely do not measure the information overlap between two summaries and (2)
evidence that many other evaluation metrics likely suffer from the problem.

3.2. Motivation: Understanding Evaluation Metrics
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, reference-based evaluation metrics assume that human-written reference summaries have gold-standard content and score a candidate summary based on its similarity
to the reference. An ideal evaluation metric that measures the content quality of a summary should
score the quality of its information, or what is expressed by its predicate-argument relations. For
reference-based metrics, this means that the comparison between the two summaries should measure how much information they have in common.
Metrics such as ROUGE and BERTScore calculate the similarity of two summaries either by how
much lexical overlap they have or how similar the summaries’ contextual word embeddings are
(discussed in more detail in §2.2.2). Although we understand how their scores are calculated, it is
not clear how the scores should be interpreted: Are they representative of how much information the
two summaries have in common, or do they describe how similar the summaries are on some other
less desirable dimension, such as whether they discuss the same topics? The goal of this Chapter is
to answer this question.
Knowing the answer is critically important. The goal of summarization is to produce summaries
which contain the “correct” information (among other desiderata). Automatic metrics are the most
frequent method that researchers use to argue that one summarization model generates better summaries than another. If our evaluation metrics are not aligned with our research goals — or if we do
not understand what they measure at all — then we do not know whether we are making progress
as a community.
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3.3. A Common Framework
The focus of our analyses will be primarily on two evaluation metrics, ROUGE and BERTScore.
Although on the surface these two metrics appear to compare two summaries very differently, here
we demonstrate how they can both be viewed as calculating a score based on a weighted alignment between the summaries’ tokens. This common framework enables us to reason about how to
interpret their scores.
Let X = x1 , . . . xm and Y = y1 , . . . yn be the tokens of the candidate and reference summaries.
ROUGE-1 counts the number of unigrams that are in common between the two summaries:5

M=

X

min(cX (u), cY (u))

(3.1)

u∈unigrams(X)

where cT (u) counts the number of times u appears in the summary T and the summand is over
unique unigrams. Then, precision and recall are calculated by dividing M by m and n, respectively.
When multiple references are available, the precision and recall scores are micro-averaged.
A weighted alignment A is a set of token alignments (i, j, w) that map token xi to yj with weight
w ∈ (0, 1.0]. The weight of an alignment, denoted W (A), is the sum of the weights of the individual
token alignments. ROUGE can be viewed as creating an alignment by pairing min(cX (u), cS (u))
occurrences of unigram u in X and Y with weight 1.0 for all unigrams. It additionally imposes a
constraint that each token can be aligned to at most one other token. Since a unigram may appear
multiple times in a summary, the alignment may not be unique, however, its weight will equal M .
BERTScore calculates a similarity score between two pieces of text based on the pairwise cosine
similarities of their tokens’ BERT embeddings. Let Bij be the similarity score between the embeddings for xi and yj . To calculate recall, BERTScore first aligns every reference token to its
most-similar candidate summary token (Eq. 3.2). Then, the sum of the corresponding similarities is
5

Our analysis focuses on the unigram variant of ROUGE, called ROUGE-1. We refer to it, where clear, as ROUGE
for simplicity.
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normalized by the number of reference tokens to get the recall score (Eq. 3.3).

AR = {(i, j, Bij ) : ∀j, i = arg max Bk,j }

(3.2)

BERTScoreRecall = W (AR )/n

(3.3)

k

A similar procedure is followed to calculate precision, but instead, every candidate summary token
is aligned to its most-similar reference token, and the sum of the similarities is normalized by the
number of summary tokens. When multiple references are available, the precision and recall scores
are defined to be the maximum respective values across references. Because the alignment maps
between tokens at specific positions within the summaries, BERTScore’s alignment is unique, unlike
for ROUGE.
By formulating ROUGE and BERTScore in a framework based on token alignments, we can reason
about their behaviors by examining the tokens they align in two different analyses, as described
next.

3.4. SCU-Based Analysis
The first analysis compares the two metrics’ token alignments to annotations derived from the Pyramid Method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004).
As discussed in §2.2.1, the Pyramid Method is a technique to manually evaluate the content of a candidate summary by comparing it to a set of reference summaries. The method uses a domain-expert
annotator to exhaustively identify atomic units of meaning in the summaries, known as summary
content units (SCUs), and mark their occurrences in the reference and candidate summaries. Two
phrases marked with the same SCU are considered to express the same information.6 Since the
Pyramid Method annotation is exhaustive, we can assume that any two phrases in the reference and
candidate summaries that are not marked with the same SCU do not have the same meaning.
These annotated phrases can be used to reason about ROUGE and BERTScore: If a large proportion
6

While there is no explicit definition of exactly what type of meaning an SCU represents, we empirically find that it
aligns well with our own definition of information, equivalent to what is represented by the predicate-argument structures
of the text.
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Federer beat Nadal in a close match on Friday

Federer beat Djokovic and will play Nadal on Friday

Figure 4: An example token alignment created by ROUGE. Each color represents a summary content unit (SCU) that marks informational content. Only 2/5 of the token alignments (the solid edges)
can be explained by matches between phrases that express the same information (the green phrases).
of their token alignments is between phrases that express the same information, then their scores
can potentially be interpreted as representing the summaries’ information overlap. Otherwise, it is
evidence that they do not compare summaries based on information.
For this analysis, we use the summaries and Pyramid annotations from the TAC 2008 and 2009 English multi-document summarization datasets (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008, 2009). These datasets
are discussed in more detail in §2.3, but the relevant information about them is included here. TAC
2008 has 48 document clusters and 58 system summaries, and TAC 2009 has 44 clusters and summaries from 55 systems. All clusters have around 10 documents each and 4 reference summaries,
and every summary has been been annotated with SCUs.
For each of the system summaries, we calculate the proportion of the total alignment weight that
can be explained by matches between identical SCUs, as defined in Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5:

ASCU = {(i, j, w) : (i, j, w) ∈ A, SCU(i) ∩ SCU(j) ̸= ∅}

PropSCU =

W (ASCU )
W (A)

(3.4)

(3.5)

where SCU(i) returns the set of SCUs that are annotated for the token at index i. Fig. 4 has an example of this calculation. Since ROUGE does not use a unique alignment, we choose the alignment
which maximizes Eq. 3.5, thus calculating an upper-bound.
The distribution of the proportion of ROUGE and BERTScore explained by SCU matches is presented in Figure 5. We find that, on average, only 25% and 15% of these metrics scores comes from
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Figure 5: The distribution of the proportion of ROUGE (top row) and BERTScore (bottom row)
on TAC 2008 (left column) and TAC 2009 (right column) that can be explained by tokens matches
that are labeled with the same SCU (Eq. 3.5). The averages, around 25% and 15% on both datasets
(in red), indicate that only a small amount of their scores is between phrases that express the same
information.
matches between tokens marked with the same SCUs on both datasets. Since only a relatively small
fraction of the overall metric scores comes from phrases with the same information, this suggests
that ROUGE and BERTScore’s values cannot be interpreted as a measure of information overlap.
In the next Section, we perform a second analysis which supports this conclusion and also better
describes how the metrics’ scores should be interpreted instead.

3.5. Category-Based Analysis
The second analysis of ROUGE and BERTScore focuses on grouping token alignments into categories (§3.5.1), then using those categories to reason about how much of the metrics’ scores is
explained by information or topic matches (§3.5.2).
3.5.1. Token Alignment Categorization
We define a category to be a function C that selects the subset of summary token indices for which
that category applies. For example, a “noun” category would select only the token indices that
correspond to nouns. C(S) denotes the application of a category to summary S.
Each category is used to filter an alignment A used by ROUGE or BERTScore to a category-specific
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[GavinNP]

on [the trampolineNP]

bounced

NER, NNP,
nsubj

stopword

stopword

NN

[GavinNP] was jumping on [the trampolineNP]

Figure 6: Every token alignment used by ROUGE or BERTScore is assigned to one or more interpretable categories (defined in §3.5). This allows us to calculate, for this example, that matches
between named-entities contribute 1/4 to the overall score, stopwords 2/4, and noun phrases 3/4
(assuming alignment weights of 1.0).
alignment between tokens which belong to that category only, denoted AC :

AC = {(i, j, w) : (i, j, w) ∈ A, i ∈ C(R), j ∈ C(S)}

(3.6)

For the “noun” category, AC would be the subset of token alignments between nouns in R and S.
Then, the contribution of C is defined as the ratio between AC and A:

ContributionC =

W (AC )
W (A)

(3.7)

The contribution of C can be interpreted as the proportion of ROUGE or BERTScore that can be
explained by matches between tokens in category C (see Fig. 6 for an example).
Higher-Order Categories. Although our analysis only uses unigram alignments, it is desirable
to reason about groups of tokens. This would enable calculating how much of the metrics’ scores
can be explained by matches between (subject, verb, object) tuples, for instance.
We extend the definition of a category to select a set of tuples of indices. Then AC selects only the
token alignments in A that are included in an aligned tuple selected by C. Two tuples (i1 , . . . , ik )
and (j1 , . . . , jk ) are said to be aligned if indices iℓ and jℓ are aligned for ℓ = 1, . . . , k. Fig. 7 has an
example tuple-based matching.
3.5.2. Category-Based Analysis
Next, we define a set of categories in which each category represents either information or topic
matches, then reason about how much of the metrics’ scores can be explained by information or
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nsubj

nsubj

Joey

walked

and Reese

ran

Joey

walked

and Reese

sprinted

nsubj

nsubj

Figure 7: The VB + NSUBJ category selects tuples of verbs and their corresponding NSUBJ dependents in the dependency tree. In this example, 2/4 of the alignment (the solid lines) can be explained
by matches between such tuples. The dashed lines cannot: The “and” alignment is not part of any
tuple; Since “ran” and “sprinted” are not aligned, their corresponding tuples are not considered to
be aligned, so the “Reese” match does not count toward the total.
topic similarities based on the corresponding category contributions.
We define the following categories:
1. Stopwords: One category to select matches between stopwords, denoted STOPWORDS.
2. Parts-of-Speech: Six categories, one for selecting alignments between each type of the following part-of-speech tags: common nouns (NN), proper nouns (NNP), verbs (VB), adjectives
(ADJ), adverbs (ADV), and numerals (NUM).
3. Named-Entity: One category for all named-entities, denoted NER. This category only selects
alignments between tokens if they are the same type of named-entity (person, location, or
organization).
4. NP Chunks: One category to select matches between tokens that are part of noun phrases,
denoted NP - CHUNKS.
5. Dependency: Three categories that select matches between tokens with the same dependency
tree arc label for ROOT, NSUBJ, and DOBJ labels.
6. Dependency Tuples: Three categories that match higher-order tuples based on the dependency tree. Each category selects a tuple containing a verb and either its subject child
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TAC’08

CNN/DM

Category

ROUGE

BERTScore

ROUGE

BERTScore

NP - CHUNKS

58.7
54.6
17.9
14.9
13.5
9.0
4.1
3.9
2.0
1.5
1.3
1.1
1.0
0.6
0.3

46.1
32.4
13.7
11.3
8.5
9.3
2.6
2.2
1.4
1.7
0.4
1.5
0.5
0.4
0.1

53.6
48.4
31.8
0.3
0.1
14.1
6.2
6.3
2.8
2.5
3.4
3.3
3.8
1.6
1.5

43.0
28.7
24.9
0.2
0.1
10.6
4.0
4.1
1.7
1.9
1.0
2.5
2.4
0.8
0.5

STOPWORDS
NN
NNP
NER
VB
ADJ
NSUBJ
DOBJ
NUM
VB + DOBJ
ROOT
VB + NSUBJ
ADV
VB + NSUBJ + DOBJ

Table 3: The contributions (Eq. 3.7) of every category to ROUGE and BERTScore on TAC 2008
and CNN/DailyMail indicate the metrics are largely matching nouns and stopwords rather than
tuples which express information (e.g., VB + NSUBJ + DOBJ). The contributions do not sum to 100%
because more than one category can explain the same token alignment. The NNP and NER for
CNN/DailyMail are significantly lower because the candidate summaries were all lower-cased.
(NSUBJ), object child (DOBJ), or both. These categories are denoted VB + NSUBJ, VB + DOBJ,
and VB + NSUBJ + DOBJ. They are representative of information expressed as predicate-argument
relations (e.g., {subject, verb, object} tuples).
We consider 2 through 5 to be keywords that represent the topics discussed in the summaries,
whereas 6 describes tuples which express the summaries’ information as predicate-argument relations.
The contributions of each category on the TAC 2008 summaries as well as the summaries produced
by baseline (See et al., 2017) and state-of-the-art (Liu and Lapata, 2019) abstractive models on
the CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nallapati et al., 2016) are presented in Table 3. All text processing,
including POS/NER tagging and parsing, are done with spaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020).
The results across datasets and evaluation metrics largely follow the same trend: Noun- and stopword-
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TAC’08
Content Type
Topic
Information
Stopwords

CNN/DM

ROUGE

BERTScore

ROUGE

BERTScore

70.6
2.2
54.6

57.9
0.9
32.4

75.0
6.7
48.4

59.2
3.2
28.7

Table 4: The contributions of different categories of token matches when grouped by whether they
represent topics, information, or stopwords. Clearly, the information categories explain only a small
proportion of the overall metrics scores on TAC’08 and CNN/DailyMail.
based matches explain the vast majority of the token alignments used by both ROUGE and BERTScore,
whereas the dependency tuple categories explain very little of the overall scores.7 For instance, on
TAC 2008, noun phrase and stopword matches contribute 58.7% and 54.6% to ROUGE, whereas
the dependency tuple with the largest contribution, VB + DOBJ only contributes 1.3%.
When the specific categories are grouped by content type in Table 4, it becomes even more apparent
that topic and stopwords matches explain most of ROUGE and BERTScore.8 We find that topic,
stopword, and information matches explain 70.6%, 54.6%, and 2.2% of ROUGE on TAC’08.
The low contribution of information-based categories toward each metric is further evidence that
neither metric strongly captures the information overlap between summaries, supporting the results
found in §3.4. Rather, ROUGE and BERTScore are better measures of how much the two summaries
discuss the same topics.

3.6. Other Evaluation Metrics
The analyses thus far have exploited the structure of ROUGE and BERTScore to reason about the
extent to which they measure information overlap between two summaries. Although it is desirable to ask the same question about other evaluation metrics, the metrics may not directly fit into
this analysis framework or it would require significant effort to repeat this analysis for each one.
Instead, we indirectly reason about how much information overlap other metrics measure through
their correlations to ROUGE and the Pyramid Score.
7
Although there are versions of ROUGE that remove stopwords, including them is significantly more common, and
therefore we analyze the more popular ROUGE variant.
8
The numbers in Table 4 numbers cannot be directly read off Table 3 nor do they sum to 100% because multiple
categories can explain the same token alignment.
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Metric

ROUGE-1

Pyr. Score

∆

ROUGE-1
Pyramid Score

1.00
0.59

0.59
1.00

-

AutoSummENG
BERTScore
BEwT-E
MeMoG
METEOR
MoverScore
NPowER
PyrEval
ROUGE-2
S3

0.83
0.74
0.81
0.68
0.91
0.79
0.81
0.47
0.79
0.92

0.61
0.59
0.62
0.52
0.63
0.61
0.60
0.35
0.58
0.63

0.22
0.15
0.19
0.16
0.28
0.18
0.21
0.12
0.21
0.29

Table 5: The summary-level Pearson correlations of various metrics to ROUGE-1 and the Pyramid Score (∆ is the difference between them). All of the other metrics correlate more strongly to
ROUGE-1 than the Pyramid Score (by ≈0.2) and correlate to the Pyramid Score approximately as
much as ROUGE-1 does (≈0.6). Together, these results suggest the other metrics measure information overlap as poorly as ROUGE-1.
First, we assume that the Pyramid Score is the gold-standard for measuring the information overlap
between summaries. This is a relatively safe assumption because the Pyramid Method is annotated
by domain experts, and a candidate’s Pyramid Score is based solely on how much information it has
in common with a reference. There is no credit given to a candidate for discussing the right topics
but with the incorrect information.
Then, the correlations of the other metrics to both ROUGE and the Pyramid Score are calculated
and compared. If the correlation to ROUGE is much higher than the correlation to the Pyramid
Score, then it is more likely that the metric suffers from the same issues that ROUGE does than it is
to directly measure information overlap.
Table 5 contains the summary-level correlations of various other evaluation metrics to ROUGE
and the Pyramid Score. The other metrics are: AutoSummENG (Giannakopoulos et al., 2008),
BEwT-E (Tratz and Hovy, 2008), MeMoG (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2010), METEOR
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2014), MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019), NPowER (Giannakopoulos and
Karkaletsis, 2013), PyrEval (Gao et al., 2019), ROUGE-2, and S3 (Peyrard, 2019). See §2.2.2 for
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Summ-Level

Sys-Level

Metric

r

ρ

r

ρ

ROUGE
NP - CHUNKS

0.49
0.45

0.48
0.44

0.80
0.79

0.80
0.80

Table 6: The Pearson r and Spearman ρ correlations of ROUGE and calculating ROUGE with only
NP chunks are very close, demonstrating that a purely topic based comparison (NP chunks) is a
very high baseline for content quality correlations on TAC’08.
details on these metrics. These metrics exhibit a variety of different comparison techniques, from
n-gram graph comparisons to contextual word-embedding comparisons, and other alignment based
approaches.
Notably, most of the metrics’ Pearson correlations to ROUGE are much higher than to the Pyramid
Score by around 0.2 points, suggesting these metrics do not measure information overlap well.
Further, their correlations to the Pyramid Score are roughly the same as ROUGE’s, around 0.6. This
means that these metrics correlate to a direct measure of information overlap as well as one would
expect a metric which measures information overlap at the level of ROUGE to correlate. Although
the results of this experiment are not direct evidence that many of the other evaluation metrics do a
poor job at measuring information overlap, they do strongly suggest it.

3.7. Discussion
Responsiveness Correlations. Many of the automatic metrics analyzed in this work have demonstrated very high system-level correlations to ground-truth summary responsiveness judgments (Pearson’s r > 0.8; Dang and Owczarzak, 2008, 2009), so the results that indicate they do not measure
information overlap are somewhat contradictory. Since the metrics appear to compare summaries
based on the topics they discuss, it is likely that only comparing summary topics is a very strong
baseline for these benchmark datasets.
Indeed, we find in Table 6 that calculating ROUGE with only NP chunks (which represents littleto-no information under our definition of information) achieves nearly the same correlations as
ROUGE on TAC’08. It is clear that this is not a good evaluation metric, but it does demonstrate that
the baseline for this task is quite high.
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Limitations. There are some limitations to our analysis. First, the results are specific to the
datasets and summarization models that were used. However, TAC’08 and ’09 are benchmark
datasets for evaluating content quality and have been widely used to measure the performance of
different metrics. Further, because the results from §3.5.2 are consistent across two rather different
datasets (TAC and CNN/DailyMail), we believe these results are likely to hold for other datasets.
Then, the predicate-argument based information categories from §3.5.2 do not capture all of the
information from a summary. A phrase like “the Turkish journalist” expresses the nationality of
the journalist, but this information would not be represented by the tuples included in our analysis. However, we do not believe the addition of more tuples that express information outside of
predicate-argument relationships would significantly change the experimental results.

3.8. Related Work
Most of the work that reasons about how to interpret the scores of evaluation metrics does so indirectly through correlations to human judgments (Dang and Owczarzak, 2009; Owczarzak and
Dang, 2011). However, a high correlation is not conclusive evidence about what a metric measures
since it is possible for the metric to directly measure some other aspect of a summary, which is in
turn correlated with the ground-truth judgments (see §3.7). Our work can be viewed as more direct
evidence about what ROUGE and BERTScore measure.
Recent work by Wang et al. (2020) argues that many of the same evaluation metrics covered in
this work do not successfully measure the faithfulness of a summary based on low correlations to
ground-truth judgments. The results from our experiments offer an explanation for why this is the
case: The metrics do not compare summaries based on their information, therefore they cannot
determine if a summary is factually consistent with its input.
Metrics which do attempt to directly measure information overlap between summaries are based
on the gold-standard comparison technique, the Pyramid Method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004;
Nenkova et al., 2007). Although it relies heavily on annotations by experts, there have been attempts
to crowdsource (Shapira et al., 2019) or automate all or parts of the Pyramid Method (Passonneau
et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2016; Hirao et al., 2018) including PyrEval (Gao et al., 2019), which we
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analyzed in §3.6. These metrics have been met with less success than the text overlap-based ones
covered by this work, potentially because measuring information overlap is more difficult than comparing summaries by their topics, and topic-based evaluations strongly correlate to responsiveness
judgments (see §3.7).

3.9. Summary
In this Chapter, we argued that, ideally, reference-based evaluation metrics should estimate the content quality of a summary by comparing its information to that of the reference. However, we
experimentally showed that ROUGE, BERTScore, and many other proposed metrics for evaluating the content quality of summaries largely do not compare summaries based on their information
overlap. The implications of this result are that the summarization community does not have a
reliable metric that aligns with its research goal: to generate summaries with high-quality information. This motivates the need to develop evaluation metrics which address the limitations of existing
approaches by aiming to directly evaluate a summary’s information.
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CHAPTER 4 : Question Answering-Based Representations for Summary Evaluation
In the previous Chapter, we presented an argument that reference-based evaluation metrics should
ideally calculate how similar candidate and reference summaries are based on the information they
express. Then, we demonstrated that two reference-based evaluation metrics, ROUGE and BERTScore, largely fail to evaluate summaries in this way.
To that end, this Chapter explores how question-answer (QA) pairs can be used to represent and
evaluate the information in summaries through a proposal of a QA-based evaluation metric called
QAEval. We experimentally demonstrate that QAEval is already very effective at evaluating summarization systems. Although it currently falls behind other metrics at the individual summarylevel, we show that its potential future performance approaches the gold-standard for manual comparison of summary information. Further, we show experimental evidence that QAEval is indeed a
better measure of how much information the candidate and reference summaries have in common
than either ROUGE or BERTScore.
The work presented in this Chapter was originally described in Deutsch et al. (2021a), with the
exception of §4.10, which was described in Deutsch and Roth (2021).

4.1. Introduction
The reference-based evaluation metric which we propose, QAEval (§4.3.1), along with other metrics
that use QA to evaluate generated text (Eyal et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Durmus et al., 2020)
can be cast in a QA-based evaluation framework in which the information of a piece of text is
represented by QA pairs, and the presence of that information in a second text is determined by
calculating what proportion of those QA pairs the text correctly answers. Because the questions
can only be answered if the candidate summary contains the corresponding information, QA-based
metrics directly measure the amount of common information between the two texts. Therefore,
they can be used to compare the information in the candidate and references summaries, providing
a summary quality signal that is not effectively captured by existing evaluation metrics.
We show that with current question-generation and question-answering models, QAEval achieves
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state-of-the-art system-level correlations to human judgments on benchmark datasets, outperforming all other automatic metrics and equalling the gold-standard Pyramid Method (Nenkova and
Passonneau, 2004, §4.8). When evaluated at the summary-level, the metric is equal or better to
other metrics on summaries that are very similar to the ground-truth and is competitive on others
due to shortcomings of current state-of-the-art models (§4.7).
Through a careful analysis of each component of QAEval (§4.5-§4.7), we identify both the QA
model and verifying if the predicted answer is correct as the performance bottlenecks (§4.7), whose
noise likely explains the lower summary-level performance in some scenarios. Based on a manually
annotated set of 2.9k QA pairs, we show that with human-level QA and answer verification performance, the summary-level upper-bound correlations of QAEval are better than all other automatic
metrics and approach the gold-standard Pyramid Method. In combination with state-of-the-art correlation results, this strongly indicates that value of QA-based representations for summarization
evaluation.
The contributions presented in this Chapter include (1) a proposal of QAEval, a more general QAbased metric for evaluating the content of summaries, (2) experimental evidence that demonstrates
QAEval’s state-of-the-art performance on benchmark datasets, (3) an analysis that identifies the
QA model and answer verification as the performance bottlenecks, (4) an estimate that QAEval’s
upper-bound summary-level performance in scenarios in which it currently lags behind is high, approaching that of the gold-standard manual evaluation metric, the Pyramid Method, and (5) evidence
that QAEval more effectively measures the information quality of a summary than either ROUGE
(Lin, 2004) or BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020).

4.2. Related Work
By far the most popular automatic methods for evaluating the content of a summary do so by comparing the tokens of the candidate and the reference. The de facto metric ROUGE (Lin, 2004) calculates a precision and recall score on the summaries’ lexical overlap. Recent methods BERTScore
(Zhang et al., 2020) and MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019) instead compare tokens based on the similarity of their contextual word embeddings.
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Because these text overlap metrics do nothing to specifically measure how much information is
common between two summaries, their scores are polluted by spurious matches between tokens
that do not express the same information, shown in Chapter 3. In contrast, QA-based evaluation
metrics do directly compare summaries based on their information.
The gold-standard for manually comparing two summaries’ information overlap is the Pyramid
Method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004; Nenkova et al., 2007). It uses a domain-expert to identify
spans of text between the candidate and reference summaries that express the same information,
known as summary content units (SCUs). Because the Pyramid Method’s final score is calculated
exclusively on the number of common SCUs, it is a purely information-based evaluation. See
Chapter 2 for more deatils about the Pyramid Method as well as some attempts to automate it,
including PyrEval, which we compare our metric against in this Chapter.
Several recent works also use QA to evaluate summaries. Narayan et al. (2018b) use QA as part of
a human evaluation to measure how much important document information was maintained by the
summary. FEQA (Durmus et al., 2020) and QAGS (Wang et al., 2020) automate evaluating the faithfulness of a summary. Faithfulness and content quality are related, yet distinct, concepts. Content
quality is a measure of whether the summary contains the correct information, whereas faithfulness
measures whether the information is consistent with the input, regardless of its importance. FEQA
and QAGS compare summaries to the input documents, whereas we compare summaries to references. Because the datasets used in our experiments are extractive summaries or have relatively
high faithfulness ratings (Fabbri et al., 2021), we assume faithfulness is not an issue for simplicity.
Then, the most closely related work to ours is Eyal et al. (2019), who also use QA to evaluate the
content of summaries via their metric APES. They create fill-in-the-blank questions by removing
named entities from the reference summary and use a reading comprehension model to predict
which entity was removed using the candidate summary.
There are several differences between their work and ours. Our proposed metric QAEval is more
general than APES because QAEval asks and answers questions about noun phrases, whereas APES
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is restricted to named entities. APES may fail to accurately score summaries which do not have a
sufficient number of named entities. Then, our evaluation of QAEval is more comprehensive: The
experiments in Eyal et al. (2019) were limited to evaluating APES on 8 input instances from TAC
2011, whereas our experiments are run on 92 instances from benchmark content quality datasets
TAC 2008 and 2009 as well as 100 instances from the CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nallapati et al.,
2016; Fabbri et al., 2021). Since our evaluation is more comprehensive and we demonstrate our
metric has a high upper-bound performance, we believe it is a more convincing argument of the
utility of using QA to evaluate summary content. Further, we perform an extensive evaluation on
the individual components of the metric. We compare our metric’s performance to APES’ in §4.8
and §4.9.

4.3. QA-Based Evaluation
The standard line of research for evaluating the content quality of a summary is based on comparing
the text of a candidate summary to a reference summary. Metrics that follow this approach include
ROUGE, Basic Elements (Hovy et al., 2006), AutoSummENG (Giannakopoulos et al., 2008), METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014), BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020), MoverScore (Zhao et al.,
2019), and many more.
It is desirable to evaluate a summary based on the quality of the summary’s information. For
reference-based metrics, this means measuring the overlap in information between the candidate
and reference summary. However, in Chapter 3, we showed evidence that suggests text overlap
metrics do not successfully accomplish this. They match tokens which do not express the same information and end up comparing the similarity of two summaries based on the topics they discuss.
We argue that a much better method of comparing the information content of two summaries is
through QA. In an ideal QA-based evaluation framework, all of the reference summary’s information is represented by a set of QA pairs, and the candidate summary’s recall of this information
is measured by answering the questions against the candidate. The questions should only be answerable if the information necessary to answer them is present in the candidate. Therefore, this
approach is fundamentally different from text overlap methods because it explicitly measures how
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much of the reference’s information is contained in the candidate.
While we cannot yet achieve this ideal QA-based metric (our QA-based representations may be
incomplete, our QA models are imperfect, etc.), we next propose a specific instantiation of this
framework that represents our best effort at reaching this goal with today’s state-of-the-art models.
4.3.1. QAEval
At the core of this Chapter is a reference-based summarization evaluation metric that estimates the
content quality of a summary, which we call QAEval. The metric represents the information of a
reference summary by a set of QA pairs that are automatically generated from the reference. Then,
QAEval estimates how much of this information is in a candidate summary by using a learned
QA model to answer the questions against the candidate. The predictions from the QA model are
verified as correct or incorrect, then the final score of the metric calculates what proportion of the
questions were answered correctly.
Below, we describe the individual steps of the evaluation metric in more detail. Then, each component of QAEval is analyzed individually in Sections 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 in order to identify any
performance bottlenecks, followed by an overall evaluation of the metric in Section 4.8, a reproduction of the experiments of Eyal et al. (2019) in Section 4.9, and an application of the SCU-based
analysis from Section 3.4 to QAEval in Section 4.10.
Answer Selection.

The first step in generating questions from the reference summary is to pick

a set of phrases that represents answers to questions that will later be generated. The answers
should be chosen such that they will generate questions that cover as much of the information of the
summary as possible. We evaluate how much semantic content is represented by several different
answer selection strategies in §4.5.
Question Generation. Once the answers have been selected, a learned model is used to generate
a question for each answer. The input to the question-generation model is a sentence which contains
an answer phrase that is demarcated by special tokens. The output is a question which is answerable
by that phrase.
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Following Durmus et al. (2020), the generation model is a fine-tuned BART model (Lewis et al.,
2020) trained on 55k human-written question-answer pairs collected by Demszky et al. (2018). The
quality of the generated questions and the impact of using model-generated questions instead of
human-written questions on downstream correlations is measured in §4.6.
Question Answering.

Given a set of QA pairs generated from the reference summary, a QA model

is used to answer the questions against the candidate summary. Since there are no summarization
datasets with labeled QA pairs, the QA model must be trained on a different dataset. Further,
because it is almost always the case that the candidate summary will not contain some reference
summary information, it is necessary for the model to decide whether a question is answerable to
reduce noise from spurious answers.
The QA model is a pre-trained ELECTRA-Large model (Clark et al., 2020) fine-tuned on SQuAD
2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018), which contains unaswerable questions. The input to the model is the
candidate summary and a question. The output is a span of text which contains the answer or a null
string if the question is not answerable, depending on which is more probable under the model. We
estimate the answering performance of the QA model on the summarization data and estimate the
improvement in downstream correlations that would be expected if the QA model had human-level
performance in §4.7.
Answer Verification & Scoring.

Finally, once the QA model has output predictions for all of the

questions generated from a reference summary, they are verified as being correct or incorrect with
respect to the ground-truth answers that were used to generate the questions. We employ the two
standard answer verification methods used by SQuAD, exact match (EM) and F1 (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016). If the QA model outputs the null string, the score for that answer is 0. We estimate whether
these imperfect answer comparison strategies negatively impact downstream correlations in §4.7.
Finally, the metric produces two final scores that are the total EM and F1 scores divided by the
number of questions, thus calculating the proportion of questions answered correctly. If multiple reference summaries are available, the scores are macro-averaged. We refer to the metrics as
QAEval-EM and QAEval-F1 .
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4.4. Experimental Setup
We briefly overview the experimental setup used to evaluate metrics in this Chapter, but the details
about the meta-evaluation procedure and datasets can be found in §2.3.
We meta-evaluate the metrics using the system- and summary-level correlations on three English
summarization datasets: the benchmark TAC 2008 and 2009 datasets (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008,
2009) as well as the subset of the CNN/DM dataset (Nallapati et al., 2016) which was annotated by
Fabbri et al. (2021).
The TAC datasets consist of 48/44 multi-document summarization instances, each with 4 reference
summaries written by human annotators. Domain-expert judges rated the summaries output by
58/55 extractive models for each input on a scale of 1 to 5 based on how well they respond to an
information need included in the task description. Each summary is also assigned a Pyramid Score
(Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004) using a Pyramid constructed from the 4 reference summaries.
Our experiments on TAC calculate the correlations of the metrics to the responsiveness score for the
58/55 model summarizers and 48/44 instances.
The annotations provided by Fabbri et al. (2021) on the single-document summarization CNN/DM
dataset score the outputs of 16 models across 100 instances. The models are a mixture of extractive and abstractive approaches, and each instance has 1 reference summary. Fabbri et al. (2021)
collected relevance scores from 3 expert annotators that captures if the summary contains important content from the input document. Our experiments report the correlation between the metrics’
scores and the expert relevance judgments.

4.5. Answer Selection
In order for a QA-based evaluation metric to be successful, the QA pairs it uses to probe the candidate summary must represent a significant proportion of the reference summary’s information.
Therefore, in this Section, we aim to understand how much information the QA pairs in QAEval do
represent and whether that may limit the metric’s performance.
We explore three different answer selection strategies which pick phrases that are (1) named-entities,
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SCU4: “several churches have been attacked”

Several churches in Baghdad have been attacked.
QA1: What has been attacked? Several churches in Baghdad
QA2: What has been attacked in Baghdad? Several churches
QA3: Where have several churches been attacked? Baghdad
QA1

SCU4

Maximal NPs

QA2

SCU4
NP Chunks

QA3

;

NER

Figure 8: Example answers selected by the three strategies. The only SCU marked by annotators
for this sentence is SCU4 , which does not include information about the location of the attacks.
Therefore, an answer selection strategy that chooses “Baghdad” enables generating a QA pair such
as QA3 , which probes for information not included in the Pyramid annotation.
(2) noun phrase chunks, (3) or maximally-sized noun phrases. The maximally-sized noun phrases
in a sentence are identified by traversing the dependency tree down from the root until a noun is
reached, then selecting the entire subtree for that noun. Example answers selected by each strategy
are presented in Figure 8.
Since there is no well-established method of measuring how much semantic content is represented
by a set of QA pairs, we instead compare the content covered by the QA pairs to that of another
semantic representation, the Pyramid Method SCUs (see §2.2.1 for details). This approach allows
us to compare answer selection strategies to a common point of reference as well as understand
what types of information are represented by each formalism.
In order to compare the content covered by QA pairs and SCUs, each QA pair is manually mapped
to an SCU based on whether the information that is being probed by the QA pair is included in the
SCU description. For instance, in Figure 8, QA1 and QA2 map to SCU4 because they target what
was attacked, which is included in the SCU description, whereas QA3 would not because the SCU
does not describe the location of the attacks. This mapping allows us to calculate the proportion
of QA pairs that map to some SCU, called the QA precision, and the proportion of SCUs that are
mapped to by some QA pair, called the SCU coverage.
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Strategy
NER
NP Chunks
Maximal NPs

Avg #QA Pairs

QA Precision

SCU Coverage

11.7
28.8
17.3

83%
79%
82%

57%
91%
77%

Table 7: The NP chunks answer selection strategy covers 91% of the information represented by
the Pyramid Method (SCU Coverage) with 21% of the questions representing new information.
From this, we conclude that the QA pairs generated from selecting noun chunk answers provides a
semantic representation of the reference summary with very high-coverage.
To ensure the generated questions are of high-quality, we manually wrote questions for every answer
selected by each strategy for 20 reference summaries across 10 input document sets from TAC 2008,
totaling 801 questions. Every QA pair was further mapped to SCUs. The results (averaged over
reference summaries) are presented in Table 7.
The most significant result we find is that the NP chunks strategy covers 91% of the semantic
information included in the Pyramid Method, with an additional 21% of the questions targeting new
information the Pyramid Method does not represent. The other two strategies have much lower
SCU coverages, likely because they result in fewer generated questions since their QA precisions
are approximately equal to that of NP chunks.
This result is very promising for QA-based evaluation metrics because it indicates that the QA pairs
cover nearly all of the information that is used by the Pyramid Method, the best-performing manual
content quality evaluation. Further, they even cover information the Pyramid Method does not,
suggesting the potential for even better downstream correlations. Therefore, we conclude that the
information represented by the QA pairs generated from selecting noun chunk answers is unlikely
to be a factor which limits QAEval’s performance, and we subsequently use that selection strategy
for the rest of our experiments.
Comparing QA Pairs & SCUs. Upon comparing the information that is represented by one formalism and not the other, there are some key differences. The QA pairs miss information represented by nominal and adjectival modifiers because that information is contained within the answer
noun phrase. For instance, for sentence [A Turkish novelist] was arrested, the question asks about
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Input: On Jan. 7, 2005, with inauguration scheduled for
Jan. 12, [Rossi] filed a lawsuit seeking a new election.
Expert: Who filed a lawsuit seeking a new election?
Model: On Jan. 7, 2005, with inauguration scheduled for
Jan. 12, who filed a lawsuit seeking a new election?

Figure 9: A typical example of expert-written and model-generated questions answerable by the
phrase in red. The model questions are often significantly more verbose than the expert questions,
typically copying the majority of the input sentence.
who was arrested, and not about the nationality of the novelist, which the SCUs do include.
In contrast, the SCUs often miss specific details and generalize over information that the QA pairs
do not. For instance, in Figure 8, although the SCUs do represent that the church attacks happened,
it does not include information about their location, whereas this information is targeted by the QAs
pairs.

4.6. Question Generation
An ideal question generation model should generate questions that are high enough quality that they
do not impact the overall performance of the metric. In this Section, we compare questions generated by the learned model to expert-written questions, both empirically and extrinsically through
downstream correlations to human judgments.
Empirical Analysis.

Upon comparing the expert-written questions from §4.5 to model-generated

questions for the same set of answers, we observe that a major difference between questions written
by an expert versus a model is the level of verbosity. The model-generated questions often copy
most of the input sentence over to the question, including parts of the sentence which may not be
relevant to answering the question. In contrast, the questions written by an expert are more concise
and remove the irrelevant details. Examples of this difference can be seen in Figure 9.
Despite the verbosity, nearly all of the model-generated questions are understandable to the authors
of this work. However, because they are rather formulaic, the questions sometimes sound unnatural
and could be confusing to a layman. We did not find any examples in which the answer was included
in the question.
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Downstream Correlation. Ideally, a QA-based evaluation metric would use an expert to write the
questions to ensure they are all high-quality. Unfortunately, this does not scale and is very expensive
and time consuming, so the questions must be model-generated. However, it is important to quantify
any drop in performance caused by generating questions from a model rather than a domain-expert
to understand the impact of using a less-than-ideal approach.
In order to measure any potential drop in performance, we compared the downstream correlations of
the QA-based metrics to responsiveness judgments when using expert-written and model-generated
questions. In both cases, the question-answering component was done using the learned model
described in §4.3.1.
This experiment was performed on the subset of the TAC 2008 dataset for which we collected
expert-written questions (see §4.5). That is, the summaries from 58 different systems across 10 input
instances with 2 references each were scored using the two setups, and the respective correlations
were computed.9 We further simulated having a smaller number of input instances by downsampling
the data to observe any emerging trends. The results are plotted in Figure 10.
The downstream summary-level correlations appear near-identical between the two approaches.
However, surprisingly, the model-generated questions appear to result in better downstream correlations at the system-level than the expert-written questions. As soon as around 6 input instances
are available, the two curves separate from each other’s margins of error, with the model-generated
questions clearly trending with a Spearman correlation of at least 0.05 higher.
It is not clear from examining the data why this is the case; there is no clear pattern that emerges
which could explain why the model-generated questions result in higher correlations. Our best
hypothesis is that the verbosity of the generated questions helps the QA model by including more
keywords that can be matched against the summaries to find an answer.
From these unexpected results, we can conclude that the model-generated questions do not harm
the downstream correlations of QAEval at either the summary- or system-levels. The rest of the
9

Since we do not have expert-written questions for all 4 references across all 48 input clusters, these results are not
strictly comparable to later experiments (e.g., §4.8).
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Figure 10: A comparison of the correlations of QAEval-F1 on a subset of TAC 2008 using expertwritten and model-generated questions. Each point represents the average correlation calculated
using 30 samples of {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} instances, plotted with 95% error bars. System-level correlations
were calculated against the summarizers’ average responsiveness scores across the entire TAC 2008
dataset. We hypothesize the model questions perform better due to their verbosity, which causes
more keywords to be included in the question that the QA model can match against the summary.
experimentation in this Chapter will only use model-generated questions.

4.7. Question Answering & Verification
The task of the QA model and answer verification step are to determine whether a question is
answerable against a summary, predict an answer if it is, then compare the prediction to the groundtruth answer to determine if it is correct. In this Section, we evaluate the performance of both
components on the summarization data, first by calculating the QA performance (§4.7.1) and then by
estimating the downstream correlation of QAEval if both components had human-level performance
(§4.7.2).
4.7.1. Question-Answering Model Performance
Since the QA model is trained on Wikipedia articles in the SQuAD 2.0 dataset and used to answer
questions generated from the summarization data, it is expected that the QA performance on the
summarization data will be worse than on the original training data due to the domain shift.
In order to quantify the size of such a drop, one of the authors manually answered 2.9k generated
questions from 20 reference summaries across 10 input clusters against 4 different summarizers
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Dataset
SQuAD 2.0
TAC 2008
CNN/DM

%IsAns
50.0%
14.2%
36.3%

IsAns-F1
92.0
52.4
75.3

Given IsAns
EM

F1

Acc

88.0
56.5
73.8

94.5
69.5
83.6

84.3
86.3

Table 8: The QA performance on the summarization datasets drops significantly compared to its performance on SQuAD, especially for TAC 2008. This is expected due to the domain shift, however
we suspect the drop is smaller for CNN/DailyMail because the generated and reference summaries
are far more similar than for TAC, thus making it easier to answer questions.
on TAC 2008 and 2.3k generated questions across 10 input documents against all 16 summarizers
on CNN/DM. For each question and summary pair, it was first determined whether the summary
contained the answer to the question, then if it did, a span of text was selected as the answer. Then,
the selected answer was later manually verified as correctly or incorrectly answering the question.
We compare the QA model’s ability to both identify if a question is answerable and to select the
correct answer if one exists separately on SQuAD 2.0 and the summarization datasets. This is done
to measure any performance decrease on each problem in isolation. We calculated the F1 score on
the model’s predictions on whether the question is answerable, plus the standard SQuAD EM and
token F1 metrics on only the subset of QA pairs for which the ground-truth and model agree that
the question is answerable. We do not want to measure the quality of the predicted answer if the
question is not answerable or the model outputs no answer.
In addition to EM and F1 , we also report the correct answer accuracy according to the human
annotator. EM and F1 are imperfect answer comparison strategies because they may fail to identify
an answer as correct if it is a paraphrase of the ground-truth. Unlike SQuAD, the ground-truth
answer and model prediction come from different source texts, increasing the likelihood that both
answers will be expressed differently (see Fig. 11). Comparing the human annotator accuracy to EM
and F1 will quantify how well the automatic answer verification methods work on the summarization
data.
The results are presented in Table 8. In general, the QA performance drops for both datasets, but the
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Summary: The killing of Lebanon’s former PM Rafiq Hariri
renewed calls for Syria to abide by UN Security Council
Resolution 1559 and end its dominance of Lebanon…
Question: What event put Syria under renewed pressure
from the international community to abide by UN Security
Council Resolution 1559 and withdraw its troops from
Lebanon?
Answer: The February assassination
Prediction: The killing of Lebanon’s former PM Rafiq Hariri

Figure 11: An example correct answer predicted by the model that is scored poorly by the EM and
F1 QA metrics (both would assign a score of 0 or near 0). This occurs because the answer and
prediction are drawn from two different summaries, and the same event is referred to in different
ways in each one.
decrease is more extreme for TAC’08. Specifically, we see that the drops in IsAns-F1 are significant,
amounting to decreasing by nearly 40 points from 92.0 on SQuAD to 52.4 on TAC’08 and almost
17 points to 75.3 on CNN/DM. This result indicates that identifying if a question is answerable is
very challenging for the model, especially on TAC.
The EM and F1 results across datasets also see a rather significant drop of around 25-30 points
for TAC and 10-14 for CNN/DM, pointing to a much worse answering performance by the model
when the model correctly predicts that an answer exists. However, the accuracy according to the
human annotations is closer to the performance on SQuAD, implying the actual drop in performance
is actually not as significant. For TAC, the discrepancy between the EM/F1 scores and human
accuracy judgments means the model’s predictions are frequently correct, but EM and F1 fail to
identify them as such in a significant number of cases, thereby implying they are noisy answer
verification methods. This problem has been observed for QA models before (Wang et al., 2020;
Chen et al., 2020), but the issue seems particularly apparent for TAC. In the case of CNN/DM, the
same differences exist but are smaller, especially for F1 . This means F1 may be a good-enough
answer verification method for this dataset.
We suspect that the QA model fares better on CNN/DM than TAC because the CNN/DM generated
summaries are far more similar to the reference summaries than those in TAC. This is likely due
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to several factors: (1) The CNN/DM task is in some sense easier than the TAC task. The lead-3
baseline is very strong, so the models can more easily generate high quality summaries; (2) The
models included in the annotation are more recent state-of-the-art models compared to those from
TAC and are likely better summarizers; (3) The task is single-document, so the information in the
reference and generated summaries is more likely to be expressed the same way.
Since the two summaries being compared are similar to each other, the generated questions have a
large token overlap with the target summary. This likely results in the QA model being more effective at identifying when an answer exists in the summary and then subsequently correctly identifying
it. We expect this result to hold for other popular single-document summarization datasets.
From this experiment, we conclude that identifying whether a question is answerable is a potential
performance bottleneck for both datasets. Further, for tasks in which the generated summaries are
less similar to the references, the EM/F1 answer verification methods may also be a limiting factor
for QAEval.
4.7.2. Human-Level Performance Comparison
After identifying QA and answer verification as potentially problematic for QAEval’s performance,
we now estimate the size of any potential drop in downstream correlation compared to using humanlevel performance for both of those components.
Using the same human-annotated QA pairs from the previous Section, we calculated the summarylevel correlations of QAEval when it uses either human annotations for the QA model, human
annotations for the answer verification, or both. The correlations for these QAEval variants and
several other metrics (discussed in §4.2) are in Table 9.
Since this experiment only uses a relatively small amount of data, none of the correlations differ
by a statistically significant margin, so coming to definitive conclusions is difficult. However, some
trends do emerge from the data.
For TAC 2008, QAEval is competitive to the other evaluation metrics when it uses a learned QA
model and F1 verification. Then, human-level performance for both QA and answer verification
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provide large improvements in the downstream correlations, both independently and when combined. For instance, human QA annotations improve QAEval on TAC by 0.12 and 0.14 Pearson
with F1 and human verification, respectively. Human annotations for answer verification improve
QAEval with model and human QA components by 0.17 and 0.29 Spearman, respectively. When
both components use human annotations, the correlations are significantly better than any of the
other automatic metrics and approach those of the Pyramid Method.
The results on CNN/DM are less clear. There is no obvious pattern in the data and all of the
model/human combinations result in roughly the same performances. We suspect that because the
drop in QA performance is less significant (§4.7.1), the differences in model and human-level QA
performance is not reflected on CNN/DM as it is on TAC. Further, we empirically observed that
the content of this dataset’s summaries are more similar in content across models than the TAC
summaries, making them harder to rank (as demonstrated by the lower correlations), which would
also introduce more variance to the correlations.
Overall, this is a promising result for the future potential of QA-based evaluations, especially for
more complex multi-document summarization tasks which are in some sense harder for metrics to
evaluate than single-document summaries. While the current summary-level results on both datasets
may be competitive to other metrics, the metric’s upper-bound performance is very high on TAC
and is approaching the gold-standard manual evaluation, the Pyramid Method.

4.8. Overall Metric Analysis
After analyzing each component of QAEval, we now turn to calculate the metric’s correlations to
human responsiveness/relevance judgments on TAC 2008, 2009, and CNN/DM (see §4.4 for more
details about the experimental methodology; An additional experiment that varies the number of
available references is included in Appendix A.1). For this experiment, QAEval uses the NP chunks
answer selection strategy and learned question-generation and question-answering models and is
therefore a fully automatic metric.
In addition to the QAEval correlations, we also report those of several baselines and state-of-the-art
metrics, including the Pyramid Score, several variants of ROUGE, PyrEval, and MoverScore (which
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TAC’08

System
Pyramid Score
ROUGE-1
ROUGE-2
ROUGE-L
ROUGE-SU4
MoverScore
APES

CNN/DM

r

ρ

τ

r

ρ

τ

.63
.27
.34
.20
.29
.42
.35

.69
.27
.40
.22
.22
.28
.38

.65
.26
.38
.21
.22
.28
.37

.25
.13
.13
.16
.27
.08

.21
.09
.12
.16
.23
.09

.18
.06
.08
.12
.18
.07

.31
.43
.44
.58

.28
.33
.45
.62

.26
.30
.42
.59

.21
.15
.25
.22

.23
.14
.24
.21

.18
.12
.20
.17

QAEval

QA

Ans. Verif.

Model
Human
Model
Human

F1
F1
Human
Human

Table 9: Summary-level correlations calculated using 4 systems across 10 inputs on TAC and 16
systems across 10 inputs on CNN/DailyMail compared using answers from a model or a human
and verifying if the answer is correct using F1 or a human. Because the results are on a small
sample of the dataset, the results are not statistically significant. However, the trend on TAC is
that human-level performance greatly improves the results, approaching correlations equal to the
Pyramid Method’s. On CNN/DailyMail, we suspect the same trend does not appear because the
QA model performs much better than on TAC.
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TAC 2008
Metric

System-Level

TAC 2009
Summary-Level

r

ρ

τ

r

ρ

τ

Pyramid Score

.90

.88

.70

.59

.59

.50

ROUGE-1
ROUGE-2
ROUGE-L
ROUGE-SU4
PyrEval
MoverScore
APES

.79
.83
.74
.80
.81
.83
.74

.80
.87
.77
.83
.79
.82
.82

.60
.67
.57
.63
.59
.63
.60

.49
.48
.46
.49
.31
.50
.25

.48
.48
.45
.48
.31
.49
.25

QAEval-EM
QAEval-F1

.93
.90

.91
.88

.76
.71

.33
.46

.33
.45

Metric

System-Level

Summary-Level

r

ρ

τ

r

ρ

τ

Pyramid Score

.90

.87

.70

.59

.57

.48

.39
.39
.36
.39
.25
.40
.21

ROUGE-1
ROUGE-2
ROUGE-L
ROUGE-SU4
PyrEval
MoverScore
APES

.83
.76
.82
.77
.86
.82
.87

.78
.84
.72
.81
.82
.80
.80

.60
.67
.54
.63
.64
.63
.63

.54
.50
.54
.52
.39
.51
.41

.47
.50
.47
.50
.35
.52
.35

.38
.40
.37
.39
.28
.42
.28

.27
.36

QAEval-EM
QAEval-F1

.70
.81

.87
.89

.69
.72

.42
.50

.38
.45

.30
.36

Table 10: The Pearson r, Spearman ρ, and Kendall τ correlation coefficients calculated between
the metrics’ scores and expert responsiveness judgments on the TAC 2008 (left) and TAC 2009
(right) datasets. QAEval has the highest system-level correlations, even better than the fully manual
Pyramid Score, whereas the summary-level correlations are lower (EM) or competitive (F1 ) with
other metrics. We believe this supports our hypothesis that the QA model and answer verification
are noisy (causing lower summary-level correlations) but average out to a high-quality metric given
enough QA pairs (causing high system-level correlations). On TAC 2009, the QA r values are
much lower because of an outlier, and r is sensitive to outliers. If the outlier is removed, the r
values become 0.92 and 0.93 for EM and F1 .
reports better correlations than BERTScore), and APES. See §4.2 for descriptions of these metrics.
Results in bold are the highest among the automatic metrics. Those underlined are statistically
indistinguishable from the highest under a single-tailed permutation test for correlations with α =
0.05, discussed in Chapter 7.
TAC 2008 & 2009.

The correlations for TAC are presented in Table 10. First, we see that the

summary-level correlations for the QAEval metrics are lower than or comparable to some of the
other automatic metrics. For example, the TAC 2008 Pearson’s r for QAEval-EM is 0.33, whereas
the r values for QAEval-F1 and ROUGE-2 are 0.46 and 0.48. Given that the QA model and answer
verification components introduce noise into the metric, this result is consistent with the analysis in
§4.7.2 and unsurprising.
However, the system-level results are quite surprising. The QAEval metrics achieve state-of-the-art
system-level performance on nearly every correlation coefficient across both datasets, reaching correlations comparable to the Pyramid Method itself. For instance, on TAC 2008, QAEval-EM has a
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Kendall’s τ of 0.76 compared to 0.70 for the Pyramid Method and 0.67 for the next-highest automatic metric, ROUGE-2. This pattern largely holds for TAC 2009, with the exception of Pearson’s
r due to an outlier.10
It is unexpected that QAEval should achieve both state-of-the-art system-level results and lower
summary-level results simultaneously and that the system-level results are even better than the Pyramid Method’s.
We believe the discrepancy between the summary- and system-level results can be explained by the
number of questions that is used by each evaluation. QAEval estimates the quality of an individual
summary using around 110 questions. In contrast, the system-level scores are based over 5,000 QA
pairs across 48 or 44 instances. We suspect that when QAEval’s scores are averaged over such a
large number of questions, the metric is able to overcome any noise introduced by the QA model or
answer verification, resulting in a high-quality evaluation. APES, the other QA-based metric, also
exhibits a similar pattern, supporting this hypothesis.
Then, it is likely that QAEval’s system-level performance rivals the Pyramid Method’s because
the QA pairs probe for more semantic content than is represented by the SCUs (§4.5). The QA
model and answer verification largely perform the same task as the Pyramid Method annotators:
identify a span of text in the candidate summary which expresses a specific piece of information.
It is unlikely the models do this better than a human, even after the noise is averaged out across
thousands of examples. Therefore, it must be the case that the semantic representation of the QA
pairs provides better coverage of the reference summary than the SCUs do, resulting in comparable
overall performance.
CNN/DM. The results on the CNN/DM dataset are shown in Table 11. Compared to TAC, the
improvement in system-level correlations is significantly larger. For instance, both QAEval variants
achieve a system-level Spearman 0.91, whereas the next highest metrics APES and ROUGE-1 reach
0.73 and 0.62. Unlike for TAC, the summary-level correlations are either higher or statistically
indistinguishable from the other metrics.
10

Once removed, the r values are 0.92 and 0.93 for QAEval-EM and QAEval-F1 , higher than any other metric.
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SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021)
Metric

System-Level

Summary-Level

r

ρ

τ

r

ρ

τ

ROUGE-1
ROUGE-2
ROUGE-L
ROUGE-SU4
MoverScore
APES

.61
.64
.61
.62
.56
.68

.62
.60
.48
.56
.54
.73

.50
.43
.32
.38
.42
.58

.28
.23
.21
.23
.28
.10

.26
.19
.18
.19
.24
.09

.20
.14
.14
.15
.18
.07

QAEval-EM
QAEval-F1

.80
.82

.91
.91

.77
.77

.23
.30

.23
.29

.19
.22

Table 11: The QAEval metrics on the CNN/DailyMail annotations provided by Fabbri et al. (2021)
achieve significantly higher correlations than the other automatic metrics, likely due to the relatively
good QA model performance on this dataset compared to on TAC.
We hypothesize that the improved performance on CNN/DM compared to TAC is due to the QA
model’s quality on this dataset. In §4.7.1, we demonstrated that the QA performance did drop on
CNN/DM with respect the model’s results on the SQuAD data, however that performance decrease
was not nearly as large on CNN/DM as on TAC. Since the QA model and answer verification are
the performance bottlenecks and both suffer less on CNN/DM, the QAEval metrics achieve strong
correlations.
This result is evidence to support that QAEval is a very effective metric for evaluating current stateof-the-art systems on today’s popular summarization datasets.
Comparison to APES. Across all three datasets, QAEval achieves higher or comparable correlations than the other QA-based metric, APES, at both the summary- and system-levels. We suspect
this is due to at least two reasons. First, their reading comprehension model likely has lower performance than the QA model used in QAEval. The QAEval pretrained model leverages recent
state-of-the-art models that use contextual word embeddings, which the model of Eyal et al. (2019)
does not use. Second, APES targets named entities in the summaries, which we demonstrated does
not probe for as much information as using all noun phrases (§4.5). If the summaries do not contain
a sufficient number of entities, APES may fail to accurately score it.
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Human Score

R1

R2

RL

RSU4

APES

QAEval-EM

QAEval-F1

Pyramid Score
Responsiveness

.73
.62

.73
.65

.70
.60

.74
.63

.61
.50

.47
.46

.61
.56

Table 12: Summary-level Pearson correlations of ROUGE, APES, and QAEval to overall responsiveness and the Pyramid Score on the 8 instances from TAC 2011 that were used in Eyal et al.
(2019). These numbers differ from those reported by Eyal et al. (2019) because they directly calculate the correlation between the scores for all of the summaries across all instances (personal
communication with the authors). This differs from the standard definition of the summary-level
correlation, which calculates a correlation per input document set then averages the correlations (see
§2.3).
Overall. Since the performance of QAEval using EM and F1 is roughly equal at the system-level,
but F1 is clearly better at the summary-level, we recommend that future work which evaluates with
QAEval use the F1 variant.
Overall, since evaluation metrics are most commonly used in the summarization community to rank
summarization systems, these experimental results suggest that QAEval is one of the most effective
evaluation metrics to date.

4.9. APES Experiments
To further compare QAEval to APES, we reproduce some of the experiments reported by Eyal et al.
(2019) and compare the results of the two metrics.
4.9.1. TAC 2011 Comparison
First, we compare the summary-level correlations of the two metrics and ROUGE to human judgments on a subset of the TAC 2011 dataset. TAC 2011 contains extractive summaries produced by
51 models on 44 input document sets. However, Eyal et al. (2019) evaluate on the 8 input document
sets about “Investigations and Trials” for which there were a sufficient number of named entities.
This is because the QA model used by APES is only trained to predict named entities as answers.
Similarly to TAC 2008 and 2009, each summary has an overall responsiveness score and a Pyramid
score that were annotated by domain experts.
Table 12 contains the summary-level Pearson correlations of ROUGE, APES, and QAEval to the
human judgments on the subset of TAC 2011. Although it is difficult to come to conclusions on
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this dataset due to its relatively small size, we observe that APES out-performs QAEval-EM and
under-performs QAEval-F1 using the responsiveness score as the ground-truth. Using the Pyramid
score as the ground-truth, APES and QAEval-F1 are equal. However, both QA-based metrics are
lower than the ROUGE variants, which is consistent with both APES and QAEval achieving lower
correlations than ROUGE on TAC 2008 and 2009 at the summary-level. The APES correlations here
are much higher on this subset of TAC 2011 than on the whole of TAC 2008 and 2009, supporting
that its performance is higher when the summaries have a sufficient number of named entities.
4.9.2. Complementary Signals
Then, Eyal et al. (2019) demonstrate that APES and ROUGE are less correlated to each other
than ROUGE variants are to themselves, suggesting they offer complementary signals of summary
quality. In Fig. 12 we show the Pearson correlations between several different variants of ROUGE,
APES, and QAEval on the TAC 2008 summaries.
Our results suggest similar conclusions to Eyal et al. (2019). Specifically, each of the ROUGE
variants is very highly correlated to each other (≥ .80), whereas the correlations to the QA-based
metrics are lower (≈ .47 for QAEval-EM, .62 for QAEval-F1 , and .26 for APES). Interestingly,
APES and QAEval are as correlated to each other as APES is to ROUGE. We hypothesize that
because the QA models are trained on different corpora (CNN for APES versus Wikipedia for QAEval), they learn different signals to answer questions and are more effective at scoring different
summaries. Future work could explore combining lexical overlap and QA-based methods into a
single metric.

4.10. SCU-Based Analysis, Revisited
In §3.4, we argued that ROUGE and BERTScore largely fail to evaluate the information of a summary because they score summaries using token alignments that are most often not between tokens
which expert judges have marked as expressing the same meaning.
Like ROUGE and BERTScore, QAEval can be viewed as creating an alignment between the candidate and reference summaries. In this formulation, the mapping between the noun phrase in the
reference summary that was used to generate a question and the predicted answer span in the candi-
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R1 1.00 0.80 0.95 0.91 0.32 0.45 0.61
R2 0.80 1.00 0.81 0.93 0.20 0.47 0.62

1.0
0.8

RL 0.95 0.81 1.00 0.91 0.29 0.47 0.60
RSU4 0.91 0.93 0.91 1.00 0.24 0.49 0.64

0.6

APES 0.32 0.20 0.29 0.24 1.00 0.27 0.30
QA-EM 0.45 0.47 0.47 0.49 0.27 1.00 0.74

0.2

QA-F1

QA-EM

APES

RSU4

RL

R2

R1

QA-F1 0.61 0.62 0.60 0.64 0.30 0.74 1.00

0.4

Figure 12: The Pearson correlations between the scores of several ROUGE variants, APES, and
QAEval variants on TAC’08. The results support similar findings of Eyal et al. (2019), namely that
the ROUGE metrics are highly correlated to each other but have low correlation to the QA-based
metrics, suggesting the two types of metrics offer complementary signals.
date summary creates a token-level alignment between the two spans. The final metric score is the
total weight of the alignment, where the weight of an edge is the F1 score between the two spans,
normalized by the number of questions.
Since QAEval can be viewed as a weighted alignment, we are able to repeat the analysis from §3.4
for QAEval and measure what proportion of its score can be explained by matches between SCUs.11
The distribution of the proportion of QAEval-F1 that can be explained by SCU matches on TAC
2008 compared to ROUGE and BERTScore is shown in Fig. 13. The average proportion, 42%, is
higher than ROUGE (25%) and BERTScore (15%), indicating QAEval captures information similarity better than the other two metrics. Table 13 summarizes this distribution for QAEval, ROUGE,
and BERTScore, demonstrating that 46% of summaries have at least 50% of their QAEval score explained by SCU matches, whereas this is true for less than 4% and 0% of ROUGE and BERTScore.
Overall, this experiment provides evidence that QAEval is indeed measuring information quality
more than either ROUGE or BERTScore.
11
We do not repeat the category-based analysis from §3.5 because QAEval induces a mapping between noun phrases,
so analyzing information-based categories, which include predicates, would not produce an interesting result.
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Proportion of ROUGE explained by SCU matches
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summaries
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Proportion of BERTScore explained by SCU matches
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Proportion of QAEval-F1 explained by SCU matches
Figure 13: The distribution of the proportion of the ROUGE (top), BERTScore (middle), and QAEval-F1 (bottom) scores that can be explained by SCU matches on TAC 2008 (top two plots taken
from Fig. 5). Although its variance is higher, we find that QAEval can be explained by SCU matches
far more than ROUGE or BERTScore on average.
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Proportion of Metric

Metric
ROUGE
BERTScore
QAEval-F1

0-25%

25-50%

50-75%

75-100%

51%
83%
36%

45%
17%
18%

4%
0%
24%

0%
0%
22%

Table 13: The percentage of summaries with a score explained by a given proportion of SCU
matches on TAC 2008. QAEval has more summaries that have scores which can be mostly explained by SCU matches.

4.11. Discussion
Limitations. Overall, QAEval is limited by its dependence on using predicate-argument relations
throughout each component of the metric. QAEval represents summaries with QA pairs that target nouns as answers, which is insufficient for representing all of the summary’s information (as
pointed out in §4.5). The question generation model is limited to producing questions that reason
about the arguments of predicates and cannot generate more abstract questions (e.g., What types of
conflict have there been? for Fig. 8). Likewise, QA models trained on SQuAD-style questions can
only reason about matches between predicate-argument relations and cannot answer more abstract
questions even if the generation model could produce them.
Because of this dependence on predicate-argument relations, any similarity between summaries
that cannot be represented by matching predicates and arguments can also not be captured by QAEval. Although this does not appear to be an issue in our experiments, we anticipate that using
generation and answering models which are capable of a more sophisticated level of reasoning will
be necessary in the future.
QA-Based versus Text Overlap.

Although QAEval has superior or comparable system-level cor-

relations on the datasets included in our experimentation, it still lags behind text overlap-based
method ROUGE at the summary-level in some settings. Therefore, we do not recommend completely replacing text overlap metrics with QAEval, nor do we believe that this should be done even
if a QA-based metric achieves summary-level parity.
Both Eyal et al. (2019) and our work clearly show evidence that QA-based metrics provide a sum74

mary quality signal that is complementary to ROUGE (§4.9.2), yet both ROUGE and QAEval
achieve strong correlations in our experiments. The quality signals captured by these metrics are
clearly both valuable and different. Evaluating a summarization model with only one type of metric
would miss out on summary quality signals captured by the other. Therefore, we recommend future
work use both a text overlap metric as well as a QA-based metric to evaluate their summarization
models.
Further Answer Verification Analysis.

In follow up work, we performed a more in-depth anal-

ysis into different answer verification techniques (Deutsch and Roth, 2022a), which is not included
in this thesis.
We explored using BERTScore as well as a trained model called LERC (Chen et al., 2020) to perform answer verification in addition to EM and token F1 for QAEval and another QA-based metric,
FEQA (Durmus et al., 2020). The experiments showed that LERC was indeed more successful at
actually determining whether or not the expected and predicted answer spans were semantically
equivalent, but this improved verification performance did not always translate into a better downstream metric score according to correlations with human judgment. We attribute this result to the
fact that naive lexical methods of answer verification perform decently well on CNN/DailyMail (see
Table 8) and that minor verification improvements over token F1 on CNN/DailyMail or TAC may
be washed out during the meta-evaluation of the metrics.

4.12. Summary
In this Chapter, we proposed a QA-based evaluation metric called QAEval. We demonstrated that
QAEval already achieves state-of-the-art system-level correlations, and we estimate its upper-bound
summary-level performance on multi-document summaries is quite high. Through a careful analysis
of each component of QAEval, we identified that the performance bottlenecks are both the QA
model and verifying whether or not the QA model’s predicted answer is correct. Further, we showed
evidence that QAEval approximates human annotations of common information in summaries better
than either ROUGE or BERTScore, demonstrating that our proposed metric indeed is a step in the
right direction toward a better evaluation metric. We believe that these results are strong evidence
that QA-based evaluation metrics are a promising direction for future research on summarization
75

evaluation.
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CHAPTER 5 : The Limitations of Reference-Free Evaluations of Generated Text
Thus far, the automatic evaluation metrics we have primarily discussed have all been referencebased in that they estimate the quality of a candidate summary by comparing it to a human-written
reference summary. The inherent drawback to reference-based evaluations is that they rely on the
existence of the reference summaries. References can be expensive and difficult to collect in large
amounts, which limits the development of summarization models in new domains.
Reference-free evaluation metrics aim to address this limitation by estimating the content quality
of a summary without access to a reference at all. Although the metric which we proposed in
Chapter 4, QAEval, derives the set of salient questions from the reference summary, one natural
extension of the metric could be to build a learned model which predicts a set of salient questions
based on only the input document, which would remove its reliance on the reference summary.
However, in this Chapter, we present an argument which highlights the limitations of such an extension as well as of reference-free metrics as a whole. Central to our argument is that reference-free
metrics are functionally equivalent to using one text generation model to evaluate another. As such,
we show that simple inference procedures can be defined to select the approximate best possible
output according to the metrics during inference and that they are bias toward outputs which are
more similar to their own and against higher-quality outputs. These flaws are inherent to referencefree metrics, and we recommend that researchers who use them do so with an understanding of their
limitations.
The work from this Chapter was originally presented in Deutsch et al. (2022a).

5.1. Introduction
Since many text generation tasks rely on references for evaluation, summarization is far from the
only task which would benefit from developing high-quality reference-free evaluation metrics. For
instance, there has been interest in building reference-free metrics for machine translation (MT;
Fonseca et al., 2019; Rei et al., 2021), dialog generation (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020; Honovich et al.,
2021), image captioning (Hessel et al., 2021), and more. To that end, our analysis in this Chapter
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focus on three reference-free evaluation metrics, QuestEval (Scialom et al., 2021) for summarization
as well as Prism-src (Thompson and Post, 2020) and COMET-QE (Rei et al., 2021) for MT.
We find there are several implications of the fact that reference-free metrics are equivalent to using
models to evaluate other models. First, the metrics’ underlying models will achieve the best possible
metric score by definition. Therefore, the “perfect” model is already known, and we show that it
is possible to define simple approximate inference algorithms which use these models to find the
approximate best output according to the metrics (§5.4, §5.5.1).
Then, the metrics have inherent, undesirable biases that originate from their underlying models.
Not only do they favor the underlying models’ outputs, but they are also biased toward outputs
from models which are similar to their own, and biased against higher-quality outputs, such as those
written by humans (§5.5.2, §5.5.3). Thus, if they were used as primary evaluation methods for a
task, they would encourage other models to be more similar to their own and less human-like, an
undesirable property of an evaluation metric.
Our recommendation is that reference-free metrics should not be used as methods for measuring
progress on generation tasks such as MT, in which the goal is to achieve the highest possible value
of the metric. Instead, they are better suited to be diagnostic statistics for analyzing model behavior
with the understanding that they are inherently limited and biased (§5.6).
The contributions of this Chapter include: (1) insight on the equivalence of reference-free metrics
and generation models, (2) a demonstration that reference-free metrics’ values can be optimized at
test time to achieve high-scoring outputs, and (3) an analysis that reveals reference free metrics’
inherent biases and limitations.

5.2. Reference-Free Metrics as Models
Conditional text generation models can be viewed as a function θ(·) which scores an output text
y ∈ Y for some input text x. Then θ(·) is used in conjunction with an inference procedure fθ (·) to
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find the best output at test time.

θ(x, y) → R

(5.1)

fθ (x) = arg max θ(x, y)

(5.2)

y∈Y

For instance, θ(·) could be a learned sequence-to-sequence model and fθ (·) could be beam search.
The output of fθ (·), denoted ŷ, is typically evaluated by some automatic metric M. Referencebased metrics do this by scoring ŷ using some gold-standard text y∗ (which is not available to
the model during inference) and the input x (which is not always used). For instance, MRef-Based
could calculate a BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) between the output translation ŷ and the gold
translation y∗ .
MRef-Based (x, ŷ, y∗ ) → R

(5.3)

In contrast, reference-free metrics calculate a score for ŷ without y∗ :

MRef-Free (x, ŷ) → R

(5.4)

Such metrics include the three analyzed in this work, namely, Prism-src (Thompson and Post, 2020),
COMET-QE (Rei et al., 2021), and QuestEval (Scialom et al., 2021).
Because θ(·) and MRef-Free are both functions of only x and y (equivalently ŷ), MRef-Free itself can
be viewed as a conditional generation model. For some metrics, such as Prism-src, this is explicitly
stated, whereas others are implicitly making this assumption. This is not the case for referencebased metrics since they additionally require y∗ as input.
Since reference-free metrics are equivalent to generation models, there must exist some inference
procedure which finds the best output text under the metric, denoted gMRef-Free (·):
gMRef-Free (x) = arg max MRef-Free (x, y)
y∈Y
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(5.5)

Computing gMRef-Free (·) may be computationally expensive because MRef-Free may not support efficient inference. However, the inference procedure does always exist, and will return the best
possible output according to the reference-free metric by definition.
We explore the implications of using a model to evaluate other models by analyzing the behavior of
three different reference-free evaluation metrics on two text generation tasks, MT and summarization.

5.3. Analysis Setup
Datasets. Our MT experiments are run on the data collected for the WMT’19 metrics shared task
(Ma et al., 2019), which includes reference translations and human-judged model outputs for 10 to
20 translation systems across 18 language pairs.
The summarization experiments use the SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021) and REALSumm (Bhandari
et al., 2020) datasets, which consist of reference summaries and human-judged model outputs for 16
and 25 summarization models, respectively, collected from the CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nallapati
et al., 2016). More details on SummEval and REALSumm can be found in Section 2.3.
Prism-src. Prism-src is a reference-free evaluation translation metric that scores a translated text
according to the log-probability of the translation conditioned on the original source text under a
learned sequence-to-sequence translation model (Thompson and Post, 2020). The model is a multilingual MT model, meaning it was trained using many different language pairs, so the same learned
parameters can be used to score translations in various languages.
COMET-QE. COMET-QE (Rei et al., 2021) is a modification of the learned reference-based
MT evaluation metric COMET (Rei et al., 2020). COMET embeds the candidate translation, source
text, and reference translation using a cross-lingual encoder, creates a pooled featured representation
using the three encodings, and trains the model end-to-end to predict human judgments of the quality
of the candidate translation. COMET-QE uses the same architecture to predict a score for the
candidate translation but only uses the candidate translation and source text to create the pooled
feature representation, and is therefore reference-free.
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QuestEval. Scialom et al. (2021) proposed a reference-free summarization metric called QuestEval which generates QA pairs from both the source document and generated summary then scores
the summary based on the proportion of those pairs which are answered correctly in the opposite
text. The metric optionally includes a step in which the QA pairs generated from the source document are weighted based on a learned query weighting model. The query weighter was trained
to predict the probability that a question is answered in the CNN/DailyMail reference summaries
using a pre-trained QA model. We use the query weighter in our experiments since it improved the
performance of QuestEval in Scialom et al. (2021).
In some sense, QuestEval could be viewed as a natural extension of QAEval (Chapter 4) which has
a model of question salience for the questions derived from the input document instead of assuming
the reference summary’s content contains the salient information.
Reference-Based Metrics. We analyze the reference-free metrics with respect to various referencebased metrics which have been demonstrated to have strong correlations to human judgments of
translation/summary quality. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) compare the
two texts using n-gram overlap statistics. BERTScore calculates a quality score based on how similar the reference and candidate texts’ BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) embeddings are (Zhang et al.,
2020). QAEval is a QA-based metric for summarization, which generates wh-questions from the
reference summary and calculates a score for the candidate summary based on the proportion of
questions answered correctly (described in detail in Chapter 4). Finally BLEURT is a learned MT
metric which predicts a translation quality score using encoded BERT representations of the reference and candidate translations (Sellam et al., 2020).

5.4. Metric Optimization
Since reference-free metrics are equivalent to models, then it is possible to define inference procedures which produce the best-possible outputs according to the metrics. Here, we discuss three such
(approximate) inference procedures. Importantly, they can all be run at test time because they do
not rely on a reference text.
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5.4.1. Direct Optimization
If a reference-free metric scores a candidate output in a way that an efficient approximate inference
procedure can be defined, then finding the best possible output under the metric is straightforward.
Among the metrics analyzed in this paper, only Prism-src falls into this category. Because Prismsrc assigns a score to a translation equal to its average log-probability under a learned sequenceto-sequence MT model, the approximate best translation under Prism-src can be found by running
beam search with the MT model conditioned on the source text.
5.4.2. Greedy Optimization for Extractive Summarization
Summarization models are generally categorized as being either extractive or abstractive. Extractive
systems create a summary by selecting k salient document sentences, whereas abstractive systems
typically autoregressively generate a summary with a sequence-to-sequence model.
The best possible extractive summary according to a reference-free metric can be found by enumerating all possible summaries of k sentences, scoring them with the metric, and selecting the
summary with the highest score. Since the number of k sentence summaries may be large, this may
be computationally expensive. However, an approximate inference procedure can be used instead.
Rather than enumerate all possible extractive summaries, the approximate inference algorithm constructs a summary by greedily selecting one sentence that increases the score of the metric the most.
This is repeated until a target summary length of k sentences is reached, resulting in an approximation of the best possible summary under the reference-free metric.
An identical procedure is commonly used for creating sentence-level labels for training extractive
summarization models, except a reference-based evaluation metric, such as ROUGE, is typically
used for scoring the sentences instead of a reference-free metric (Nallapati et al., 2017). The key
difference is that the output summary from the reference-based procedure is used to train a model
which later predicts k salient sentences during inference, whereas the reference-free procedure can
be directly used during inference (i.e., without training) to pick the approximately best summary
under the reference-free metric.
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5.4.3. Reranking
Exact inference for any reference-free metric can be performed by enumerating all possible outputs,
calculating the score of each one, and selecting the output with the highest score. However, it is
almost certainly true that this is computationally intractable for any practical application of text
generation due to the size of the output space.
To that end, we propose to use reranking as an approximate inference procedure in which a pretrained model for the task at hand is used to restrict the search space to a small set of high-quality
candidate outputs. These outputs are then scored and reranked using the reference-free metric to
identify an approximately best output under the metric.
In practice, we identify a set of k high-quality outputs using standard beam search with pre-trained
sequence-to-sequence summarization and MT models and a beam size of k. The top-k partial
outputs sorted by their log-likelihood under the pre-trained models are kept at each step of beam
search. The final outputs are then reranked by a reference-free metric. For summarization, we use
BART (Lewis et al., 2020) trained on the CNN/DailyMail dataset. For MT, we use Facebook’s
submission to the WMT’19 translation shared task (Ng et al., 2019). The model is available for
en→de, de→en, en→ru, and ru→en.

5.5. Analysis
5.5.1. Approximate Inference Effectiveness
Although inference methods for the reference-free metrics can be defined, it is possible that they
fail to find high-scoring outputs due to the complexity of the search problem. However in this
analysis, we show that the simple approximate inference procedures defined in §5.4 are effective at
optimizing the metrics’ scores.
We compared the outputs obtained by the inference algorithms to those from systems included in
the WMT’19, SummEval, and REALSumm datasets. Fig. 14 evaluates using the direct optimization
procedure (§5.4.1) to select the best Prism-src output, Fig. 15 shows the results of using reranking
(§5.4.3) to pick the best outputs according to COMET-QE, and Fig. 16 contains the results of using
the greedy extractive procedure (§5.4.2) to optimize QuestEval. The Figures also include the sys83
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Figure 14: Directly optimizing Prism-src (blue line; §5.4.1) yields the highest Prism-src performance (right y-axis) but only an average system as evaluated by BLEURT (left y-axis). The reference translation (red “x”) has a lower Prism-src score compared to many systems across all language
pairs, demonstrating Prism-src’s biases toward learned model output and against human-written
translations.
tems’ scores under the reference-based metrics BLEURT for MT and ROUGE for summarization.
In all MT language pairs and both summarization datasets, the inference algorithms produce the
highest scoring outputs under the reference-free metrics, often by a large margin. For example,
reranking translations according to their COMET-QE scores on de→en results in a relative 38%
improvement in COMET-QE over the WMT’19 submission with the best COMET-QE score (0.347
→ 0.478). Clearly, the simple inference procedures can be used to find very high scoring outputs
under the reference-free metrics even if the metric does not directly support efficient inference.
Despite the improvements in reference-free scores, it does not appear as if these outputs are as
high-quality as the reference-free metric scores would indicate. Ideally, the outputs would be rated
by humans to establish a ground-truth quality score, but a fair comparison to the other systems’
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Figure 15: Reranking the output of a pre-trained model results in COMET-src scores which are
far higher than the reference translations’ scores (red “x”), demonstrating that a better COMET-src
value means the translation is more similar to the metric’s underlying model instead of humanwritten text.
outputs included in the datasets would require re-judging their translations or summaries, which is
prohibitively expensive. Instead, we use reference-based metrics as indicators of quality.
When the outputs from our inference algorithms are compared to other systems using referencebased metrics (also shown in Figs. 14, 15, and 16), we see that they are often of average quality or
worse. For example, the greedy extractive summaries obtained by optimizing QuestEval on REALSumm are among the lowest-performing in the dataset according to ROUGE-2 (Fig. 16). Thus,
directly optimizing the reference-free metrics does not always yield a high-quality system.
5.5.2. Undesirable Metric Biases
Ideally, evaluation metrics should score human-written text higher than learned model outputs since
it is very likely that the human references are of higher-quality. However, we see that this does not
always happen with reference-free metrics.
Figs. 14, 15, and 16 additionally contain the scores of the reference texts under the reference-free
metrics (marked with a red “x”). In all settings, the inference algorithms’ outputs score higher than
the references. This is unsurprising because they select their outputs to optimize the metrics’ values.
However, it demonstrates that as models continually improve their reference-free scores, they will
begin to converge onto the metrics’ underlying models and not onto human-quality text. As the
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Figure 16: Nearly all models in the SummEval and REALSumm datasets have better QuestEval
scores than the reference summaries, demonstrating the metrics bias toward learned model output
over human-written text.
research goal of text generation is to build models which produce human-like text, the referencefree metrics’ scores do not align with this goal.
Further, the same Figures show that it is often the case that other models in the datasets—which
did not directly optimize the reference-free metrics—also are scored higher than human text by the
reference-free metrics. This is especially true for Prism-src and QuestEval, but less so for COMETQE. For example, on language pair de-en, only one system has a lower Prism-src score than the
reference translations (Fig. 14). These metrics appear to have a bias for outputs from learned models
over human-written text.
We suspect this bias for outputs from learned models is due to how the internal models used by
Prism-src and QuestEval to score text are trained. Prism-src scores translations using an MT
model that was trained on standard MT data. QuestEval uses a question-weighting model that
predicts how likely a question is answered in a reference summary, which was trained on the same
CNN/DailyMail dataset that the summarization models in the summarization datasets were also
trained on. Thus, these metrics internally use models which are directly or indirectly trained to
perform the generation task (MT or summarization).
Generation models which are trained on the same datasets are known to exhibit similar behavior and
make similar mistakes, and their outputs often look markedly different from human-written text.
Therefore, we suspect that the signals the internal MT/question-weighting models have learned to
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identify high-quality text are similar to those which the task-specific models have learned to produce
their output, and thus receive high scores by the metrics. In contrast, the human-written text likely
does not rely on these signals, and is thus perceived as low-quality by the metrics.
This bias toward learned model outputs is potentially less severe for COMET-QE because unlike
Prism-src and QuestEval, it is specifically trained to predict translation quality using manually collected human judgments. Thus, the signals it learns to identify high-quality text are likely different
than what is learned by the translation models in the WMT’19 dataset.
In summary, the metrics’ biases toward their own outputs (or other learned model outputs) and
against human texts demonstrates they reward outputs which look more like their own instead of
human-quality text, an undesirable property of an evaluation metric.
5.5.3. Reference-Free Metrics as Pseudo-References
Thus far, we have argued that the underlying model of a reference-free metric is the theoretical best
model according to the metric. It would intuitively follow that the more similar another model is to
the metric’s underlying model, the higher metric score that model would receive. To that end, in this
analysis we demonstrate that scoring a system with a reference-free metric is roughly equivalent to
evaluating that system’s outputs against the metric’s best possible output using a reference-based
metric. This further demonstrates the limitations of reference-free metrics, including their biases
toward their own underlying models’ outputs.
A pseudo-reference is a piece of text which is used in place of a human-written reference to evaluate
some candidate text with a reference-based metric (Louis and Nenkova, 2013; Gao et al., 2020).
For the reference-free metrics, we define the pseudo-reference to be the output from the inference
procedures defined in §5.4 (i.e., those evaluated in §5.5.1). For example, the QuestEval pseudoreference is the extractive summary which was selected to greedily maximize the QuestEval score.
Once the pseudo-references have been defined, they can be used in conjunction with any referencebased metric, such as BLEURT or QAEval, to evaluate other translations or summaries. To quantify
the similarity between evaluating a system with a pseudo-reference and a reference-free metric, we
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Figure 17: A system’s BERTScore in which the output from directly optimizing Prism-src is used
as the reference (x-axis) is strongly correlated to that same system’s Prism-src score (y-axis). This
demonstrates Prism-src is roughly equivalent to evaluating systems with a pseudo-reference translation which is generated by a model. Pearson’s r shown in the title of each plot.
calculated the Pearson correlation between the system-level scores between the two methods. These
correlations are show in Figs. 17, 18, and 19.
For MT, we find that the BERTScore of a translation that uses pseudo-references instead of the
human-written reference has an average Pearson correlation of 0.95 and 0.92 to the Prism-src
(Fig. 17) and COMET-QE scores (Fig. 18), respectively. The summarization correlations for QuestEval to QAEval using a pseudo-reference (Fig. 19) are also rather strong at 0.88 on average. The
correlations using other reference-based metrics are slightly weaker on average due to low values
on specific datasets or language pairs, but there are many instances in which the correlations are
≥ 0.9.
Overall, these correlations are very strong, suggesting that the reference-free metrics are roughly
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equivalent to using pseudo-references to evaluate other models. Once the metrics are viewed this
way, their limitations become clear. The metrics’ outputs are the gold-standard against which all
other outputs should be evaluated. Thus, the metrics favor their own outputs (the pseudo-references)
and other outputs which are more similar (where similarity is measured using reference-based metrics). Further, their ability to evaluate other models is inherently limited by the qualities of their
pseudo-references. If a system outputs a translation or a summary which is higher-quality than the
pseudo-reference, it will be incorrectly penalized because it is different than the pseudo-reference
even though those differences are actually improvements. Thus, the metrics’ scores of systems
which are better in quality than their own underlying models will be misleading.

5.6. Discussion
5.6.1. Reference-Free Evaluation
In this work, we have argued that reference-free metrics are equivalent to using generation models
to evaluate other models (§5.2). These underlying models achieve the maximum metric score,
which can be approximated using simple inference procedures even when the metrics do not support
efficient inference (§5.4, §5.5.1). Because reference-free metrics are models, they have undesirable
biases in which they favor their own models’ outputs and can systematically underestimate the
quality of systems which are better than their own models (§5.5.2, §5.5.3).
Therefore, we argue that reference-free metrics should not be used to measure progress on a task,
for instance, by concluding that an MT or summarization model is better than another because it has
a higher reference-free metric score. If they are used this way, the model which will achieve the best
performance is already known (the metric’s underlying model), and simple inference procedures are
effective at using those models to generate high-scoring outputs. Improving the metric’s score is no
longer about creating better models on the training data for the task; rather, it is about coming up
with better procedures to optimize the metric during inference. In the end, the quality of the system
which is produced by this evaluation methodology is limited by the quality of the metric itself.
Instead, we recommend investing resources into collecting human-written references that can be
used for evaluation purposes. Although individual reference-based metrics have their own flaws
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(Graham, 2015; Bhandari et al., 2020; Deutsch et al., 2021b), the class of reference-based metrics
still ultimately encourages systems to generate text which is similar to humans, which is the goal of
text generation research as it is defined nowadays.
5.6.2. What about Inherently Reference-Free Evaluations?
Although we argue that measuring system quality with reference-free metrics is flawed and misleading, abandoning reference-free evaluations completely is not an option and one which we do
not advocate for. There are many aspects of generated text that inherently do not rely on the presence of a reference to be evaluated, such as the fluency of a translation or how faithful a summary is
to its input document. There is no obvious benefit of including a reference text in these evaluations.
As such, they suffer from the same issues as the metrics analyzed in this work, yet the motivation
for being able to automatically evaluate these aspects of text is clear.
In these scenarios, we recommend using reference-free metrics as diagnostic tools for better understanding the behavior of models instead of a method for measuring progress on a task. For instance,
the perplexity of a summary under a large-scale language model is a useful statistic to report in order
to approximate its fluency, but the value should only be interpreted as exactly what it measures—
how likely the observed text is under the language model—with the understanding that the measure
is inherently biased towards the underlying language model. The perplexity should not be used to
drive research on how to generate more fluent summaries because the most fluent summarization
model is the language model itself.
Such a recommendation can also be applied for the task of “quality estimation” within the context
of machine translation (Callison-Burch et al., 2012). Similarly to as described above, we emphasize
that reference-free metrics that are used to estimate the quality of a translation at test time are
biased, can be exploited, and will systematically identify higher-quality translations as worse than
they actually are.
This recommendation applies not only to metrics which measure inherently reference-free aspects
of text, but also to the metrics that evaluate aspects which we argue should use references, such as
those analyzed in this work. They are certainly useful statistics to report, but improving their values
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as much as possible should not be the goal.

5.7. Related Work
Various other reference-free metrics have been proposed for MT (Fonseca et al., 2019; Rei et al.,
2021), summarization (Louis and Nenkova, 2013; Scialom et al., 2019; Xenouleas et al., 2019;
Vasilyev et al., 2020; Scialom et al., 2021), dialog generation (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020; Honovich
et al., 2021), image captioning (Hessel et al., 2021), and simplification (Martin et al., 2018; Kriz
et al., 2020). Many of these works argue that their reference-free metrics have stronger correlations to ground-truth human judgments than their reference-based counterparts, thereby implying
that reference-free metrics could be used instead of reference-based metrics. It is worth noting,
however, that some acknowledge the limitations of evaluation without references and suggest that
reference-free evaluations should instead complement existing reference-based evaluations (Louis
and Nenkova, 2013).
Prism-src was further explored by Agrawal et al. (2021), who experimented with its model capacity,
scoring methods, and more. They perform an analysis using pseudo-references similar to ours
in §5.5.2. In their experiment, they argue that they could not find evidence that Prism-src is biased
toward outputs which are similar to the metric’s underlying model’s outputs. However, we argue that
the high correlations between a system’s Prism-src’s score and its similarity to the metric’s pseudoreference (measured by reference-free metrics) does demonstrate such a bias exists, but Agrawal
et al. (2021) did not find evidence this bias negatively impacted the rankings of the systems.
In the WMT shared tasks on quality estimation (Specia et al., 2020, 2021), not all of the tasks were
aimed at predicting a translation’s direct assessment quality score without a reference. For instance,
one task objective was to create metrics that identify “catastrophic errors” in translations, which
would include translations that introduce hateful or violent text that was not present in the source.
Such a reference-free metric fits our recommendation for using the metrics as diagnostic tools to
better understand model behavior rather than a metric in which the goal is to improve its value as
much as possible.
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5.8. Summary
In this Chapter, we have argued that reference-free metrics are inherently limited in their ability
to evaluate generated text. Because they are equivalent to generation models, they can be directly
optimized at test time, they are biased toward their own models’ outputs and outputs from similar models, and they can be biased against higher-quality text, such as human-written references.
Therefore, we recommend against using reference-free metrics as measures of progress on tasks and
instead advocate for them to be used as useful statistics to calculate in order to better understand
model behavior.
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CHAPTER 6 : Question Answering-Based Representations for Summary Generation
Thus far, the Chapters of this thesis have focused on the problem of evaluating summaries. Specifically, they centered around a proposal of a reference-based metric called QAEval that represents
and evaluates the information content of a summary using question-answer (QA) pairs in Chapter 4.
In contrast, this Chapter pivots away from evaluation to the actual task of summary generation. We
explore how the same QA-based representations of information used by QAEval have value beyond
evaluation by demonstrating that they can be incorporated into a summarization model to generate
higher-quality summaries. A question-generation and answering procedure, similar to the one used
in QAEval, is used to identify salient phrases in the input document, which are then incorporated
as an inductive bias into a summarization model. We experimentally show how our QA-based
method of identifying salient content results in better end-to-end summaries than lexical baselines
and improves the controllability of the content of the summaries, demonstrating the value of QAbased representations of information.
The research presented in this Chapter was originally investigated in Deutsch and Roth (2022b).

6.1. Introduction
Abstractive sequence-to-sequence summarization models have become very effective methods of
easily generating summaries of input documents (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; Lewis
et al., 2020). Previous work has demonstrated that conditioning the summary generation on salient
document sentences results in higher-quality summaries and more controllable summarization models (Chen and Bansal, 2018; Dou et al., 2021). Salient sentences are typically identified during
training by lexical overlap with the gold summaries (Nallapati et al., 2017) and predicted during
inference.
Although marking different sentences as salient allows for some controllability over the content of
the summary, desired summary content cannot be specified at the sub-sentence level. Further, labeling sentences as salient via n-gram overlap does not directly take the predicate-argument structure
of the text into account, which could result in a lower-quality supervision signal that misidentifies
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Input Document
Incumbent Goodluck Jonathan phoned former
military leader Muhammadu Buhari on Tuesday to
concede defeat in Nigeria’s presidential elections,
Buhari’s party says. Jonathan acknowledged the
phone call and his defeat in a written statement to
his countrymen. “I thank all Nigerians once again for
the great opportunity… I promised the country free
and fair elections. I have kept my word…” Buhari
ruled Nigeria from late 1983 until August 1985… The
72-year-old retired major general’s experience…
Gold Summary
Incumbent President Goodluck Jonathan
acknowledges defeat, says he delivered on promise
of fair elections. Muhammadu Buhari ’s party says
Jonathan called to concede even before final results
are announced. Buhari is a 72-year-old retired major
general who ruled in Nigeria in the 1980s.

Figure 20: Salient spans identified by QA-based signals (shown in color) more precisely identify
salient document content than those that identify salient sentences based on lexical overlap (shown
in bold). Our method classifies the salient spans, marks them in the input document, and then
generates a summary.
which particular instance of an n-gram is salient.
In this work, we propose to condition the summary generation on salient sub-sentence level spans
which are identified by reasoning about the predicate-argument relations in the text.
We mark noun phrases (NPs) in the input document as salient if the predicate-argument relation
they participate in is present in the gold summary (§6.2). This idea is implemented using automatic
question generation (QG) and answering (QA). For each NP, a wh-question that is answered by
the NP is generated from the text. Then, the NP is marked as salient if the generated wh-question
is correctly answered in the gold summary according to a learned QA model, resulting in a more
precise, sub-sentence level supervision signal (see Fig. 20).
The QA-based salience signal is incorporated into a two-stage summarization model (§6.3). First, a
phrase salience classifier is trained to identify which NPs in the document are salient. Then, the predicted salient spans are marked in the input document with special tokens and used to conditionally
generate a summary of the document with a fine-tuned BART model (Lewis et al., 2020).
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While we show that marking NPs as salient controls the summary content, the model often outputs extra, undesired information. To that extent, we propose a data augmentation procedure that
removes sentences unsupported by any salient span and generates new training examples based on
what content should be able to be generated by subsets of the salient spans (§6.4).
Our experiments on three different summarization datasets show that the two-stage model trained
with QA-based salient span supervision generates higher-quality summaries than lexical baseline
methods of identifying salient spans on more extractive datasets according to several automatic
evaluation metrics (§6.6.1). Further, our data augmentation procedure results in summaries that are
significantly shorter with only a small reduction in the percent of target content covered, demonstrating it successfully eliminates undesired summary content (§6.6.2).
The contributions of this Chapter include: (1) a novel method of including QA-based signals into
summarization generation; (2) a two-stage model for incorporating phrase-level supervision into a
summarization system; and (3) a data-augmentation procedure which results in more controllable
summarization models.

6.2. Question-Based Salience
We begin by describing how we use QA to identify salient spans of text in the input document and
discuss the advantages of this approach.
We define a document NP as salient if its corresponding predicate-argument relation also appears
in the gold summary. To identify such NPs automatically, we employ question-generation and
question-answering models as follows.
For each NP in the source document, we use the sentence it appears in to automatically generate
a wh-question for which the NP is the answer. This QA pair represents the predicate-argument
relation that the NP participates in. Then, we assume if a second text can be used to correctly
answer that question, it contains the same predicate-argument relation. Thus, we use a QA model
to automatically answer the question against the gold summary and mark the NP as salient if the
QA model predicts the question is answerable and the predicted answer is correct. In practice, we
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Input Document
A British military health care worker in Sierra Leone has
tested positive for Ebola, a UK health agency said… An Ebola
outbreak has devastated parts of West Africa, with Sierra
Leone … being the hardest hit…
Automatically Generated Questions
Where did a British
military health care worker
test positive for Ebola?
Sierra Leone

An Ebola outbreak has
devastated parts of West
Africa, with which nations
hardest hit? Sierra Leone

Gold Summary with Predicted Answers
Spokesperson: Experts are investigating how the UK military
health care worker got Ebola. It is being decided if the military
worker infected in Sierra Leone will return to England. There
have been some 24,000 reported cases and 10,000 deaths in
the latest Ebola outbreak.

Figure 21: We define a document noun phrase as salient if the wh-question it answers is also answered in the gold summary. Here, the first (yellow) instance of “Sierra Leone” is salient and the
second (red) is not because the gold summary answers the automatically generated question for the
first instance but not the second.
assume a predicted answer is correct if it shares at least one token in common with the NP which
was used to generate the question.
An example of this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 21 for two occurrences of the NP “Sierra Leone.”
Questions for each phrase are automatically generated from the input document and answered
against the gold summary. Since the QA model correctly answered the first question but predicted
the second question is not answerable, only the first occurrence of “Sierra Leone” is marked as
salient.
We refer to the NPs identified by this procedure as “silver spans.” Specific implementation details
of the generation and answering models can be found in §6.5.
6.2.1. Advantages of a QA-Based Approach
Using QA to identify salient spans of text has several advantages. First, because our QA approach
operates at the phrase-level, it is able to be more precise about what specifically is salient in the
document in contrast to sentence-level approaches. For example, in the second sentence of Fig. 20,
the QA-based salience signal identifies “Jonathan” and “his defeat” as salient but not “written state-
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ment.” A sentence-level approach would mark the entire sentence as salient and thus cannot make
that distinction.
Second, because the QA-based approach reasons about the predicate-argument structure of the text,
it is able to distinguish between which specific instances of the same NP are salient and which
are not. This is illustrated in Fig. 21 in which the first occurrence of “Sierra Leone” is marked
as salient but the second is not because the gold summary does say the health care worker was
infected in Sierra Leone, but it does not say it is one of the hardest hit countries. A salience signal
that uses a bag-of-n-grams approach (e.g., ROUGE-based methods) cannot easily decide which
instance “Sierra Leone” is salient.

6.3. A Two-Stage, Span-Based Model
Next, we propose a two-stage, span-based model called S PAN S UM that can incorporate the QAbased salience signals into the learning procedure. The first of the two stages, the span selection
component, classifies salient spans within the text. The second stage, the generation component,
generates the summary given the document and the salient spans. The details of each component
are detailed next.
6.3.1. Salient Span Classifier
Given an input document d = [x1 , . . . , xn ] and a set of spans S, in which each span si,j represents
a sequence of tokens xi , . . . , xj in d, the span classifier outputs a score for each span based on how
salient it is in the document. Our definition of salience is discussed in §6.2.
Concretely, the input tokens are first encoded using BART. Then, the representation of a span is
created by concatenating the BART encodings of the first and last tokens in the span. Finally, a
linear classifier is trained using this encoding to predict the salience of each span.
A set of silver spans S ∗ ⊆ S is used to train the model using a binary cross-entropy loss. When
using the QA-based approach, S is the set of NPs in the document and S ∗ is the subset that our
QG-QA algorithm identified as salient. We reweight the loss term of each span such that positive
and negative spans contribute equally. During inference, a score is predicted for each span in S and
the top-k sorted by highest score are passed to the generation component. We choose the k spans
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independently, although they could also be selected jointly.
6.3.2. Generation Component
Given an input document and set of salient spans, the generation component produces a summary
of the document. The salient spans are represented by inserting special tokens directly into the
document’s sequence of tokens before and after the spans. For example, if span s4,5 was marked as
salient, the document’s tokens would be represented as
... x3 [SS] x4 x5 [SE] x6 ...
where [SS] and [SE] mark the start and end of the span.
Since the salient spans are represented in the document tokens, we are able to directly train a
sequence-to-sequence model to generate the gold summary from the modified document representation without any changes to the model’s architecture.
During training, we use silver spans and the ground-truth summary to fine-tune BART using a standard cross-entropy loss function. For inference, the predicted salient spans from the span classifier
are used instead of the silver spans.

6.4. Improving Controllability via Data Augmentation
Although there is nothing to directly force the generation model to learn to include content based on
the supervision provided by the salient spans, if the supervision is of high enough quality, we expect
the model will learn to do so. Indeed, we later show in §6.6.2 that this is true, thus the content of
the summary can be controlled by which spans are marked as salient. However, it is also desirable
for a controllable summarization model to also not include content which is not marked as salient.
The generation models may learn to include extra information for at least two reasons.
First, the gold summaries may include content which cannot be generated based on only the silver
salient spans that were used to train the generation model, so it may learn to output extra, unmarked
information. This could happen if the QG/QA models are imperfect (resulting in a noisy supervision
signal) or if the gold summary contains information that cannot be mapped to the document. Second,
if the model is trained to generate summaries of a certain length and the length of the summary
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Input Document with Question-Based Supervision

Modified Training Summary

Usain Bolt rounded oﬀ the world championships Sunday by claiming his
third gold in Moscow as he anchored Jamaica to victory in the men’s
4x100m relay. The fastest man in the world charged clear of United…

Usain Bolt wins third gold of world championship. Anchors Jamaica to
4x100m relay victory. Jamaica double up in women’s 4x100m relay.

Usain Bolt rounded oﬀ the world championships Sunday by claiming his
third gold in Moscow as he anchored Jamaica to victory in the men’s
4x100m relay. The fastest man in the world charged clear of United …

Usain Bolt wins third gold of world championship. Anchors Jamaica to
4x100m relay victory. Jamaica double up in women’s 4x100m relay.

Figure 22: An example of our data augmentation procedure. The colors represent the mapping
between document and summary spans. The document spans are given to the generation model
during training. In this example, no span maps to the third summary sentence, so it is removed
entirely. Then, new training instances are generated using the first summary sentence and first two
summary sentences with their corresponding salient document spans.
necessary to include all of the information marked by the spans is smaller than those used for
training — for example, because the number of marked spans is small — the model could generate
additional information simply to increase the summary length.
An artifact of our silver span annotation procedure enables us to address this controllability issue. If
a document span is marked as salient, that means it has a corresponding phrase in the gold summary
which expresses the same content. Therefore, the QG-QA procedure creates a mapping between
which parts of the gold summary should be able to be generated by marking different parts of the
input document.
We propose to leverage this mapping to augment the training data in two ways. First, we remove
any gold summary sentence which has no phrase mapped to the document. These sentences would
encourage the model to generate additional content based on unmarked spans.
Second, we generate new pairs of salient spans and gold summaries for training by selecting the first
k remaining gold summary sentences and the subset of salient document spans which map to them.
For instance, if k = 2, only the salient spans which are mapped to the first two summary sentences
are marked in the input document, and the model is trained to generate only those sentences. We
generate new examples for each original training instance using all possible values of k. By training
on these new pairs, the model should learn to better control the length of the output summary based
on the number of marked salient spans. An example of these augmentations is included in Fig. 22.
Although this procedure is described within the context of the QA-based supervision, it can be
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implemented with any such mapping between the document and gold summaries.

6.5. Experimental Setup
Datasets. Our experiments use three popular English single-document summarization datasets:
CNN/DailyMail (Nallapati et al., 2016), XSum (Narayan et al., 2018a), and NYTimes (Sandhaus,
2008). Specific details on the sizes of the datasets can be found in Appendix B.1.
Baselines & Other Work.

We compare the salient spans selected by our QA-based method

against three baseline span selection methods. The first marks salient sentences by greedily selecting k sentences that maximize the ROUGE-2 score calculated against the gold summary, a popular
method that is frequently used to train extractive summarization models (Nallapati et al., 2017) as
well as other two-step abstractive systems (Chen and Bansal, 2018; Dou et al., 2021). The other
two mark entities and NPs as salient if they appear in the gold summaries as determined by lexical
matching. We only mark the first occurrence of the phrases as salient since we found that worked
better than marking all occurrences.
Additionally, we compare our results to BART (the original implementation and our own; Lewis
et al., 2020) since our models are built on top of it. We also compare to GSum (Dou et al., 2021),
which uses salient sentence guidance that is similar to our baseline salient sentence method. GSum
encodes the additional guidance signal separately from the input document and uses the document
and guidance encodings to generate the summary.
Summarization Evaluation Metrics. The models are automatically evaluated using three metrics which calculate a similarity score between the generated and gold summaries. ROUGE (Lin,
2004) compares the two summaries based on their lexical overlap. BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020)
calculates a similarity score between the summaries based on their tokens’ BERT embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019). We also evaluate with QAEval (Chapter 4), which generates questions from the
gold summaries and answers them against the generated summaries. Its similarity score is equal to
the average token F1 score calculated between the predicted and expected answers.
We additionally perform a human evaluation of summary quality on Mechanical Turk. We ask 3
Turkers to rate the quality of 50 summaries per model from the CNN/DailyMail dataset on a scale
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from 1 to 5 based on the importance of the information, faithfulness, fluency, and coherence. Details
on the manual evaluation can be found in Appendix B.6.
Controllability Evaluation Metrics.

The controllability of our model is evaluated using the ques-

tion recall. Given k marked spans, we define the question recall to be equal to the percent of the
corresponding k wh-questions that are answered by the summary according to the QA model. This
approximates the recall on the desired predicate-argument structures in the summary. We additionally report the ratio between k and the length of the generated summary in tokens to measure the
precision of the generated information. A larger value means the summary is more concise.
Implementation Details. The QG/QA models are the same as used by QAEval. The generation
model is initialized with BART-Large and fine-tuned on data collected by Demszky et al. (2018).
The answering model is initialized with ELECTRA-Large (Clark et al., 2020) and fine-tuned on
SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018).
The span classification and generation models are both initialized with BART-Large and fine-tuned
on the respective datasets. They were trained for three and five epochs, respectively, and the model
with the best precision@1 and ROUGE-2 F1 , respectively, on the validation set were selected as the
final models. See Appendix B.2 for more specific implementation details.

6.6. Results
6.6.1. Summarization Evaluation
Automatic Evaluation. Table 14 contains the models’ performances as evaluated by automatic
metrics, both using the spans predicted by the classifier (“end-to-end”) and the silver spans (i.e.,
assuming a “perfect” classifier).
Interestingly, we find a somewhat surprising result. On CNN/DailyMail and NYTimes, the end-toend QA-based model performs the best among the different span labeling methods and the baseline
BART. On NYTimes, it is also better than GSum. However, if the silver span labels are used, the
lexical NP-based model out-performs the rest by a somewhat large margin. It is surprising that a
seemingly better generation model would result in worse end-to-end performance.
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CNN/DailyMail

Method
R1

R2

NYTimes

RL

BSc

QAE

R1

R2

RL

BSc

QAE

Baselines & Other Work
BART
44.2
21.3
BART (ours) 44.1
21.0
GSum
46.0†
22.3†

40.9
40.9
42.6†

88.3
88.6†

23.5
22.9

54.0
54.3

35.2
35.4

50.7
47.6

89.5
-

27.3
-

Silver Spans
Sentences
Entities
Lexical NPs
QAs

51.7
51.5
59.6
55.3

29.9
27.6
34.6
31.4

48.8
48.0
55.8
51.9

89.4
89.6
90.6
90.0

28.6
30.0
36.2
33.7

62.7
60.9
68.2
65.7

46.0
42.8
50.7
48.7

59.8
57.6
64.8
62.6

91.2
90.8
92.0
91.6

33.5
32.0
36.6
35.8

End-to-End
Sentences
Entities
Lexical NPs
QAs

45.0
43.5
44.8
45.5

21.8
20.3
21.0
21.9

41.8
40.4
41.6
42.4†

88.2
88.3
88.4
88.5

23.2
23.2
23.2
24.4†

54.6
53.5
54.6
55.2†

35.9
34.6
35.4
36.3†

51.4
50.3
51.3
51.9†

89.6
89.4
89.6
89.7†

27.6
27.0
27.1
28.0†

Table 14: The automatic metric results for the baselines and other work (top), models that use silver
spans (middle), and end-to-end models (bottom) evaluated with ROUGE (R1, R2, RL), BERTScore
(BSc), and QAEval (QAE). Values in bold are statistically the best in each section and † marks the
best values overall (excluding silver labels) using a permutation test with α = 0.05.
To better understand this result, we manually labeled all of the NPs in 50 CNN/DailyMail documents
as salient or not salient based on whether the corresponding predicate-argument relation was present
in the reference summary (see Appendix B.4 for details). These spans, which we call the gold spans,
can be used to evaluate the precision and recall of the silver spans as well as the output from the
salient span classifiers.
Table 15 shows that the QA-based labels are more precise but have lower recall than the lexical NP
labels. Because the lexical NP method aggressively marks the first occurrence of any NP in the
document which is present in the reference as salient, it is unsurprising that its recall would be high.
Since it cannot distinguish between instances of the same NP due to its bag-of-words representation,
its precision is low. In contrast, the QA-based approach can reason about which occurrence of an
NP is salient (resulting in higher precision), but the recall is lower likely due to noise in the QG/QA
models. This same pattern appears in Table 15 with the outputs from the salient span classifiers,
although the precisions and recalls are notably lower than the silver span labels’.
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Method

Precision

Recall

F1

Silver Labels
Lexical NPs
QAs

32.7
43.8

66.3
51.5

41.8
45.3

Predicted Spans
Lexical NPs@25
QAs@20

23.8
27.3

54.4
49.1

32.0
33.8

Table 15: The average summary-level precision, recall, and F1 scores of the silver labeling methods
(top) and the output from the span classifiers (bottom) evaluated against the human-annotated gold
labeling. Results in bold are statistically higher (or tied) under a single-tail pairwise permutation
test with α = 0.05. The @k values were selected based on validation set performance.
We believe that the discrepancy between the end-to-end and silver span-based models’ performances
can be explained by these results. The lexical NP generation model was trained with a high recall
silver supervision at 66.3, allowing the generation model to achieve good performance when the
silver spans are provided. Yet during inference the model is provided with spans that only have
around 54.4 recall, 12 points lower. We suspect the generation model learned to rely heavily on the
marked salient spans — and empirically we observed that it copied very heavily from them — thus
when the quality of the span signal was reduced, the resulting summaries similarly got worse. In
contrast, the difference between the QA-based model’s recall during training and inference is only
estimated to be around 2.4, so this issue is less severe, resulting in better end-to-end summaries.
To test this hypothesis, we artificially ablated the lexical NP-based generation model’s silver span
supervision’s recall by removing k% of the salient spans uniformly at random — thus making the
training spans look more similar to the spans during inference — and retrained the model. We
would expect the silver span-based model’s performance to decrease while the end-to-end model’s
increases. Indeed, in Table 16 we find that this does happen. These results suggest that the relationship between the classifier’s performance and generation model’s supervision is important for good
end-to-end results and could be explored in future work.
Although the end-to-end lexical NP results begin to approach the QA-based model’s performance,
they do not quite reach it. Further, the QA-based silver spans maintain an F1 advantage over the
lexical NP method (Table 15). While the QA-based approach can be improved with better question
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Method

CNN/DailyMail
R1

R2

RL

Silver Spans
Lexical NPs
+10% Noise
+20% Noise
+30% Noise
+35% Noise
QAs

59.6
57.8
56.3
55.0
54.1
55.3

34.6
32.8
31.5
30.4
29.6
31.4

55.8
54.0
52.6
51.4
50.6
51.9

End-to-End
Lexical NPs
+10% Noise
+20% Noise
+30% Noise
+35% Noise
QAs

44.8
45.0
45.2
45.3
45.1
45.5

21.0
21.3
21.6
21.7
21.6
21.9

41.6
41.8
42.0
42.1
41.9
42.4

Table 16: The ablated lexical NP supervision shows as the noise increases, the silver span performance decreases but end-to-end performance improves.
generation and answering models, the lexical NP labeling method is inherently limited. Therefore,
the QA-based method does appear to be the best method of incorporating additional supervision
into the summarization models based on the automatic metrics.
XSum.

Table 17 contains the automatic summarization evaluation results on the XSum dataset.

Unlike for CNN/DailyMail and NYTimes, we see that incorporating the span-based supervision
does not improve end-to-end results over the baseline BART model. This is also a conclusion
reached by GSum in their experiments.
We suspect this is due to the abstractive nature of XSum compared to the more extractive NYTimes
and CNN/DailyMail. Since the methods for identifying salient spans rely on the document and gold
summary explicitly stating the salient content, we suspect the abstractiveness of XSum would result
in this happening less frequently and thus be less beneficial to a summarization model trained on
XSum. This would impact our model as well as GSum equally.
Human Evaluation. Table 18 contains the results of evaluating BART and the sentence- and QAbased models on CNN/DailyMail (the best performing) using human summary quality annotations
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XSum

Method
R1

R2

RL

BSc

QAE

Baselines & Other Work
BART
45.1
21.3
BART (ours) 45.7†
22.4†
GSum
44.9
21.2

40.9
37.2†
36.0

91.3†
90.4

18.9†
17.9

Silver Spans
Sentences
Entities
Lexical NPs
QAs

47.3
48.1
54.3
47.9

24.2
24.2
29.3
24.1

38.7
39.1
44.1
39.2

91.5
91.7
92.4
91.6

19.9
21.3
26.1
21.4

End-to-End
Sentences
Entities
Lexical NPs
QAs

45.0
44.1
42.5
45.1

21.7
20.9
19.2
21.8

36.6
35.9
34.2
36.7

91.2
91.0
90.8
91.2

18.6
17.6
16.4
17.9

Table 17: The results of the models trained on the XSum dataset as evaluated with the automatic
evaluation metrics. The span-based models do not improve over the baseline BART, potentially due
to the abstractive nature of the XSum dataset.

Quality Score

BART

Sentences

QA

3.76

3.86

4.00

Table 18: Summary quality scores according to humans. Results in bold are statistically tied for the
best score.
from Mechanical Turk. On average, our span-based methods have higher quality summaries than the
baseline method of BART. After collecting annotations for 50 summaries on CNN/DailyMail, we
were unable to obtain statistical significance between the two span-based models, however, doing
so may be prohibitively difficult (Wei and Jia, 2021).
6.6.2. Controllability Evaluation
Automatic Evaluation.

The controllability of the QA-based generation model is evaluated in

Fig. 23 using the original training data as well as the augmented data described in §6.4. We plot
the question recall and the ratio between k and the length of the generated summaries for the top
k most salient spans output by the QA-based salient span classifier for various values of k on
CNN/DailyMail. The data augmentation procedure is split into only removing sentences that do
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k / Summary Length Question Recall

80
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BART
QA

QA+Rm Sents
QA+Rm Sents+New Examples

0.2
0.0

1
5
10
15
20
Number of Marked Spans (=Questions)

Figure 23: The percent of questions which correspond to the marked spans answered by the generated summaries (top) and the summary lengths in tokens (bottom). The QA methods have higher
question recall than BART and are far more concise, demonstrating that marking input spans controls the summary content.
not answer a question (“+Rm Sents”) plus also generating new training examples (“+New Examples”). We also include the results for BART (for which the summary is constant for all k) for
relative comparisons.
Although BART’s question recall is initially higher than the QA models’ recalls, as k increases
it falls lower. We suspect this is because BART has learned to include the same content that the
span classifier also identifies as salient when k is small and the length of its summaries allows it
to cover more content. However, when k increases, the span classifier potentially predicts different
spans as salient than what BART learned, resulting in divergent content and a lower recall for
BART. The higher recall of the QA models demonstrates that their summary content is indeed
being controlled via the input spans. Further, the QA models have far better k-to-length ratios,
meaning their summaries are shorter than BART’s even when their recalls are higher, suggesting
they generate far less content which is unrelated to the marked spans.
Among the QA-based models, we do observe a small drop in recall when the model is trained with
data augmentation. However, the data-augmented summaries express that information far more
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Input Document
Talk show host Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself against a group of doctors who accuse him of "manifesting an egregious lack of integrity" in his TV and
promotional work and who call his faculty position at Columbia University unacceptable. In a written statement issued last week, Oz said, … “I will address this on
the show next week." That show was taped on Tuesday and in a clip posted online after the taping, he tells his audience he will not be silenced. …
Marked Sentences

Sentence-Based Summary

Talk show host Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself against a group of doctors who
accuse him of "manifesting an egregious lack of integrity" in his TV and promotional
work and who call his faculty position at Columbia University unacceptable.
Marked Noun Phrases

Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself against a group of doctors. The doctors
accuse him of “an egregious lack of integrity” in his TV and promotional
work. They call his faculty position at Columbia University unacceptable.

QA-Based Summary

QA-Based + Data Augmentation Summary

… Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself … "manifesting an
egregious lack of integrity " in his TV and promotional
work…

Dr. Mehmet Oz is being criticized for his TV and
promotional work. He is accused of “an egregious lack
of integrity in his work. Oz will address the issue on
his show next week.

Dr. Mehmet Oz is accused of “manifesting
an egregious lack of integrity” in his work.

… Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself against a group of
doctors who accuse him of "manifesting an egregious lack
of integrity " in his TV and promotional work …

Doctors accuse Oz of “an egregious lack of integrity
in his TV and promotional work. Oz will address the
issue on his show next week.

Doctors accuse Oz of “manifesting an
egregious lack of integrity” in his work.

… Dr. Mehmet Oz is defending himself against a group of
doctors who accuse him of "manifesting an egregious lack
of integrity ” in his TV and promotional work and who call
his faculty position at Columbia University unacceptable.

Doctors accuse Oz of “an egregious lack of integrity
in his TV and promotional work. They call his faculty
position at Columbia University unacceptable. Oz will
address the issue on his show next week.

Dr. Mehmet Oz has been accused of
“manifesting an egregious lack of integrity.”
Doctors call his faculty position at
Columbia University unacceptable.

Figure 24: Example summaries generated by the sentence-based model (middle), QA-based model
(bottom center) and QA-based model trained on the augmented data (bottom right). The QA-based
models allow for much more control over the summary content than the sentence model by marking different combinations of phrases. The augmented-data summaries better eliminate unmarked
content from the input than the standard model (extra information generated by the standard model
shown in bold).
concisely (because the ratio between k and the summary length is higher). For example, when 10
input spans are marked, there is a relative 0.9% and 3.2% drop in recall for removing sentences
and the full data augmentation procedure, respectively, but the summary lengths are 14% and 22%
shorter. Therefore, the data augmentation procedures do result in models which have learned to not
generate extra content.
Controllability Example.

Example summaries from the QA models and sentence-based model

with different marked input spans are shown in Fig. 24. Because the sentence-based model is limited
to marking full sentences, the content which is taken from the marked sentence cannot be further
controlled. In contrast, the figure shows how the QA models’ summaries can be altered by marking
different NPs within the sentence, thus demonstrating the benefits of phrase-level controllability.
The example in Fig. 24 also shows how the data augmentation procedure improves controllability.
The phrases which the standard model includes but the augmented model does not are marked in
bold. The augmented model does a better job at excluding content which was not marked in the
input document.
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6.7. Related Work
QA-Based Signals. QA-based signals have been used for evaluating summaries (Eyal et al., 2019;
Durmus et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Deutsch et al., 2021a), including Scialom et al. (2021), who
explore a similar notion of document salience. They have also been used to align content across
documents (Weiss et al., 2021) as well as train summarization models (Arumae and Liu, 2018,
2019; Scialom et al., 2019). The models which incorporate QA-based signals typically do so using
reinforcement learning. In contrast, our approach is simpler. We incorporate the QA-based signal by
marking spans in the document, and our models are trained using easier-to-optimize cross-entropy
objective functions.
Incorporating Additional Supervision. Recent work by Dou et al. (2021) proposes a framework
for incorporating additional guidance into summarization models, called GSum. They separately
encode the input document and the supervision signal, whereas we directly mark spans in the text.
This allows for our generation component to have a simpler architecture than theirs. While they
are able to encode any natural language string, our model provides more direct supervision by
identifying which specific tokens are salient.
Other work has included predicate-argument structure into summarization but with the goal of producing more faithful summaries (Cao et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021). They represent
the predicate-arguments either using dependency trees or OpenIE tuples, whereas we represent them
via QA pairs. These works include that information to try and generate faithful summaries, whereas
our goal is to identify salient document content.
Controllable Summarization. Work on controllable summarization has focused on aspects such
as the length of the summary (Fan et al., 2018) and the content in an interactive setting (Shapira
et al., 2017) or via prompting (He et al., 2020). Incorporating our QA-based signal via prompting
may be difficult given the number of questions which would need to be concatenated onto the input.
Other approaches control content via planning as in entity templates (Narayan et al., 2021) or marking records in a data-to-text approach (Puduppully et al., 2019). The marked salient spans in our
work could be viewed as a content plan as well.
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Data Augmentation. Previous work has proposed methods for removing sentences or full summaries from the training data in order to discourage the summarization model from learning to
generate unfaithful information (Matsumaru et al., 2020; Nan et al., 2021; Narayan et al., 2021).
In addition to removing sentences, we generate new training instances in order to learn to exclude
content which is not marked as salient in the input, resulting in more controllable models.

6.8. Summary
In this Chapter, we proposed a method for incorporating QA-based signals into a summarization
model by automatically marking document NPs as salient based on whether a NP’s corresponding
wh-question is answered correctly in the summary. We showed that incorporating this signal into
our two-stage summarization model results in higher quality summaries than baseline methods of
identifying salient spans that are based on lexical matching and do not reason about the predicateargument structure of the text. This provides evidence that the higher-level QA-based signals do
indeed provide a better inductive bias for summarization systems. Finally, we demonstrated that
our data augmentation algorithm, which is applied on top of the QA-based supervision, improves
controllability by eliminating unmarked content from the output summaries.
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CHAPTER 7 : Resampling Methods for Metric Meta-Evaluation
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we meta-evaluated several summarization evaluation metrics and argued
that certain metrics had stronger correlations to human judgments than others by a statistically
significant margin. Using hypothesis testing to support claims of differences between correlations
is critically important for understanding how likely it is that the observed result can be explained by
a real difference between the two metrics rather than a result obtained by random chance.
In this Chapter, we discuss our proposals of the permutation tests that were used to compare the
metrics’ correlations in Chapter 4 as well as some closely related bootstrapping methods that can
be used to better understand the true strength of the metrics’ correlations. Because hypothesis
testing and confidence interval estimation is largely not performed for summarization evaluation
metrics, our proposals provide new insights into the metrics’ performances which were not previously known. This includes the result that the community is very uncertain how well automatic
metrics truly correlate to human judgments of summary quality, which has wider implications for
how much we should trust conclusions reached by automatic evaluations.
The work discussed in this Chapter was originally published in Deutsch et al. (2021b).

7.1. Introduction
The methods we propose for improving the methodology for meta-evaluating metrics are based on
the resampling techniques of bootstrapping (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) and permutation (Noreen,
1989). Resampling techniques are advantageous because, unlike parametric methods, they do not
make assumptions which are invalid in the case of summarization (§7.3.1; §7.4.1). Bootstrapping
and permutation techniques use a subroutine that samples a new dataset from the original set of
observations. Since the correlation of an evaluation metric to human judgments is a function of
matrices of values (namely the metric’s scores and human annotations for multiple systems across
multiple input texts; §7.2), this subroutine must sample new matrices in order to generate a new
instance, in contrast to standard applications of bootstrapping and permutation that sample vectors
of numbers. To that end, we propose three different bootstrapping (§7.3.2) and permutation (§7.4.2)
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techniques for resampling matrices, each of which makes different assumptions about whether the
systems or inputs are constant or variable in the calculation.
In order to evaluate which resampling methods are most appropriate for summarization, we perform
two simulations. The first demonstrates that the bootstrapping resampling technique which assumes
both the systems and inputs are variable produces CIs that generalize best to held-out data (§7.5.1).
The second shows that the permutation test which makes the same assumption has more statistical
power than the equivalent bootstrapping method and Williams’ test (Williams, 1959), a parametric
hypothesis test that is popular in machine translation (§7.5.2).
Finally, we analyze the results of estimating CIs and applying hypothesis testing to a set of summarization metrics using annotations on English single- and multi-document datasets (Dang and
Owczarzak, 2008; Fabbri et al., 2021; Bhandari et al., 2020). We find that the CIs for the metrics’ correlations are all rather wide, indicating that the summarization community has relatively
low certainty in how similarly automatic metrics rank summaries with respect to humans (§7.6.1).
Additionally, the hypothesis tests reveal that our metric, QAEval (see Chapter 4), and BERTScore
(Zhang et al., 2020) emerge as the best metrics in several of the experimental settings, whereas no
other metric consistently achieves statistically better performance than ROUGE (§7.6.2; Lin, 2004).
Although we focus on summarization, the techniques we propose can be applied to evaluate automatic evaluation metrics in other text generation tasks, such as machine translation or structure-totext. The contributions of this Chapter include (1) a proposal of methods for calculating CIs and
running hypothesis tests for summarization metrics, (2) simulation experiments that provide evidence for which methods are most appropriate for summarization, and (3) an analysis of the results
of the statistical analyses applied to various summarization metrics on three datasets.

7.2. Preliminaries: Evaluating Metrics
The details of how metrics are meta-evaluated are described in §2.3, but the procedure is summarized again in this Section with some additional formalism that is required for this Chapter.
Summarization evaluation metrics are typically used to either argue that a summarization system
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generates better summaries than another or that an individual summary is better than another for
the same input. How similarly an automatic metric does these two tasks with respect to humans is
quantified as follows.
Let X be an evaluation metric that is used to approximate some ground-truth metric Z. For example,
X could be ROUGE and Z could be a human-annotated summary quality score. The similarity
of X and Z is evaluated by calculating two different correlation terms on a set of summaries.
First, the summaries from summarization systems S = {S1 , . . . , SN } on input document(s) D =
{D1 , . . . , DM } are scored using X and Z. We refer to these scores as matrices X, Z ∈ RN ×M in
which xji and zij are the scores of X and Z on the summary output by system Si on input Dj . Then,
the correlation between X and Z is calculated at one of the following levels:

N 
 1 X
1 X j  

xji ,
zi
rS YS (X, Z) = C ORR  


 M
M

(7.1)

n
oN 
1 X
j j
rS UM (X, Z) =
C ORR
xi , zi
M
i=1

(7.2)

j

j

i=1

j

where C ORR(·) typically calculates the Pearson, Spearman, or Kendall correlation coefficients.12
These two correlations quantify how similarly X and Z score systems and individual summaries
per-input for systems S and documents D. The system-level correlation rS YS calculates the correlation between the scores for each system (equal to the average score across inputs), and the
summary-level correlation rS UM calculates an average of the correlations between the scores perinput.
The correlations rS YS and rS UM are also used to reason about whether X is a better approximate of
Z than another metric Y is, typically by showing that r(X, Z) > r(Y, Z) for either r.
12

For clarity, we will refer to rS UM and rS YS as correlation levels and Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall as correlation
coefficients.
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7.3. Correlation Confidence Intervals
Although the strength of the relationship between X and Z on one dataset is quantified by the
correlation levels rS YS and rS UM , each r is only a point estimate of the true correlation of the metrics,
denoted ρ, on inputs and systems distributed similarly to those in D and in S. Although we cannot
directly calculate ρ, it is possible to estimate it through a CI.
7.3.1. The Fisher Transformation
The standard method for calculating a CI for a correlation is the Fisher transformation (Fisher,
1992). The transformation maps a correlation coefficient to a normal distribution, calculates the CI
on the normal curve, and applies the reverse transformation to obtain the upper and lower bounds:

zr = arctanh(r)


√
ru , rℓ = tanh zr ± zα/2 · c / n − b

(7.3)
(7.4)

where r is the correlation coefficient, n is the number of observations, zα/2 is the critical value of a
normal distribution, and b and c are constants.13
Applying the Fisher transformation to calculate CIs for ρS YS and ρS UM is potentially problematic.
First, it assumes that the input variables are normally distributed (Bonett and Wright, 2000). The
metrics’ scores and human annotations on the datasets that we experiment with are, in general, not
normally distributed (see Appendix C.1). Thus, this assumption is violated, and we expect this is
the case for other summarization datasets as well. Second, it is not clear whether the transformation
should be applied to the summary-level correlation since its final value is an average of correlations,
which is not strictly a correlation.14
7.3.2. Bootstrapping
A popular nonparametric method of calculating a CI is bootstrapping (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994).
Bootstrapping is a procedure that estimates the distribution of a test statistic by repeatedly samp
√
b = 3, 3, 4 and c = 1, 1 + r2 /2, .437 for Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall, respectively (Bonett and Wright,
2000).
14
Correlation coefficients cannot be averaged because they are not additive in the arithmetic sense, however it is
standard practice in summarization.
13
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pling with replacement from the original dataset and calculating the test statistic on each sample.
Unlike the Fisher transformation, bootstrapping is a very flexible procedure that does not assume
the data is normally distributed nor that the test statistic is a correlation, making it appropriate for
summarization.
However, it is not clear how to perform bootstrap sampling for correlation levels. Consider a more
standard bootstrapped CI calculation for the mean accuracy of a question-answering model on a
dataset with k instances. Since the mean accuracy is a function of the k individual correct/incorrect
labels, each bootstrap sample can be constructed by sampling with replacement from the original
k instances k times. In contrast, the correlation levels are functions of the matrices X and Z, so
each bootstrap sample should also be a pair of matrices of the same size that are sampled from the
original data.
There are at least three potential methods for sampling the matrices:
1. B OOT-S YSTEMS : Randomly sample with replacement N systems from S, then select the
sampled system scores for all of the inputs.
2. B OOT-I NPUTS : Randomly sample with replacement M inputs from D, then select all of the
system scores for the sampled inputs.
3. B OOT-B OTH : Randomly sample with replacement M inputs from D and N systems from
S, then select the sampled system scores for the sampled inputs.
Once the samples are taken, the corresponding values from X and Z are selected to create the
sampled matrices. An illustration of each method is shown in Figure 25.
Each sampling method makes its own assumptions about the degrees of freedom in the sampling
process that results in different interpretations of the corresponding CIs. B OOT-I NPUTS assumes
that there is only uncertainty on the inputs while the systems are held constant. CIs derived from
this sampling technique would express a range of values for the true correlation ρ between X and Z
for the specific set of systems S and inputs from the same distribution as those in D. The opposite
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Figure 25: An illustration of the three methods for sampling matrices during bootstrapping. The
dark blue color marks values selected by the sample. Only 3 system and input samples are shown
here, when N and M are actually sampled with replacement.
Algorithm 1 B OOT-B OTH Confidence Interval

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: X, Z ∈ RN ×M , k ∈ N, α ∈ [0, 1]
Output: (1 − α) × 100%-confidence interval
samples ← an empty list
for k iterations do
S ← samp. {1, . . . , N } w/ repl. N times
D ← samp. {1, . . . , M } w/ repl. M times
Xs , Zs ← empty N × M matrices
for (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , N } × {1, . . . M } do
Xs [i, j] ← X[S[i], D[j]]
Zs [i, j] ← Z[S[i], D[j]]
end for
Append r(Xs , Zs ) to samples
end for
ℓ, u ← (α/2) × 100 and (1 − α/2) × 100 percentiles of samples
return ℓ, u

assumption is made for B OOT-S YSTEMS (uncertainty in systems, inputs are fixed). B OOT-B OTH,
which can be viewed as sampling systems followed by sampling inputs, assumes uncertainty on
both the systems and the inputs. Therefore the corresponding CI estimates ρ for systems and inputs
distributed the same as those in S and D.
Algorithm 1 contains the pseudocode for calculating a CI via bootstrapping using the B OOT-B OTH
sampling method. In §7.5.1 we experimentally evaluate the Fisher transformation and the three
bootstrap sampling methods, then analyze the CIs of several different metrics in §7.6.1.

7.4. Significance Testing
Although CIs express the strength of the correlation between two metrics, they do not directly
express whether one metric X correlates to another Z better than Y does due to their shared de116

pendence on Z. This statistical analysis is performed by hypothesis testing. The specific one-tailed
hypothesis test we are interested in is:

H0 : ρ(X , Z) − ρ(Y, Z) ≤ 0

(7.5)

H1 : ρ(X , Z) − ρ(Y, Z) > 0

(7.6)

7.4.1. Williams’ Test
One method for hypothesis testing the difference between two correlations with a dependent variable
that is used frequently to compare machine translation metrics is Williams’ test (Williams, 1959).
It uses the pairwise correlations between X, Y , and Z to calculate a t-statistic and a corresponding
p-value. The t-statistic is calculated as the following:

t = (rXZ

v
u
u
− rY Z ) · t

(n − 1)(1 + rXY )

2
n−1
YZ
2K n−3
+ rXZ +r
(1 − rXY )3
2


(7.7)

with n − 3 degrees of freedom, where n is the number of pairs used to calculate the correlations,
rXY , rY Z , and rXZ are the sample correlations between the respective matrices, and K is defined
as the determinant of the matrix of pairwise correlations:
1
K = rXY
rXZ

rXY

rXZ

1

rY Z

rY Z

1

= 1 − rXY 2 − rXZ 2 − rY Z 2 + 2rXY rXZ rY Z

(7.8)

(7.9)

Williams’ test is frequently used to compare machine translation metrics’ performances at the
system-level (Mathur et al., 2020b, among others).
However, the test faces the same issues as the Fisher transformation: It assumes the input variables
are normally distributed (Dunn and Clark, 1971), and it is not clear whether the test should be
applied at the summary-level.
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Figure 26: An illustration of the three permutation methods which swap system scores, document
scores, or scores for individual summaries between X and Y .

7.4.2. Permutation Tests
Bootstrapping can be used to calculate a p-value in the form of a paired bootstrap test in which
the sampling methods described in §7.3.2 can be used to resample new matrices from X, Y , and
Z in parallel. However, an alternative and closely related nonparametric hypothesis test is the
permutation test (Noreen, 1989). Permutation tests tend to be used more frequently than paired
bootstrap tests for hypothesis testing because they directly test whether any observed difference
between two values is due to random chance. In contrast, paired bootstrap tests indirectly reason
about this difference by estimating the variance of the test statistic.
Similarly to bootstrapping, a permutation test applied to two paired samples estimates the distribution of the test statistic under H0 by calculating its value on new resampled datasets. In contrast to
bootstrapping, the resampled datasets are constructed by randomly permuting which sample each
observation in a pair belongs to (i.e., resampling without replacement). This relies on assuming
the pair is exchangeable under H0 , which means H0 is true for either sample assignment for the
pair. Then, the p-value is calculated as the proportion of times the test statistic across all possible
permutations is greater than the observed value. A significant p-value implies the observed test
statistic is very unlikely to occur if H0 were true, resulting in its rejection. In practice, calculating
the distribution of H0 across all possible permutations is intractable, so it is instead estimated on a
large number of randomly sampled permutations.15
For example, a permutation test applied to testing the difference between two QA models’ mean
15

This is known as an approximate randomization test.
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Algorithm 2 Permutation Hypothesis Test
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Input: X, Y, Z ∈ RN ×M , k ∈ N, α ∈ [0, 1]
Standardize X and Y
c←0
δ ← r(X, Z) − r(Y, Z)
for k iterations do
Xs , Ys ← empty N × M matrices
for (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , N } × {1, . . . , M } do
if random Boolean is true then
Xs [i, j] ← Y [i, j]
Ys [i, j] ← X[i, j]
else
Xs [i, j] ← X[i, j]
Ys [i, j] ← Y [i, j]
end if
end for
δs ← r(Xs , Z) − r(Ys , Z)
if δs > δ then
c←c+1
end if
end for
return c/k

Output: p-value

▷ swap

▷ do not swap

accuracies on the same dataset would sample a permutation by swapping the models’ outputs for
the same input. Under H0 , the models’ mean accuracies are equal, so randomly exchanging the
outputs is not expected to change their means. In the case of evaluation metrics, each permutation
sample can be taken by randomly swapping the scores in X and Y . There are at least three ways of
doing so:
1. P ERM -S YSTEMS: For each system, swap its scores for all inputs with probability 0.5.
2. P ERM -I NPUTS: For each input, swap its scores for all systems with probability 0.5.
3. P ERM -B OTH: For each summary, swap its scores with probability 0.5.
To account for differences in scale, we standardize X and Y before performing the permutation.
Fig. 26 contains an illustration of each method, and the pseudocode for a permutation test using the
P ERM -B OTH method is provided in Alg. 2.
Similarly to the bootstrap sampling methods, each of the permutation methods makes assumptions
about the system and input document underlying distribution. This results in different interpretations
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of how the tests’ conclusions will generalize. Since P ERM -S YSTEMS randomly assigns system
scores for all documents in D to either sample, we only expect the test’s conclusion to generalize
to a system distributed similarly to those in S evaluated on the specific set of documents D. The
opposite is true for P ERM -I NPUTS. The results for P ERM -B OTH (which can be viewed as first
swapping systems followed by swapping inputs) are expected to generalize for both systems and
documents distributed similarly to those in S and D.
In §7.5.2 we run a simulation to compare the different hypothesis testing approaches, then analyze
the results of hypothesis tests applied to summarization metrics in §7.6.2.

7.5. Simulation Experiments
We run two sets of simulation experiments in order to determine which CI (§7.5.1) and hypothesis
test (§7.5.2) methods are most appropriate for summarization metrics.
The datasets used in the simulations are the multi-document summarization dataset TAC’08 (Dang
and Owczarzak, 2008) and two subsets of the single-document summarization CNN/DM dataset
(Nallapati et al., 2016) annotated by Fabbri et al. (2021) and Bhandari et al. (2020). These datasets
have N = 58/16/25 summarization models and M = 48/100/100 inputs, respectively. The
summaries were assigned overall responsiveness, relevance, or Lightweight Pyramid (Shapira et al.,
2019) scores, respectively, by human annotators. The scores of the automatic metrics are correlated
to these human annotations.
7.5.1. Confidence Interval Simulation
In practice, evaluation metrics are almost always used to score summaries produced by systems S ′
on inputs D′ which are disjoint (or nearly disjoint) from and assumed to be distributed similarly to
the data that was used to calculate the CI, S and D. It is still desirable to use the CI as an estimate
of the correlation of a metric on S ′ and D′ , however this scenario violates assumptions made by
some of the bootstraping sampling methods (e.g., B OOT-S YSTEMS assumes that D is fixed). This
simulation aims to demonstrate the effect of violating these assumptions on the accuracy of the CIs.
Setup. The simulation works as follows. The systems S and inputs D are each randomly partitioned into two equally sized disjoint sets SA , SB , DA , and DB . Then the submatrices XA , ZA , XB ,
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TAC’08

CI
Method

ρS YS

Fisher
B OOT-S YSTEMS
B OOT-I NPUTS
B OOT-B OTH

0.72
0.76
0.58
0.82

Fabbri et al.

Bhandari et al.

ρS UM

ρS YS

ρS UM

ρS YS

ρS UM

1.00
0.72
0.70
0.92

0.87
0.81
0.70
0.98

1.00
0.73
0.73
0.93

0.85
0.80
0.68
0.94

1.00
0.72
0.62
0.88

Table 19: The proportion of times the 95% confidence interval for the true correlations ρ of QAEvalF1 calculated using Pearson contains the sample correlation of a held-out set of systems and inputs
for the different methods of calculating confidence intervals. Values in bold are closest to 0.95
(and less than 1.0) and significantly different under a one-tailed difference of proportions z-test at
α = 0.05.
and ZB are selected from X and Z based on the system and input partitions. Matrices XA and ZA
are used to calculate a 95% CI using one of the methods described in §7.3, and then it is checked
whether sample correlation r(XB , ZB ) is contained by the CI. The entire procedure is repeated
1000 times, and the proportion of times the CI contains the sample correlation is calculated.
It is expected that a CI which generalizes well to the held-out data should contain the sample correlation 95% of the time under the assumption that the data in A and B is distributed similarly. The
larger the difference from 95%, the worse the CI is at estimating the correlation on the held-out
data.
The results of the simulation calculated on TAC’08 and CNN/DM using both the Fisher transformation and the different bootstrap sampling methods to CIs for QAEval-F1 (Deutsch et al., 2021a)
are shown in Table 19.16
B OOT-B OTH generalizes the best. Among the bootstrap methods, B OOT-B OTH produces CIs
that come closest to the ideal 95% rate. Any deviations from this number reflect that the assumption
that all of the inputs and systems are distributed similarly is not true, but overall violating this
assumption does not have a major impact.
The other bootstrap methods, which sample only systems or inputs, captures the correlation on the
held-out data far less than 95% of the time. For instance, the CIs for ρS YS on Bhandari et al. (2020)
16

The Fisher transformation was directly applied to the averaged summary-level correlation.
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only successfully estimate the held-out correlation on 80% and 68% of trials. This means that a
95% CI calculated using B OOT-I NPUTS is actually only a 68% CI on the held-out data. This pattern
is the same across the different correlation levels and datasets. The lower values for only sampling
inputs indicates that more variance comes from the systems rather than the inputs.
Fisher analysis.

The Fisher transformation at the system-level creates CIs that generalize worse

than B OOT-B OTH. The summary-level CI captures the held-out sample correlation 100% of the
time, implying that the CI width is too large to be useful. We believe this is due to the fact that
as the absolute value of r(X, Z) decreases, the width of the Fisher CI increases. Summary-level
correlations are lower than system-level correlations (see §7.6.1), and therefore Fisher results in a
worse CI estimate at the summary-level.
Conclusion. This experiment presents strong evidence that violating the assumptions that either
the systems/inputs are fixed or that the data is normally distributed does result in worse CIs. Hence,
the B OOT-B OTH method provides the most accurate CIs for scenarios in which summarization
metrics are frequently used.
7.5.2. Power Analysis
The power of a hypothesis test is the probability of accepting the alternative hypothesis given that
it is actually true (equal to 1.0 – the type-II error rate). It is desirable to have as high of a power
as possible in order to avoid missing a significant difference between metrics. This simulation
estimates the power of each of the hypothesis tests.
Setup. Measuring power requires a scenario in which it is known that ρ is greater for one metric
than another (i.e., H1 is true). Since this is not known to be true for any pair of proposed evaluation
metrics, we artificially create such a scenario by adding randomness to the calculation of ROUGE1.17 We define Rk to be ROUGE-1 calculated using a random k% of the candidate summary’s
tokens. We assume that since Rk only evaluates a summary with k% of its tokens, it is quite likely
that it is a worse metric than standard ROUGE-1 for k < 100.
To estimate the power, we score summaries with ROUGE-1 and Rk for different k values and
17

We use the recall variant of ROUGE for experiments on TAC’08 and Bhandari et al. (2020) and the F1 variant on
Fabbri et al. (2021) throughout the paper.
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Figure 27: The system- and summary-level Pearson estimates of the power of the B OOT-B OTH,
P ERM -B OTH, and Williams hypothesis test methods calculated on the annotations from Fabbri et al.
(2021). The power for B OOT-B OTH and Williams at the system-level is ≈ 0 for all values.
count how frequently each hypothesis test rejects H0 in favor of identifying ROUGE-1 as a superior
metric. This trial is repeated 1000 times, and the proportion of significant results is the estimate of
the power.
Since the various hypothesis tests make different assumptions about whether the systems and inputs are fixed or variable, it is not necessarily fair to directly compare their powers. Because the
assumptions of B OOT-B OTH and P ERM -B OTH most closely align with the typical use case of summarization, we compare their powers. We additionally include Williams’ test because it is frequently
used for machine translation metrics and it produces interesting results, discussed below.
P ERM -B OTH has the highest power. Fig. 27 plots the power curves for various values of k on
the CNN/DM annotations by Fabbri et al. (2021). We find that P ERM -B OTH has the highest power
among the three tests for all values of k. As k approaches 100%, the difference between ROUGE-1
and Rk becomes smaller and harder to detect, thus the power for all methods approaches 0.
B OOT-B OTH has lower power than P ERM -B OTH both at the summary-level and system-level, in
which it is near 0. This result is consistent with permutation tests being more useful for hypothesis
testing than their bootstrapping counterparts. We believe the power differences in both levels are
due to the variance of the two correlation levels. As we observe in §7.6.1, the system-level CIs have
significantly larger variance than at the summary-level, making it harder for the paired bootstrap to
reject the system-level H0 .
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Williams’ test has low power.

Interestingly, the power of Williams’ test for all k is ≈ 0, implying

the test never rejects H0 in this simulation. This is surprising because Williams’ test is frequently
used to compare machine translation metrics at the system-level and does find differences between
metrics. We believe this is due to the strength of the correlations of ROUGE-1 to the ground-truth
judgments as follows.
The p-value calculated by Williams is a function of the pairwise correlations of X, Y , and Z and
the number of observations. The closer both r(X, Z) and r(Y, Z) are to 0, the higher the p-value.
The correlation of ROUGE-1 in this simulation is around 0.6 and 0.3 at the system- and summarylevels. In contrast, the system-level correlations for the metrics submitted to the Workshop on
Machine Translation (WMT) 2019’s metrics shared task for de-en are on average 0.9 (Ma et al.,
2019). Among the 231 possible pairwise metric comparisons in WMT’19 for de-en, Williams’ test
yields 81 significant results. If the correlations are shifted to have an average value of 0.6, only 3
significant results are found. Thus we conclude that Williams’ test’s power is worse for detecting
differences between lower correlation values.
Because this simulation is performed with summarization metrics on a real summarization dataset,
we believe it is faithful enough to a realistic scenario to conclude that Williams’ test does indeed
have low power when applied to summarization metrics. However, we do not expect Williams’ test
to have 0 power when used to detect differences between machine translation metrics.
Conclusion. Since P ERM -B OTH has the best statistical power at both the system- and summarylevels, we recommend it for hypothesis testing the difference between summarization metrics.

7.6. Summarization Analysis
We run two experiments that calculate CIs (§7.6.1) and run hypothesis tests (§7.6.2) for many different summarization metrics on the TAC 2008 and CNN/DM datasets (§7.5). Each experiment also
includes an analysis which discusses the implications of the results for the summarization community.
The metrics used for experimentation are the following: AutoSummENG (Giannakopoulos et al.,
2008), BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020), BEwT-E (Tratz and Hovy, 2008), METEOR (Denkowski
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Figure 28: The 95% confidence intervals for ρS UM (blue) and ρS YS (orange) calculated using
Kendall’s correlation coefficient on TAC 2008 (left) and CNN/DM summaries (middle, SummEval;
right, REALSumm) are rather large, reflecting the uncertainty about how well these metrics agree
with human judgments of summary quality.
and Lavie, 2014), MeMoG (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2010), MoverScore (Zhao et al.,
2019), NPowER (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2013), QAEval (Deutsch et al., 2021a), ROUGE
(Lin, 2004), and S3 (Peyrard et al., 2017). We use the metrics’ implementations in the SacreROUGE
library (Deutsch and Roth, 2020).
7.6.1. Confidence Intervals
Fig. 28 shows the 95% CIs calculated via B OOT-B OTH for ρS UM and ρS YS for each metric calculated
using Kendall’s τ . Since ROUGE is the most commonly used metric, the following discussion will
mostly focus on its results, however the conclusions largely apply to other metrics as well.
Confidence intervals are large.

The most apparent observation is that the CIs are rather large, es-

pecially for ρS YS . The ROUGE-2 ρS YS CIs are [.49, .74] for TAC 2008 and [−.09, .84] on CNN/DM
using the annotations from Fabbri et al. (2021). The wide range of values demonstrates that there
is a large amount of uncertainty around how precise the correlations reported in the literature truly
are.
The size of the CIs has serious implications for how trustable existing automatic evaluations are.
Since Kendall’s τ is a function of the number of pairs of systems in which the automatic metric
and ground-truth agree on their rankings, the metrics’ CIs can be translated to upper- and lowerbounds on the number of incorrect rankings. Specifically, ROUGE-2’s system-level CI on Fabbri
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et al. (2021) implies it incorrectly ranks systems with respect to humans 9-54% of the time. This
means that potentially more than half of the time ROUGE ranks one summarization model higher
than another on CNN/DM, it is wrong according to humans, a rather surprising result. However,
it is consistent with similar findings by Rankel et al. (2013), who estimated the same result to be
around 37% for top-performing systems on TAC 2008-2011.
We suspect that the true ranking accuracy of ROUGE (as well as the other metrics) is not likely to
be at the extremes of the confidence interval due to the distribution of the bootstrapping samples
shown in Fig. 28. However, this experiment highlights the uncertainty around how well automatic
metrics replicate human annotations of summary quality. An improved ROUGE score does not
necessarily mean a model produces better summaries. Likewise, not improving ROUGE should not
disqualify a model from further consideration. Consequently, researchers should rely less heavily
on automatic metrics for determining the quality of summarization models than they currently do.
Instead, the community needs to develop more robust evaluation methodologies, whether it be taskspecific downstream evaluations or faster and cheaper human evaluation.
Comparing CNN/DM annotations. The CIs calculated on the annotations by Bhandari et al.
(2020) (REALSumm) are in general higher and more narrow than on Fabbri et al. (2021) (SummEval). We believe this is due to the method of selecting the summaries to be annotated for each of
the datasets. Bhandari et al. (2020) selected summaries based on a stratified sample of automatic
metric scores, whereas Fabbri et al. (2021) selected summaries uniformly at random. Therefore, the
summaries in Bhandari et al. (2020) are likely easier to score (due to a mix of high- and low-quality
summaries) and are less representative of the real data distribution than those in Fabbri et al. (2021).
7.6.2. Hypothesis Testing
Although nearly all of the CIs for the metrics are overlapping, this does not necessarily mean that
no metric is statistically better than another since the differences between two metrics’ correlations
could be significant.
In Fig. 29, we report the p-values for testing H0 : ρ(X , Z) − ρ(Y, Z) ≤ 0 using the P ERM B OTH permutation test at the system- and summary-levels on TAC 2008 and CNN/DM for all
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Figure 29: The results of running the P ERM -B OTH hypothesis test to find a significant difference
between metrics’ Pearson correlations. A blue square means the test returned a significant p-value
at α = 0.05, indicating the row metric has a higher correlation than the column metric. An orange
outline means the result remained significant after applying the Bonferroni correction. Summarylevel correlations are the top row and system-level on the bottom. TAC 2008 is in the left column,
SummEval in the middle, and REALSumm on the right.
possible metric combinations (see Azer et al. (2020) for a discussion about how to interpret pvalues). The Bonferroni correction (which lowers the significance level for rejecting each individual
null hypothesis such that the probability of making one or more type-I errors is bounded by α;
Bonferroni, 1936; Dror et al., 2017) was applied to test suites grouped by the X metric at α =
0.05.18 A significant result means that we conclude that ρ(X , Z) > ρ(Y, Z).
The metrics which are identified as being statistically superior to others at the system-level on TAC
2008 and CNN/DM using the annotations from Fabbri et al. (2021) are QAEval and BERTScore.
Although they are statistically indistinguishable from each other, QAEval does improve over more
metrics than BERTScore does on TAC 2008. At the summary-level, BERTScore has significantly
better results than all other metrics. Overall, none of the other metrics consistently outperform
18
A version of the results when the correction is applied to p-values grouped by the dataset and correlation level pair
is included in Appendix C.2.
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all variants of ROUGE. Results using either the Spearman or Kendall correlation coefficients are
largely consistent with Fig. 29, although QAEval no longer improves over some metrics, such as
ROUGE-2, at the system-level on TAC 2008.
The results on the CNN/DM annotations provided by Bhandari et al. (2020) are less clear. The
ROUGE variants appear to perform well, a conclusion also reached by Bhandari et al. (2020). The
hypothesis tests also find that S3 is statistically better than most other metrics. S3 scores systems
using a learned combination of features which includes ROUGE scores, likely explaining this result.
Similarly to the CI experiment, the results on the annotations provided by Bhandari et al. (2020)
and Fabbri et al. (2021) are rather different, potentially due to differences in how the datasets were
sampled. Fabbri et al. (2021) uniformly sampled summaries to annotate, whereas Bhandari et al.
(2020) sampled them based on their approximate quality scores, so we believe the dataset of Fabbri
et al. (2021) is more likely to reflect the real data distribution.

7.7. Limitations
The large widths of the CIs in §7.6.1 and the lack of some statistically significant differences between metrics in §7.6.2 are directly tied to the size of the datasets that were used in our analyses.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the datasets we used are some of the largest available
with annotations of summary quality. Therefore, the results presented here are our best efforts at
accurately measuring the metrics’ performances with the data available. If we had access to larger
datasets with more summaries labeled across more systems, we suspect that the scores of the human
annotators and automatic metrics would stabilize to the point where the CI widths would narrow and
it would be easier to find significant differences between metrics.
Although it is desirable to have larger datasets, collecting them is difficult because obtaining human
annotations of summary quality is expensive and prone to noise. Some studies report having difficulty obtaining high-quality judgments from crowdworkers (Gillick and Liu, 2010; Fabbri et al.,
2021), whereas others have been successful using the crowdsourced Lightweight Pyramid Score
(Shapira et al., 2019), which was used in Bhandari et al. (2020).
Then, it is unclear how well our experiments’ conclusions will generalize to other datasets with dif128

ferent properties, such as documents coming from different domains or different length summaries.
The experiments in Bhandari et al. (2020) show that metric performance depends on which dataset
you use to evaluate, whether it be TAC or CNN/DM, which is supported by our results. However,
our experiments also show variability in performance within the same dataset when using different
quality annotations (see the differences in results between Fabbri et al. (2021) and Bhandari et al.
(2020)). Clearly, more research needs to be done to understand how much of these changes in performance is due to differences in the properties of the input documents and summaries versus how
the summaries were annotated.

7.8. Related Work
Summarization. CIs and hypothesis testing were applied for summarization evaluation metrics
over the years in a relatively inconsistent manner – if at all. To the best of our knowledge, the only
instances of calculating CIs for summarization metrics is at the system-level using a bootstrapping
procedure equivalent to B OOT-S YSTEMS (Rankel et al., 2012; Davis et al., 2012). Some works do
perform hypothesis testing, but it is not clear which statistical test was run (Tratz and Hovy, 2008;
Giannakopoulos et al., 2008). Others report whether or not the correlation itself is significantly
different from 0 (Lin, 2004), which does not quantify the strength of the correlation nor allow for
comparisons. Some studies apply Williams’ test to compare summarization metrics. For instance,
Graham (2015) use it to compare BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and several variants of ROUGE,
and Bhandari et al. (2020) compares several different metrics at the system-level. However, our
experiments demonstrated in §7.5.2 that Williams’ test has lower power than the suggested methods
due to the lower correlation values.
As an alternative to comparing metrics’ correlations, Owczarzak et al. (2012) argue for comparison based on the number of system pairs in which both human judgments and metrics agree on
statistically significant differences between the systems, a metric also used in the TAC shared-task
for summarization metrics (Dang and Owczarzak, 2009, i.a.). This can be viewed similarly to
Kendall’s τ in which only statistically significant differences between systems are counted as concordant. However, the differences in discriminative power across metrics was not statistically tested
itself.
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More broadly in evaluating summarization systems, Rankel et al. (2011) argue for comparing the
performance of summarization models via paired t-tests or Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Wilcoxon,
1992). They demonstrate these tests have more power than the equivalent unpaired test when used
to separate human and model summarizers.
Machine Translation.

The summarization and machine translation (MT) communities face the

same problem of developing and evaluating automatic metrics to evaluate the outputs of models. Since 2008, the Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT) has run a shared-task for developing evaluation metrics (Mathur et al., 2020b, among others). Although the methodology has
changed over the years, they have converged on comparing metrics’ system-level correlations using
Williams’ test (Graham and Baldwin, 2014). Since Williams’ test assumes the input data is normally
distributed and our experiments show it has low power for summarization, we do not recommend it
for comparing summarization metrics. However, human annotations for MT are standardized to be
normally distributed, and the metrics have higher correlations to human judgments, thus Williams’
test will probably have higher power when applied to MT metrics. Nevertheless, the methods proposed in this work can be directly applied to MT metrics as well.

7.9. Summary
In this Chapter, we proposed several different methods for estimating CIs and hypothesis testing
for summarization evaluation metrics using resampling methods. These analyses largely did not
exist for summarization metrics before, and we demonstrated how these new techniques provided
insights into the performance of evaluation metrics — including our own QAEval — which were not
previously known. For instance, we found that the CIs for the correlations are very wide, meaning
the community is very uncertain how well metrics actually correlate to human judgments, and that
QAEval and BERTScore do indeed out-perform ROUGE in some evaluation settings.
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CHAPTER 8 : Re-Examining Metric Meta-Evaluation
In the previous Chapter, we proposed a set of statistical methods for improving our analyses of the
system- and summary-level correlations of evaluation metrics, thus making metric meta-evaluation
more robust. These provided insights into the behavior of the evaluation metrics which were previously not known.
However, in this Chapter, we question whether the standard definition of the system-level correlation
that is used throughout summarization actually meta-evaluates metrics the way we want them to.
We argue that there are two disconnects between how metrics are meta-evaluated and how they are
used in practice to evaluate summarization systems, thus the current meta-evaluation methodology
does not provide the most accurate portrait of the performance of evaluation metrics in realistic
use cases. To address this problem, we propose modifications to the definition of the system-level
correlation to make the evaluation of metrics better aligned to how they are actually used in practice.
The work in this Chapter was originally presented in Deutsch et al. (2022b).

8.1. Introduction
The changes we propose to the system-level correlation definition are based on two observations
about how evaluation metrics are used in practice versus how they are meta-evaluated. First, the
metrics’ scores which are used in practice are not the ones which are evaluated in system-level
correlations: Researchers compare systems based on metric scores calculated on the entire test
set but calculate scores for system-level correlations when evaluating metrics on a much smaller
subset of judged summaries. Second, metrics are evaluated in a setting that is much easier than
how they are actually used. Metric correlations are calculated using systems that vary greatly in
quality, whereas researchers compare new systems to recent work, which are likely to be very close
in quality. Discriminating between two systems of similar quality is much harder than doing so
between low and high quality systems.
To that end, we propose two changes to how system-level correlations are calculated. First, we
propose to modify the system-level correlation definition to use the entire test set to calculate the
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system scores for automatic metrics instead of only the subset of summaries judged by humans
(§8.3). With this change, the scores which are used to compare systems are directly evaluated, and
we further demonstrate how the precision of our estimate of system-level correlations improves as
a result. Calculating system scores over a larger number of instances reduces the variance of the
scores, which results in confidence intervals (CIs) for the correlations that are 16-51% more narrow
on average (§8.3.2).
Second, we redefine a high quality metric to be one for which a small difference in score reliably
indicates a difference in quality (§8.4). Then, instead of calculating the correlation with all available system pairs, we only evaluate with pairs of systems whose automatic metric scores differ by
some threshold. This allows us to show that a ROUGE-1 score difference of less than 0.5 between
systems has almost no correlation to how humans would rank the same two systems according to
our best estimates (§8.4.2). For two other metrics, BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) and QAEval
(Deutsch et al., 2021a), we show their correlations calculated on system pairs of similar quality are
much worse than under the standard correlation definition. These results cast doubt on how reliable
automatic evaluation metrics are for measuring summarization system quality in realistic scenarios.
Our analyses point to the need to collect more high-quality human judgments of summaries in order
to have more accurate estimates of metric correlations as well as the need to improve the ability of
automatic metrics to discriminate between similarly performing systems.

8.2. Background
This Section describes some background required for this Chapter. Much of it was covered in
Chapter 2, however we review some of the core concepts that are re-examined in this work and
make necessary changes to the notation.
Automatic evaluation metrics are most commonly used to argue that one summarization system
is better than another, typically by showing that the value of a metric improves with the “better”
system. How similarly automatic metrics replicate human judgments of system quality is quantified
by system-level correlations as follows.
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The summaries from N systems on Mjud input documents are judged by humans Z and scored with
an automatic metric X . Then, the system-level correlation between X and Z is calculated as

rS YS


N 
Mjud
Mjud

1 X j 1 X j  

= C ORR  
xi ,
zi

 Mjud

Mjud
j

j

(8.1)

i=1

where xji and zij are the scores of X and Z for the summary produced by the i-th system on the j-th
input document and C ORR is some correlation function.
In this work, we use Kendall’s τ (the “b” variant19 ) as the correlation function because we are most
concerned with a metric’s ability to correctly determine whether one system is better than another
since that is how metrics are used in practice. Kendall’s τ is computed based on the number of

system pairs out of N2 which are ranked the same by X and Z. It is defined as
P −Q
τ=p
(P + Q + T ) · (P + Q + U )

(8.2)

where P and Q are the number of pairs ranked the same or different by X and Z, respectively, and
T and U are the number of ties only in X or Z, respectively.
Because the computation of rS YS involves randomness — its value depends on which Mjud input
documents (and even which N systems) were used — it is only an approximation of the true correlation between X and Z. As such, Deutsch et al. (2021b) proposed various methods for calculating
confidence intervals for rS YS . For instance, their B OOT-I NPUTS method uses bootstrapping to repeatedly resample the Mjud input documents used to calculate rS YS , thereby calculating a confidence
interval for the true rS YS value for X and Z.
Datasets. The datasets that are used in this paper’s analyses are SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021)
and REALSumm (Bhandari et al., 2020), two recently collected datasets with human annotations for
summary quality collected from the CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nallapati et al., 2016). SummEval has
Mjud = 100 summaries annotated with a summary relevance score for N = 16 systems. REAL19
https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.kendalltau.
html
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Summ has Mjud = 100 summaries annotated with a Lightweight Pyramid score (Shapira et al.,
2019) for N = 25 systems. We correlate the scores of the automatic metrics to these annotations.
The CNN/DailyMail test split has 11, 490 instances.
Automatic Metrics.

Our experiments will analyze three different reference-based automatic eval-

uation metrics which were chosen because they were demonstrated to have the best correlations with
human judgments on the SummEval and REALSumm datasets (Deutsch et al., 2021b). ROUGE-n
(Lin, 2004) evaluates a generated summary by calculating an F1 score on the number of n-grams it
has in common with a human-written reference summary. BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) aligns
the generated and reference summaries’ tokens based on their BERT embeddings (Devlin et al.,
2019) and calculates a score based on the similarity of the aligned tokens’ embeddings. QAEval
(Deutsch et al., 2021a) compares the two summaries by automatically generating questions from
the reference and calculating what proportion of those questions are answered correctly by the generated summary.

8.3. Evaluating with All Available Instances
Although the above definition of the system-level correlation has been used by recent meta-evaluation
studies of metrics (Bhandari et al., 2020; Fabbri et al., 2021; Deutsch et al., 2021b), there is a disconnect between how the automatic metrics are evaluated and how they are used in practice.
Researchers who develop summarization systems evaluate those systems with automatic metrics
on all Mtest test instances, not just the subset of Mjud instances which were judged by humans.
Evaluating a system on a larger number of summaries may end up changing the system’s score,
which could potentially alter the overall ranking of a set of systems. Therefore, the rankings that
are used by practitioners to determine system quality are not the ones which are being evaluated in
the standard definition of system-level correlation.20
To that end, we propose to modify the correlation definition to use all Mtest instances to calculate
20
We suspect this methodology is an artifact of how system-level correlations were first calculated for summarization
in the DUC shared tasks when the dataset sizes were small enough that Mjud = Mtest (e.g., Dang and Owczarzak, 2008).
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the system scores for the automatic metrics. That is (differences in bold):

rSYS
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X
1
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zij 

 Mtest

Mjud
j

j

(8.3)

i=1

In practice with modern, large-scale datasets, this minor change could mean estimating system
quality based on ≈10k inputs instead of around 100. This new definition now properly evaluates
the way metrics are actually used by researchers.
We expect that scoring systems with Mtest inputs instead of Mjud should lead to a better estimate
of the true automatic metric score, which would in turn result in a lower-variance estimate of the
correlation between X and Z in the form of smaller confidence intervals for rS YS . In the next
sections, we carry out analyses to demonstrate that this is true.
8.3.1. Reducing Automatic Metric Variance
First, we empirically show that scoring systems with Mtest instances instead of Mjud does indeed
reduce the variance of the estimate of the automatic metric scores and subsequently increases the
stabilities of the system rankings.
Ideally, the X score for a system would be its “oracle” X score, equal to the expected value of X
for a document sampled from the latent distribution over documents defined by the dataset (e.g., a
system’s ROUGE score on an infinite number of examples from a dataset). Since this cannot be
calculated, it is approximated by averaging the X score on a sample (i.e., either the Mjud or Mtest
input documents). Because Mtest ≫ Mjud , we expect that the variance of this estimate using Mtest
inputs should be lower than when using Mjud .
To quantify this, we calculated the variance of estimating the oracle X score using both Mjud and
Mtest input documents via bootstrapping. We randomly sampled M input documents with replacement, recomputed the system scores, and calculated the variance of those scores over 1k iterations.
For all three metrics on both datasets, we found around a 99% reduction in the variance when Mtest
inputs were used instead of Mjud , clearly demonstrating that evaluating systems with Mtest inputs
results in a better estimate of the system scores. In Fig. 30, this is visualized for BERTScore on the
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Figure 30: The bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the BERTScore of each system in the
REALSumm dataset using Mjud judged instances in blue and Mtest instances in orange. Evaluating
systems with Mtest instances leads to far better estimate of their true scores.
REALSumm dataset.
However, because we are interested in evaluating the metrics’ rankings, we also quantify how much
of an effect this reduction in variance has on the stability of the system rankings induced by X .
Similarly to the system scores, there is an oracle ranking of systems for X , equal to the ordering of
systems by their respective oracle X scores (e.g., systems sorted by their ROUGE scores calculated
on an infinite number of examples from a dataset). As the variance of the system score estimates
decreases, the computed ranking of systems should begin to converge to the oracle X ranking. We
aim to understand to what extent this happens if Mtest instances are used for evaluation instead of
Mjud .
To quantify this notion, we calculate the Kendall’s τ between two system rankings for X that were
based on two sets of M input documents, each sampled with replacement from the set of available
documents. This simulates how much the system rankings would change if the evaluation procedure
was run twice, each time with M random input documents. This quantity is calculated 1k times for
various values of M and plotted in Fig. 31.
As M approaches Mtest , the automatic metrics’ τ values approach 1, which is significantly higher
than the respective values at Mjud , typically around 0.6-0.8. A value near 1 means that the rankings
calculated using Mtest inputs are almost constant, implying the rankings have converged to the oracle
ranking. Therefore, the reduction in variance from evaluating on Mtest instances does indeed greatly
stabilize the system rankings.
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Figure 31: Bootstrapped estimates of the stabilities of the system rankings for automatic metrics
and human annotations on SummEval (top) and REALSumm (bottom). The τ value quantifies how
similar two system rankings would be if they were computed with two random sets of M input
documents. When all Mtest test instances are used, the automatic metrics’ rankings become near
constant. The error regions represent ±1 standard deviation.
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Fig. 31 also contains the same analysis performed for the human judgments Z in both datasets,
although it is limited to a maximum of Mjud input documents. We see that on both datasets the
judgments’ rankings are still quite variable, reaching a maximum of around 0.8-0.85 τ .
8.3.2. Confidence Interval Analysis
Next, we show that the improved estimate of system scores leads to a more precise estimate of rS YS
by demonstrating the widths of the confidence intervals for rS YS decrease.
The confidence intervals for rS YS calculated using bootstrapping methods proposed by Deutsch
et al. (2021b) are rather wide. For instance, the 95% CI for ROUGE-2 on SummEval is [−.09, .84],
demonstrating a rather high level of uncertainty in its value. This is problematic because it means
we do not have a good picture of how reliable automatic evaluation metrics are. Reducing the width
of the CIs will help us better understand the true metric quality.
We suspect that the large width of the confidence interval is due to the variance of the system
rankings of the automatic metrics and human judgments. The more unstable the rankings are with
respect to the M inputs, the larger the variance of the estimate of rS YS should be since very different
system rankings would be compared on each bootstrapping iteration. Deutsch et al. (2021b) used
Mjud input documents to calculate their CIs. Therefore, we expect the improved stability of the
automatic metric system rankings from evaluating on Mtest instances should result in a more narrow
confidence interval for rS YS since some noise has been removed from this computation.
To demonstrate this, we calculated 95% CIs for rS YS using the B OOT-I NPUT method on SummEval
and REALSumm using both Mjud and Mtest input documents, shown in Fig. 32. We find that the
widths of the CIs shrank on average by 51% on SummEval and 16% on REALSumm. The largest
decrease in width is in the ROUGE family of metrics on SummEval, likely because that metric
and dataset combination saw the biggest improvement in ranking stability (see Fig. 31). Thus, the
improved estimate of the system scores did result in more precise estimates of rS YS . We repeated
this analysis using the other bootstrapping methods proposed by Deutsch et al. (2021b), and the
results are discussed in Appendix D.1.
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Figure 32: 95% confidence intervals for rS YS calculated with the B OOT-I NPUTS resampling method
when the system rankings for the automatic metrics are calculated using only the judged data (orange) versus the entire test set (blue). Scoring systems with more summaries leads to better (more
narrow) estimates of rS YS .

8.3.3. Conclusions & Recommendations
By estimating system quality using automatic metrics on all available instances instead of only those
which were judged, we showed that the variances of the system scores and subsequent rankings
reduce significantly, resulting in better estimates of rS YS . Because this methodology additionally
directly evaluates the system scores used by researchers, we recommend future work do the same.
In order to continue to improve the estimate of rS YS , as much variance as possible needs to be removed from the system rankings. Evaluating systems using Mtest instances removed a large amount
of variance from the automatic metric rankings, but as demonstrated in Fig. 31, the human judgments still have a large amount of variance.
The human rankings’ variances can either be reduced by judging more summaries per system or
making the judgments more consistent. Since the human rankings’ stabilities in Fig. 31 are mostly
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Figure 33: The systems (each represented by a point) on the two datasets (shown here for REALSumm) are rather diverse in quality as measured by both human judgments and automatic metrics.
beginning to plateau — especially for SummEval — it may be prohibitively expensive to collect
a sufficient number of judgments to better stabilize the rankings (Wei and Jia, 2021). Therefore,
we expect the more feasible solution is to improve the consistency of the human judgments, for
example by better training the annotators or improving the annotation protocol.

8.4. Evaluating with Realistic System Pairs
Next, we argue that the set of systems used to evaluate metrics is not reflective of how metrics are
used in practice and propose a new system-level correlation variant to address this problem.
8.4.1. Evaluating with All System Pairs
The N systems which are used for calculating system-level correlations are typically those which
participated in a shared task, as in DUC/TAC (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008, among others), or those
which have been published in the previous 3-4 years (Bhandari et al., 2020; Fabbri et al., 2021). As
such, they are typically rather diverse in terms of their qualities, both as rated by human annotators
and automatic metrics.
The system scores of all of the systems in the REALSumm dataset as evaluated by humans and
automatic metrics are shown in Fig. 33. Clearly, the scores are rather diverse. For example, the
systems cluster into low, medium, and high quality groups (with an additional outlier) as evaluated
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Figure 34: The rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) correlations on the SummEval (top) and REALSumm (bottom) datasets
for ℓ = 0 and various values of u (additional combinations of ℓ and u can be found in Appendix D.2).
The u values were chosen to select the 10%, 20%, . . . , 100% of the pairs of systems closest in score.
Each u is displayed on the top of each plot. For instance, 20% of the N2 system pairs on SummEval
are separated by < 0.5 ROUGE-1, and the system-level correlation on those pairs is around 0.08.
As more systems are used in the correlation calculation, the allowable gap in scores between system
pairs increases, and are therefore likely easier to rank, resulting in higher correlations.
by ROUGE. A difference of around 5 ROUGE points between them is a rather large gap for ROUGE
scores.
The standard definition for a high quality evaluation metric is one which correctly ranks a set of
systems with respect to human judgments. As such, the implementation of the system-level correlation calculated with Kendall’s τ will rank all N systems according to the human judgments and an

automatic metric, then count how many pairs were ranked the same out of all N2 pairs (see §8.2).
As a consequence, even pairs of systems which are separated by a large margin according to the automatic metric — likely systems with a clear difference in quality — are included in the evaluation.
Therefore, automatic metrics are rewarded for correctly ranking such “easy” system pairs.
8.4.2. Evaluating with Realistic Pairs
This standard evaluation setting does not reflect how summarization metrics are actually used by
researchers. New systems are typically only slightly better than previous work. Based on a survey
of summarization papers in *ACL conferences over the past few years, we found that the average
improvement over baseline/state-of-the-art models that was reported on the CNN/Dailymail dataset
was on average 0.5 ROUGE-1. It is rarely the case that the improvement in automatic metrics is very
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large. Therefore, evaluating metrics using pairs of systems which are separated by a large margin
does not reflect the reality that metrics are very frequently used to compare those separated by a
small margin. Including “easy” system pairs in the system-level correlation likely overestimates the
quality of the metrics in settings which occur in practice.
To that extent, we redefine a high quality evaluation metric to be one for which a small difference
in scores reliably indicates a difference in quality. We quantify this by proposing a variant of the
system-level τ which is calculated between system pairs which are separated by a pre-defined au
tomatic metric score margin. Instead of using all N2 system pairs, only pairs whose difference
in scores falls within the margin are used to calculate the system-level correlation. We denote this
correlation variant as rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) where ℓ and u are the lower- and upper-bounds of the allowable differences in automatic metrics’ scores. This would enable, for example, evaluating how
well ROUGE correlates to human judgments on system pairs that are separated by 0.0-0.5 ROUGE
points, thereby directly evaluating the scenario in which ROUGE is used to make decisions about
system quality.
In Fig. 34 we report the rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) correlations for ℓ = 0.0 and various values of u on both the
SummEval and REALSumm datasets (more combinations of ℓ and u are included in Appendix D.2).
That is, we evaluate rS YS only on system pairs which are separated by at most an automatic score
of u. The values of u were selected by picking the minimum u which would result in evaluating on

10%, 20%, . . . , 100% of the N2 possible system pairs closest in score to be consistent across all
three metrics.
The correlations for each metric on the system pairs closest in score are far lower than the correlations evaluated on all of the system pairs. For instance, the correlation of BERTScore on SummEval
with the closest 20% of system pairs (u ≈ 0.2) is only 0.42 compared to 0.77 under the standard
definition of rS YS . Thus, it is clear that the metrics are much less reliable approximations of human
judgments when the system scores are close than was previously known. Evaluating on all possible
system pairs leads to an overly optimistic view of automatic metric quality.
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The rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) correlation of ROUGE for ℓ = 0.0 and u = 0.5 — a typical improvement reported
by researchers — is 0.08 and 0.0 on the SummEval and REALSumm datasets. Therefore, these
results suggest the most popular summarization evaluation metric agrees with human judgments of
system quality in realistic scenarios only slightly better than or equal to random chance.
This result also offers an explanation for why a naive metric such as ROUGE achieves moderately
strong correlations under the standard definition of the system-level correlation (0.45 and 0.73 on
SummEval and REALSumm) despite well known flaws and criticisms (Passonneau et al., 2005;
Conroy and Dang, 2008; Deutsch and Roth, 2021, among others): It has benefited from an easy
evaluation protocol. Despite its simplicity, it is not too surprising that a large gap of 5-10 ROUGE
points actually does correctly rank system pairs. Most of its positive correlation comes from such
easy examples.
8.4.3. Conclusions & Recommendations
If it is assumed that we have enough high-quality judgments to accurately discriminate between
two similarly performing systems, then the results in Fig. 34 show that the correlations in realistic
settings are trending very low, meaning automatic metrics are not nearly sensitive enough to distinguish between systems with only minor differences in quality. This is problematic because this
is the scenario in which metrics are most frequently used, and therefore they are not very reliable
methods of evaluating summarization systems. However, it is not all bad news. Because the standard system-level τ values are moderately positive, consistent improvements in automatic metrics
over time will likely result in better quality systems. Similarly to stochastic gradient descent, not
every reported improvement is real, but on average over time, the quality does improve. Nonetheless, future work should focus on improving the quality of evaluation metrics when the differences
in system performance are small, and researchers who compare systems should invest more effort
into their human evaluations since automatic evaluations are not very reliable.
However, because the available number of system pairs to calculate the correlations in Fig. 34 is
rather small — especially when evaluating on the closest system pairs — and recent work suggests
we may not have enough human judgments to accurately distinguish between similarly performing
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systems (Wei and Jia, 2021), it could be difficult to reach any definitive conclusions about the
metrics’ correlations. That being said, these are our best estimates of the correlations with the
available data. Not knowing how much we can trust automatic metrics is not a good outcome. In
this scenario, future work should focus on collecting more, high-quality human judgments so that
we can better meta-evaluate automatic metrics. Since we argue that it is important to distinguish
between similarly performing systems, new data collection efforts should consider using targeted
pairwise judgments between those systems instead of direct assessments across a variety of systems
of diverse quality.
We recommend that proposals of new evaluation metrics also report correlations on system pairs
with various differences in scores in addition to the standard system-level correlation definition.
Reporting this information would better inform users of metrics about how likely humans would
agree their observed improvement is real based on its value.

8.5. Related Work
The methodology behind meta-evaluating summarization evaluation metrics was established during
the DUC/TAC shared tasks (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008, among others). In addition to competitions for developing high-quality summarization systems, there were also shared tasks for creating
automatic metrics that correlated well with human judgments. The benchmark datasets created
during DUC/TAC were small in size by today’s standards because they were manually collected
multi-document summarization datasets, which are hard to create at scale. As such, all of the
model-generated summaries on the full test set were judged (so Mjud = Mtest ; §8.3), unlike for
current datasets which are too large to fully judge.
Recently, there has been growing interest in revisiting the meta-evaluation of automatic evaluation
metrics for summarization, in part due to the large differences between currently popular summarization datasets and those used in DUC/TAC. We view our work as continuing this direction of
research.
Peyrard (2019) argues that current evaluation metrics do not work as well when they are used to
evaluate high-performing systems compared to those which were evaluated in DUC/TAC.
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Both Fabbri et al. (2021) and Bhandari et al. (2020) re-evaluated how well existing evaluation metrics work on the popular CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nallapati et al., 2016) by collecting judgments
of summary quality using recent state-of-the-art systems. These datasets were used in our analyses.
While the goal of these works was to identify which metrics correlated best with human judgments,
our goal is to point out the ways in which the current methodology of meta-evaluating metrics is
inconsistent with how they are used.
Then, the work of Deutsch et al. (2021b) proposed statistical methods for estimating and comparing
correlation values. In contrast to our work, they provide statistical tools for analyzing correlations,
whereas we propose new definitions of correlations.
Finally, Wei and Jia (2021) provided a theoretical analysis of the bias and variance of automatic and
human evaluations of machine translations and summaries. Among their conclusions, they argue for
evaluating metrics with pairwise accuracy (Kendall’s τ ) and that it may be prohibitively expensive
to collect enough human judgments to distinguish between two systems with very similar quality.
Our work further argues that metrics should be evaluated with a variant of Kendall’s τ calculated
using realistic system pairs (§8.4). Unfortunately, their results suggest that collecting enough human
judgments to accurately measure how well automatic metrics perform in this setting may be very
difficult.
Related studies to ours have examined how the choice of which systems to include in metric evaluations impacts the correlation values. Both Mathur et al. (2020a) and Bhandari et al. (2020) identify
that metrics perform worse when scoring only the top-k systems in machine translation and summarization, respectively, and examine the use of pairwise comparisons for metric evaluation. Further,
Mathur et al. (2020a) demonstrate that outlier systems have an out-sized influence on the correlation
values and recommend removing them from the metric evaluations. In contrast, our work proposes
to change the evaluation methodology for metrics so that it more closely resembles how they are
used in practice. This results in evaluating only on system pairs which are realistically compared by
researchers, that is, those separated by small margins in automatic metric scores. We believe that
this is a more principled approach to how to select which system pairs to evaluate on compared to
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previous work.

8.6. Summary
In this Chapter, we proposed two independent changes to how the system-level correlation of metrics
is calculated to better align with how they are used to evaluate systems. Our analyses showed that
these modifications led to lower-variance estimates of correlations and that commonly reported improvements in metric scores may not reliably predict how humans would judge system quality. The
results from the analyses point to the need for future data collection efforts of high-quality human
judgments and improving automatic evaluation metrics when differences in system performance are
small.
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CHAPTER 9 : Conclusion
Evaluation is an essential — and often overlooked — component of developing machine learning
applications. Without high-quality evaluations of models, progress in machine learning and NLP is
not measurable and thus is not possible.
In this thesis, I pointed out several ways in which evaluation in summarization is flawed and lacking
and proposed different solutions for improving the state of evaluation. The main areas of focus were
on the actual task of evaluating summaries as well as meta-evaluating metrics.

9.1. Summary of Contributions
In Chapter 3, I argued that commonly used reference-based evaluation metrics fail to evaluate the
information of summaries through an analysis of ROUGE and BERTScore. As a consequence of
this, the ways in which researchers evaluate summaries is not aligned with the goal of generating
summaries that contain salient information, and therefore I demonstrated that these metrics are
inadequate tools for measuring true progress on summarization.
To address the shortcomings of existing evaluations, in Chapter 4 I explored how QA-based representations of semantic content could be leveraged for evaluating summaries through a proposal
of a reference-based metric called QAEval. The experiments demonstrated that the metric already
achieves state-of-the-art performance at evaluating summarization systems, and I showed evidence
that as the pre-trained models which are used as subroutines of the metric continue to improve, the
overall quality of the metric will as well. Further, I argued that QAEval does a better job at evaluating the information content of summaries than either ROUGE or BERTScore, evidence that it is
better metric for measuring progress of summarization research. Thus, this work strongly demonstrated the value of QA-based representations for summarization evaluation.
In Chapter 5, I explored the idea of a natural extension of QAEval in which the set of questions
used to evaluate a summary is predicted using the document by a learned salience model instead of
using a reference summary. I argued that not only is such a metric flawed, but the class of referencefree evaluation metrics are inherently limited in their ability to evaluate summaries by showing how
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they are equivalent to using text generation models to evaluate other text generation models, which
comes with a set of undesirable biases. The experiments demonstrated evidence that reference-free
metrics should not be used to measure progress on tasks like summarization, but rather as diagnostic
tools for better understanding model behavior.
Then, in Chapter 6, I briefly described an extension of the idea behind QAEval and showed how
QA-based representations could be incorporated into a summary generation model. The method I
proposed represents document information with QA pairs and used a QA procedure similar to QAEval to select which document content is salient. The salient content was then incorporated into a
two-stage summarization model as an inductive bias, which resulted in better end-to-end and more
controllable summaries. Thus, the work in this Chapter demonstrates that QA-based representations
can also be used for generating better summaries, not only for summarization evaluation.
Then, Chapter 7 switched to the problem of meta-evaluating metrics. I explained how the existing
tools for meta-evaluating metrics, including QAEval, were lacking because the community has a
very poor understanding of how effective evaluation metrics actually are and whether differences in
metric performance are actual improvements or due to random chance. Through a proposal of confidence interval and hypothesis testing methods based on resampling, I improved the rigor of metric
meta-evaluation and showed how these tools provided new insights into the behavior of metrics
which was not known before. The contributions of this Chapter are not limited to summarization
because the methods I proposed are general enough to applied to any meta-evaluation procedure
used for text generation tasks. In fact, they were adopted by the Workshop on Machine Translation’s metrics shared task in 2021 (Freitag et al., 2021).
Finally in Chapter 8, I questioned whether the definition of the system-level correlation used to
meta-evaluate metrics is the right one to use at all. I identified two ways in which the standard
calculation does not reflect how evaluation metrics are actually used in practice, thus the decisions
which researchers make with evaluation metrics are not actually being evaluated. Our changes
resulted in more precise estimates of the metrics’ correlations, but also revealed that commonly
reported differences in automatic metrics may not reliably align with human judgments of summa-
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rization system quality. The latter result is especially problematic because it casts doubt over the
effectiveness of the primary method that researchers use to evaluate summarization models.

9.2. Future Directions
Overall, this thesis has touched on and improved various parts of text summarization, from the
evaluation of summaries, to the meta-evaluation of metrics, and to the actual task of summary generation. However, there are still many open questions and interesting directions for future research
that build on the work presented here.
Moving Beyond Evaluating Predicate-Argument Structure.

The wh-questions which are gen-

erated from the reference summaries and the pre-trained QA model used by QAEval largely correspond to representing and reasoning about the predicate-argument structure of the text; the questions ask about things which are explicitly stated in the summaries, and the QA model has some
basic level of understanding of the syntax of sentences and paraphrasing that it learned from its
SQuAD training data. Because of these limitations, QAEval as it is proposed here cannot compare
summaries at a higher-level than what is explicitly said with the summaries’ predicate-argument
structures.
I believe that the wh-questions used by QAEval likely come close to sufficiently representing all
the predicate-argument relations in the summaries; its limitation is the QA performance. Therefore,
I anticipate that future metrics which continue to evaluate predicate-argument structure will only
achieve minor improvements over QAEval, and those improvements will not be due to their fundamental ability to represent information. Instead, it will be driven by how well their QA model
(or the model which determines whether some information is contained in a text) performs on the
summarization datasets.
For example, a recent proposed work demonstrates experimental evidence of an improved referencebased evaluation metric called Lite3 Pyramid (Zhang and Bansal, 2021) over QAEval. They represent summary information using phrases derived from semantic role labeling (SRL) and determine
whether that content is present in another summary using an entailment model. Like QAEval, I
would argue their metric is also limited to evaluating the predicate-argument structure of the text
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because the SRL-based phrases can only express what is explicitly stated. I hypothesize that their
improved performance is potentially due to the entailment model generalizing better to the summarization dataset and the fact that they were able to fine-tune the model on labeled in-domain data,
not because their representations are more expressive.
Therefore, I hypothesize that the next frontier of summarization evaluation is to find ways of evaluating summaries beyond their predicate-argument structure. It is not clear to me exactly what this
looks like, but one example would be automatically coming up with entailment-style premises and
reasoning about whether summaries entail those premises using some level of reasoning that is beyond comparing predicate-argument relations. However, to do this research, it is not clear whether
existing datasets for metric meta-evaluation are sufficient. That is, it is not clear whether a perfect
system for matching predicate-argument structure would achieve the best possible correlations to
the human judgments or if a metric with a higher level of reasoning capability could actually make
an improvement. Understanding the answers to these questions would be a difficult, yet exciting
future research direction to explore.
Moving Beyond Modeling Predicate-Argument Structure. Like QAEval, the summarization
model proposed in Chapter 6 is limited in what types of salient document information it can identify
using the reference summaries. That is, it is only able to identify noun phrases that participate in
some predicate-argument relationship in the reference summaries via reasoning about the syntax of
the sentences and some notion of paraphrasing due to how the wh-questions are generated and the
QA model is trained. As such, the salient phrase classification model is trained to also identify such
salient relations in the documents.
I suspect that our proposed summarzation model performs well on some of the datasets which we
used for evaluation because reasoning about predicate-argument relations is highest-level of reasoning required for generating summaries which look like the references. Summarization datasets
which are popular today are large-scale, single-document, and typically drawn from the news domain. Because the salient information in a news article is often at the beginning, copying the first
few sentences of the input documents verbatim is often a quite strong baseline to beat (See et al.,
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2017; Kryscinski et al., 2019), suggesting the tasks are not too interesting from a perspective of
building a summarization system which has to perform high-level reasoning about the information
in the text and actually write summaries at a more abstract level. Likely, all that is required is to
focus on identifying salient predicate-argument relations in the first few sentences, which offers a
potential explanation for why our QA-based model was able to do well on these datasets.
Similarly to the proposed extension to move beyond evaluating predicate-argument structure, it
would be interesting to explore ways of identifying salient document information that requires reasoning beyond predicate-argument relations. However, this would require summarization datasets
in which the references summaries are also written using a higher-level of reasoning; it is unclear
exactly what that looks like.
One example could be a summarization dataset in which the references truly abstract over the information in the documents, and thus identifying salient document information would require reasoning about which parts of the input combined and provided evidence for what was written in the text,
which is beyond the capabilities of the methods proposed in this thesis. Understanding the level of
reasoning required by existing summarization datasets and then creating new datasets which force
models to perform more challenging reasoning tasks is an exciting next step for summarization.
Improving Manual Evaluations of Summaries. The proposal of the resampling methods for
calculating confidence intervals for evaluation metrics’ correlations in Chapter 7 revealed that the
community is very uncertain how well automatic metrics can actually substitute for human evaluations of summarization systems due to how wide the confidence intervals were. Then in Chapter 8,
it was further demonstrated that metrics performance in practice is likely far lower than what is
reported in standard meta-evaluations. This is problematic because it casts significant doubt on how
trustworthy evaluation metrics truly are.
I suspect that the ability to improve evaluation metrics is currently limited by our ability to evaluate
summaries with humans. Currently, our ability to precisely estimate their correlations either in the
standard definition or the modified version that we proposed in Chapter 8 relies on having a large
number of high-quality manual evaluations. However, manually evaluating summaries is notori151

ously difficult for various reasons: it is difficult to describe clear criteria for scoring summaries;
most human evaluation today is done with crowd workers who are difficult to train, especially for
cognitively challenging tasks like summary evaluation; there is standardized evaluation methodology; collecting a sufficient amount of data for meta-evaluation can be prohibitively expensive.
Future work must focus on how to do better human evaluation in order to improve automatic evaluation.
One potential path forward might be to focus on manual reference-based evaluations instead of
direct assessments. Direct assessments are considered to be the preferred evaluation method because
you are able to describe to the human judges exactly how the summaries should be scored. However
in practice, it is incredibly challenging to achieve consistent scores across annotators — especially
crowd workers (Fabbri et al., 2021) — to the point where I suspect there may be too much variance
for direct assessments to be reliable. The task is also very cognitively taxing because the judge must
completely understand the input text — which could be very long — in order to accurately evaluate
summary.
As such, I would explore ways of improving manual reference-based evaluations because I suspect
comparing the contents of two summaries is cognitively easier and more likely to get better interannotator agreements, as demonstrated by the Lightweight Pyramid (Shapira et al., 2019). The
downside is that reference-based evaluations are restricted to incorrectly assuming that the only
salient content is what is present in the reference, but I hypothesize that the improved consistency
of the evaluations would prove to be more valuable than a direct assessment, even if they are not
perfect evaluations. Such improvements over existing protocols could explore different solutions
to the same problems faced by automatic reference-based evaluations: how to extract and represent
summary content and how to identify occurrences of that content in another summary.
Reference-based evaluations also implicitly better define the task of summarization: a good summary is one which is similar to the reference. While there is likely still no explicit definition for
what that summary should contain, the evaluation protocol now establishes what the “correct” summary is, and all other summaries are evaluated with respect to it. In contrast, the direct assessment
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approach does not narrow the task definition down further, which allows the annotators to use their
own reasons for why the summaries are written and assign them scores accordingly. This ambiguity
results in less consistent annotations.
An Annual Summarization Shared Task.

The field of machine translation has significantly ben-

efited from the existence of the Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT). WMT has been running
annually since 2006, and each year it runs several different shared tasks for developing translation
systems and evaluation metrics. The submissions to the shared tasks are evaluated by human annotators, and as such, MT has a very large collection of manually scored translations. These translations
are incredibly useful for training new systems, understanding and analyzing existing models, and
building and meta-evaluating metrics. While MT still faces many of the evaluation challenges that
summarization does, it benefits from access to data and benchmark evaluation datasets.
Going forward, I believe that creating an annual shared task for developing summarization systems
and evaluation metrics would be very impactful for summarization. It would allow the community
to begin to address some of the shortcomings and limitations of the existing summarzation task definitions and evaluation methodologies. Importantly, it could also enable collecting a large number of
human evaluations of summaries and establish standard practices for how authors of papers should
perform evaluations. In this thesis, I argued that the community does not know how well automatic
metrics actually replicate human judgments, and our best estimates point to the fact that they do not
do so well in realistic use cases. An annual summarization shared task would be a great venue for
beginning to address some of the core issues within summarzation evaluation.
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APPENDICES
A. Appendix for Chapter 4
A.1. Number of Available References
Previous work has argued that multiple reference summaries are necessary for metrics to achieve
stable correlations to ground-truth annotations, especially at the summary-level (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004; Louis and Nenkova, 2013). Since the TAC datasets provide four reference summaries per input, we are able to measure how much benefit the additional references provide by
simulating having fewer references.
In order to simulate only having one reference summary, for each input document set from TAC
2008, we randomly sample one reference, score all of the peer summaries against only that reference, and calculate the correlation to the responsiveness scores. We collect 30 such samples and
report the average correlation. This procedure is also repeated for two and three references to understand the impact of each additional reference. The results are plotted in Figure 35.
At the system level, the Pearson correlations are largely the same when the metrics are provided with
one or four references. This is in agreement with Louis and Nenkova (2013), who show system-level
results are relatively stable with either one or four references. Among the metrics, the QA-based
metrics see the largest improvement in performance with adding additional references. QAEval-F1
increases from 0.85 with one reference compared to 0.90 with four. Despite its drop in performance
with one reference, QAEval-F1 is still better than ROUGE even with four references at 0.79. APES
improves from 0.66 to 0.74.
When the metrics are compared at the summary level, it is clear that the correlations for each metric
are less stable. Nearly all of the metrics greatly benefit from additional references: Pyramid Score
improves by 0.09 (+19%), ROUGE by 0.08 (+18%), and QAEval-F1 by 0.15 (+49%). The large
improvement by QAEval-F1 is further evidence that the noisy question-answering model averages
out to a high-quality responsiveness estimator when provided with a large number of QA pairs.
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Figure 35: The system- and summary-level Pearson correlations as the number of available reference summaries increases. 95% confidence error bars shown, but may be too small to see. PyrEval
is missing data because the official implementation requires at least two references. Even with one
reference summary, QAEval-F1 maintains a higher system-level correlation than ROUGE.
Overall, QAEval does incur a significant performance drop at the summary-level, but since most
comparisons of summarization systems are done at the system-level, it does not appear that having
multiple references per input is necessary for good results.

B. Appendix for Chapter 6
B.1. Dataset Statistics
The sizes of the CNN/DailyMail, XSum, and NYTimes datasets are included in Table 20. The
Table also includes the number of spans per span type that were selected from the classification
component and passed to the generation component during inference. The values were selected
based on a parameter sweep on the validation set. The number of spans with the highest ROUGE-2
F1 score was selected.
B.2. Implementation Details
All of the models were trained with the same hyperparameters for across datasets and span types
which were based on those used by BART (Lewis et al., 2020).
The classification component was a BART-Large model that was fine-tuned with a binary crossentropy classification loss. We selected the model based on which had the best precision@1 on
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Dataset

CNN/DM

XSum

NYTimes

#Train

287,113

204,045

#Valid

13,368

11,332

44,382

5,523

#Test

Span Type

#Spans

11,490

Sentences
Entities
Lex. NPs
QA

3
10
25
20

11,334

Sentences
Entities
NPs
QA

1
1
5
1

6,495

Sentences
Entities
Lex. NPs
QA

4
15
45
27

Table 20: The number of instances in the training, validation, and test splits of the three datasets
used in our experiments as well as the number of spans selected by the classification component
that were passed as input to the generation component.
the validation dataset. The generation models were also fine-tuned BART-Large models, but they
instead use a cross-entropy loss function.
Both the components were trained using Adam (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with weight decay
and learning rate 3e-5. The classification component was trained for 3 epochs, and the final model
was selected based on the precision@1 on the validation set. The generation component was trained
for 5 epochs, and the final model was selected based on the ROUGE-2 F1 score on the validation
set.
B.3. Salient Span Classifier Evaluation
Fig. 36 contains the precision@k and recall@k of the span based classifiers calculated against the
corresponding silver spans. These plots should be interpreted as how well the span classifiers were
able to learn from their respective supervision, not necessarily the true quality of the output span
labels (which would require evaluating against human-annotated gold labels, as in Table 15). The
“x” symbols denote the operating points used in the end-to-end model, which were chosen based on
the number of spans that resulted in the highest ROUGE-2 F1 score on the validation data.
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Figure 36: The performances of the salient span classifiers using the different types of salient phrase
labeling evaluated against the silver spans. The “x” marks the operating points used in the end-toend models.

B.4. Gold Span Annotation Protocol
We selected 50 test instances from the CNN/DailyMail dataset uniformly at random and labeled
each of the document NPs as salient or not salient based on whether the corresponding predicateargument relation also appears in the gold summary. We did not mark instances in which the NP’s
predicate-argument relation could be inferred from the gold summary via entailment as salient since
our silver span labeling methods aim to mark phrases as salient if the content is explicilty included
in the gold summary.
In general, this procedure was straightforward due to the extractive nature of the dataset in which
the gold summaries copy heavily from the input document. If information was repeated in the input
document, we tried to label the occurrence which contained the most predicate-argument relations
which also matched the gold summary. That is, we selected the “best match.” Otherwise, the first
occurrence was selected.
Although our labeling procedure may be noisy, we do not have reason to believe that the labels
may be biased in favor of either the lexical NP or QA labeling methods. Therefore, the statistics
calculated from these labels should only be used as diagnostic tools to make relative comparisons
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Model

R1

R2

RL

BSc

QAE

Silver Spans
QAs
QAs + Data Aug.

55.3
55.2

31.4
31.3

51.9
51.7

90.0
89.9

33.7
33.4

End-to-End
QAs
QAs + Data Aug.

45.5
45.3

21.9
21.8

42.4
42.1

88.5
88.4

24.4
24.3

Table 21: The automatic evaluation metrics for summary quality are nearly the same for the QAbased model and the QA-based model trained on the augmented data.
between the different labeling methods rather than precise estimates of their exact values. 50 documents were sufficient to achieve statistically different results.
Our annotations will be released after publication.
B.5. Data-Augmentation Automatic Evaluation
Table 21 contains the comparison between the standard and data-augmented training procedures
based on the automatic metrics. The scores are nearly the same. The benefit of the model trained
on the augmented data is in its controllability, which is not captured by this evaluation because
the models trained with the standard and augmented training data receive the same spans as input
supervision.
B.6. Human Evaluation Details
Fig. 37 contains a screenshot of the tool we used for annotating summary quality on MTurk. The annotators were instructed to rate the summaries from “Very Poor” to “Very Good” based on whether
the summary contained important information, was faithful to the input document, was fluent, and
was cohesive. The ratings were converted to a Likert scale from 1-5 and averaged across all of the
ratings for a system.
In order to encourage the annotators to pay attention to the task, we also required that they write a
very brief explanation of how they made their decision, inspired by Narayan et al. (2021).
The MTurk annotators were paid at a rate of around $15 USD per hour.
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Figure 37: A screenshot of the tool we used for annotating summary quality on Mechanical Turk.
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Metric
Resp/Rel/Pyr
AutoSummENG
MeMoG
NPowER
BERTScore
BEwTE
METEOR
MoverScore
QAEval-F1
ROUGE-1
ROUGE-2
ROUGE-L
ROUGE-SU4
S3

TAC’08

Fabbri et al.

Bhandari et al.

rS UM

rS YS

rS UM

rS YS

rS UM

rS YS

100.0
18.8
37.5
29.2
35.4
22.9
27.1
47.9
58.3
33.3
31.2
25.0
29.2
20.8

0.00
0.26
0.53
0.36
0.00
0.06
0.15
0.25
0.00
0.06
0.71
0.13
0.44
0.32

32.0
33.0
33.0
33.0
26.0
37.0
27.0
35.0
40.0
32.0
34.0
26.0
32.0
26.0

0.52
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.00
0.00

75.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
33.0
30.0
31.0
45.0
30.0
61.0
37.0
44.0
47.0

0.84
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.18
0.68
0.61
0.50
0.21
0.91
0.62
0.12
0.84
0.66

Table 22: For rS YS the p-value of the Shapiro-Wilk test. For rS UM , the percent of the per-input
document tests which had a significant result at α = 0.05. A significant p-value means H0 (the data
is distributed normally) is rejected. For rS UM , the larger the percentage the more the data appears to
be not normally distributed.

C. Appendix for Chapter 7
C.1. Normality Testing
To understand if the normality assumption holds for summarization data we ran the Shapiro-Wilk
test for normality (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965), which was reported to have the highest power out of
several alternatives (Razali and Wah, 2011; Dror et al., 2018, 2020). The results of the tests for the
ground-truth responsiveness scores and automatic metrics are in Table 22. Most of the p-values are
significant, i.e., applying a statistical test which assumes normality is incorrect in general.
C.2. Extended Bonferroni Correction
Fig. 38 contains the results from the pairwise hypothesis tests (§7.6.2) when then Bonferroni correction is applied to set of p-values grouped by the dataset and correlation level pair instead of each
dataset, correlation level, and metric shown in Fig. 29. The results are overall very similar with only
a handful of results now becoming not significant.
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Figure 38: The results of running the P ERM -B OTH hypothesis test to find a significant difference
between metrics’ Pearson correlations with the Bonferroni correction applied per dataset and correlation level pair instead of per metric (as in Fig. 29). A blue square means the test returned a
significant p-value at α = 0.05, indicating the row metric has a higher correlation than the column
metric. An orange outline means the result remained significant after applying the Bonferroni correction.

D. Appendix for Chapter 8
D.1. Additional Confidence Interval Results
In addition to the B OOT-I NPUTS CI method proposed by Deutsch et al. (2021b), the authors also
proposed B OOT-S YSTEMS and B OOT-B OTH. Each of the three methods makes assumptions about
whether the set of N systems and M input documents are fixed or variable during the bootstrapping
calculation. For instance, B OOT-I NPUTS assumes the N systems are always the same and the M
input documents are random, then subsequently resamples M input documents on each bootstrapping iteration to calculate the confidence interval. B OOT-S YSTEMS does the opposite by resampling
which N systems are used while holding the original M input documents fixed. B OOT-B OTH assumes both the systems and inputs are variable.
Figs. 39 and 40 contain the 95% CIs for ROUGE, BERTScore, and QAEval on the SummEval and
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Figure 39: The 95% CIs calculated using the B OOT-S YSTEMS bootstrapping method with Mjud
summaries in orange and Mtest in blue.
REALSumm datasets using the B OOT-S YSTEMS and B OOT-B OTH methods calculated using all
Mt test instances and only the Ma annotated instances (B OOT-I NPUTS included in the main body
of the paper, Fig. 32). The widths of the B OOT-B OTH CIs decreased by 14% and 12%, whereas the
B OOT-S YSTEMS CIs only decreased by 1% and 6%.
The B OOT-S YSTEMS widths likely decreased less because its estimation of rS YS is not dependent
on the variance of the system score estimates. Since the set of M input documents is fixed, the
system scores do not change at all during bootstrapping, so increasing the number of summaries
used to estimate those scores should not have a major effect on the estimation of rS YS .
D.2. Additional rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) Results
Fig. 41 contains the rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) correlations for when ℓ = 0 for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and
ROUGE-L, equivalent to those shown in Fig. 34 in the main body of the paper (ROUGE-1 is shown
in both). The ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L results are largely consistent with those of ROUGE-1. The
metrics’ correlations to human annotations are low (or even negative) when the differences between
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Figure 40: The 95% CIs calculated using the B OOT-B OTH bootstrapping method with Mjud summaries in orange and Mtest in blue.
system scores are small. As more pairs are added that differ by larger margins, the correlations
increase.
Figs. 42 and 43 contain the rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) correlations for ROUGE, BERTScore, and QAEval for
various combinations of ℓ and u on both the SummEval and REALSumm datasets. The first rows
of each heatmap are plotted in Figs. 34 and 41.
We see that as the allowed score gap between system pairs is allowed to increase (i.e., adding
“easier” pairs to rank), the correlation increases by a large margin over the correlation on pairs close
in score. All of the metrics have nearly perfect correlation when the system pairs are separated by
large margins.
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Figure 41: The rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) correlations on the SummEval (top) and REALSumm (bottom) datasets
for ℓ = 0 and various values of u for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L. The u values were
chosen to select the 10%, 20%, . . . , 100% of the pairs of systems closest in score. Each u is
displayed on the top of each plot.
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Figure 42: rS YS ∆(ℓ, u) correlations for various combinations of ℓ and u (see §8.4.2) for ROUGE
(top), BERTScore (middle), and QAEval (bottom) on SummEval (left) and REALSumm (right).
The values of ℓ and u were chosen so that each value in the heatmaps evaluates on 10% more
system pairs than the value to its left. For instance, the first row evaluates on 10%, 20%, . . . , 100%
of the system pairs. The second row evaluates on 10%, 20%, . . . , 90% of the system pairs, never
including the 10% of pairs which are closest in score. The first row of each of the heatmaps is
plotted in Fig. 34. The correlations on realistic score differences between systems are in the upper
left portion of the heatmaps and contain the lowest correlations overall. Evaluating on all pairs is
the top-rightmost entry, and the “easiest” pairs (those separated by a large score margin) are in the
bottom right.
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Figure 43: See Fig. 42 for a description of the heatmaps, shown here for ROUGE-2 (top) and
ROUGE-L (bottom).
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